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Introduction 
On request of the Academic Computing Centre Amsterdam (SARA) the Mathe-
matical Centre adapted its library of numerical procedures for use with 
the CD CYBER 70 system. The major part is now available for use and 
compatible with the CD ALGOL 60 compiler version 3. The resulting library 
is called NUMAL. 
The aim of NUMAL is to provide a high level numerical library for ALGOL 60 
programmers. The library contains a set of validated numerical procedures 
together with supporting documentation. Except for a small number of 
double length scalar product routines, all the source texts are written 
in ALGOL 60 and they are to a high degree independent of the computer/ 
compiler used. 
Unlike the former numerical library of the Mathematical Centre, the do-
cumentation of the library NUMAL is self-contained and does not refer to 
other MC-publications as far as the directions for use and the source 
texts of the procedures are concerned. 
Of course, the library is in continuous development and any description 
will be an instantaneous one. In this report we give an index of the 
procedures available in april 1974 and a kwic-index of the procedures 
whose full descriptions were available at december lst 1973. 
The aim of the Mathematical Centre is to distribute an extended version 
of the index and kwic-index approximately twice a year. 
---------------------------------------
Organization of the library 
The library NUMAL is stored as a number of permanent files in the 
CD CYBER 70 system of SARA. 
These files are: 
1. the file "numal 3 index" 
This file contains an up to date index of the library. A listing of 
version 740321 (march 21st 1974) is printed below. 
It gives a survey of the procedures and it describes the way one can 
obtain the documentation of each procedure. 
2. the file "numal 3" 
(Numerical procedures in ALGOL 60, version 2)· 
This is a library file which contains the object code of the procedu-
res available. This library can be used when programs are loaded, com-
piled by the CD ALGOL 60 compiler, version 3. 
3. the files "numal 3 document a" 
"numal 3 document b" 
etc. 
These files contain the documentation. 
Each of these documentation files is subdivided into a number of seg-
ments, each consisting of two successive records. The first record of 
a segment contains a description of a procedure (or set of procedures) 
and instructions for use; the second record contains the ALGOL 60 
source text(s). 
The files "numal 3 document a" and "numal 3 document b" only contain 
ALGOL 60 source texts. Full documentation is in preparation. Mostly, the 
user can find documentation in the LR-series of the Mathematical Centre. 
The files "numal 3 document c" upto "numal 3 document f" contain full do-
cumentation of those procedures which also were available for the EL-X8 
computer of the Mathematical Centre and which are now available in a re-
vised form for the CD CYBER 70 system. 
The files "numal document g" and "numal document h" contain full do-
comentation of the procedures, developed in 1973 for NUMAL. 
The procedures described in 11numal 3 document a" up to and including 
"numal 3 document £11 are available for all users of the SARA CD CYBER 
70 system. At the moment (april 1974) the procedures described in 
11numal 3 document g" upto and including "numal 3 document j" are only 
available for those who have the disposal of an MC-project number. 
INDEX TD THE LIBRARY 
NUNAL 
OF ALGOL 60 PROCEDURES IN NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS 
*************************************••t•••••*************************** 
ON REQUEST OF THE ACADEMIC CO~PUTING CENTRE ANSTEROA~ ( SA~A l 
THE LIBRARY ~UMAL IS DEVELOPED ANO SUPPORTED 8Y THE NUMERICAL 
MATHEMATICS OEPART~ENT OF THE MATHE~ATICAL CENTRf (AMSTERDAM), 
THE PRESENT DOCUMENT CONTAINS A SURVEY OF THE PROCEDURES AVAl~A8Lf IN 
OR PLANNED FOR NU~AL , MOREOVER, IT DESCRIBES THE WAY BY WHICH ONE 
CAN OBTAIN FULL DOCIJMENTAT!ON OF THOSE PROCEDUR~S ALREADY AVAILABLE, 
FILES, 
TH~ LIBRARY NU~AL CONSISTS OF A NUMBER OF FILES1 
1 1 fILf ·~JMAL1!NOEX•, 
THIS FILE CONTAINS THIS PARTICULAR DOCUMENT, I,t, THE lNDlX TO 
THE LIBRARY, 




A LIBRARY FIL~ wHICH CONTAINS THE 06JtCT CODE UF 
AVAILABLE, THIS LIBRARY CAN BE USED ~HEN PROGRA~S, 
ALGOL3 , ARE LOADED, FOR THE JSE Of A LIBRARY FtLE 
SCOPE QEF MANUAL, CHAPTER b, 
INTERCOM REF MANUAL, CHAPTER 3, XEQ COMMAND, 




THESE flLES CONTAIN T~E DOCUMENTATION OF THE PROCEDURES, 
EACH OF THESE FILES 15 SUBOlVIOEO INTO A NUMBER OF SEGME~TS, EACH 
CONSISTI~G OF T~O SUCCESSIVE RECOROS 1 
THE FIRST RECORD Of A SEGMENT CONTAINS A DeSCRIPTION Of A 
PROCEDURE ( OR SET OF PROCtDUR~S )f THc SECOND ~ECORD CONTAINS THE 
~LGOL oO SOURCE TEXT(S) 1 
THE Fl~ES •NUMALJDOCUME~TA" ANO "NUMALJDOCUHENTB• O~~y CONTAI~ 
ALGOL bO SOURCE TEXTS, FULL DOCUMfNTATION IS IN PREPARATION, MOSTLY 
TH( USER CAN FINO DOCUMENTATION (N THE LR~5ERIE5 OF THE 
MATHtMAT!CAL CENTRE, WHICH CONTAINS DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EL•X8 
!MPLEME~TATfON OF THE ALGO~ITHMS, 
THE FILES •NUMALJDOCU~ENTC" , •NUMALJOOCUMENTD• ETC, CONTAIN 
FULL DOC0MENTAT)ON 1 
HOW TO GF.T ENTRANCE TO THE DOCUME~TAT!ON, 
CLASSlFif~ ACCJRD!~G TO SUBJECT, THE PRESENT INDEX CONTAINS T"t 
NA~ES OF THE PROCEDURES, THE CORRESPONDING CODE NUMBERS IN NUMAL3 
A~O A REFERENCE TD THE DOCUMENTATION, THIS REFERENCE GIVE~ A 
FILE~A~E A~D A NUMBER Of RECORDS TO 8E SKIPPED ON TH4T F!Lt (SKIPRJ, 
lN ORDER !) CONSULT A SPEC!Fl£D RECORD Of DDCUMEN14Tl0N 1 ALL PRECLDING 
RFCORDS ~AVE TO AE SKIPPED, 
EXAMPLE, 
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE DESCRIPTION Of THE PROCEDURE "MULTISTEP" (SECTION 5,2,l,1 1 1,t, ,ON FILt "NUMA~3DOCUMENTC" , SKIPR=JO ) 
THE NEXT CONTRO~ CARDS CAN BE USED 
• ' ' t ' • ATTACH,N3C,NUMAL3DOCUMENTC, 
Si<lPf 1 1113C, 30 1 
COPYBR,N3C,OUTPUT, 
' ••• 1 • IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THf SOURCE TEXT, ONE MORE RECORD HAD TO BE SKIPPED, 
SERVICf, 
ADVICE ABOJT THE USE OF THE LIBRARY OR ABOUT THE USE OF THE I~OlV!OUA~ 
PROCEDURES CA~ Bf OBTAINED FROM THE PROGRAM ADVISOR O" T~~ 
MATHfMATTC4L CENTRE, 
"IOTE, 
FOR FUTURE PUBLICATION THE DOCUMENTATION IS SCATTERED WITH LAYOUT 




AT THE MOMENT ( !97q~3•20 l fMf PROCEDURES DESCRifff.0 IN NUMALDOCUMENTG, 
NUMAL3DOCJ~ENTH AND NUMALDOCE~ENTJ ARf ONLY 4VAILABLE FOR TMOSf WHO 
HAVE THE DISPOSAL OF AN MC•PROJECTNUMBER, 
NO PART OF THE LIBRARY NUMAL MAY ijf REPRODUCED, STORED !N A 
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM OR TRANSMITTED, IN ANY FORM OR BY ANY MEANS, 
ELECTRONIC, PHOTOCOPYING, RECORO!~G, OR OT~f.RwISE, wITHOUT TME 
PRfOR WRITTEN PERMISSION OF THE ACADEMIC COMPUTING CENTRE AMSTERDAM (SARA) OR THE MATHEMATICAL CENTRE (AHSTEROA~l, 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE ocSCRJPTlUN 
fll.ENAMc SKlPH 
!,ELEMENTARY PROCEDURES 
1,REAL V~CT ANO MAT OPERATIONS 
l 1 1NlTIALtZATION 
IlllIVEC HO to Nul!AL 500CVMENTD 0 
lNillAT 31011 NiJMAl,.300CUMENTD 0 
I NI MATO 31012 NUllALlOOCUllf;NTD 0 
lNlSYMD ll013 NUMAl.300CVMENTD 0 
lNISYMRO~ .slOlQ NVMAL3DOCUl'IE NTD 0 
2,'.>UPLICATION 
OUPVEC 31030 lllUllAl,300CUME:J\ITD 2 
DUPVECROw 31031 NUllAL 300CUf'IENlD 2 
ouPROi'IVEC 31012 NUMALJOOCUME"TD 2 
OUPVECCOL HOB lllUMAL3DOCUMf.NTD 2 
OUPCDLVEC 310311 NvM.ll3DOCUMt" T() 2 
OUPMAT 51035 NlJMAUDOCUMU< TD t!. 
3,~ULT!PLfCATION 
"IULVEC 31020 NlJMAL.SDDCllMtNTO II 
MUI.ROW 31021 NUMAL-3DOC:UMf:.P..TD II 
"IUL.C:OL .HD22 NVl'IAUDOCUM~NTD II 
COL.CST ll 131 NUMAUDOCUMENlD II 
ROWCST 31112 NuMAL5DOCUME"lO lj 
11,SCALA~ PROOUC:TS 
VECVEC 34010 NIJMAL300C:lJMf:.lvTO b 
MATVEC HO 11 NUMAL500CUME "TD b 
TAMVE.C 311012 NUMAUOOCUMEl'•TD b 
"IAT14H 340ll NUMAL300CUMl:."'TD b 
TAM"AT 5110111 NUMAL3DOCUMl:.NTD b 
"!ATTA~ 30015 NUMAl.500CUMl:.NTO b 
SEGVEC 1401& NUMAUDOCUMf. NI D b 
SCAPRDI JllO 17 NUMAL300CUl'IENTO b 
SYMMATVEC 34018 N':JMAl.. 3DOC ~Mf:. N TD b 
5,E.LIMINATJO"ll 
EL.MVEC 311020 NVMAl.3DOCV"'l:.lvTO 8 
ELMCOL. 34023 "UMAUDOCUMl:."T D B 
FLMROW 34021.1 NlJMAL300CUME.tvTO 6 
EL14VfCC0L 311021 NVMAl,.3DOC: UMI:. "TO B 
ELMCOL.VEC 34022 NUMALlDOC VME N TD 6 
ELMVEcROw 340211 NUM41,.lOOCUMf.f\ITD 6 
ELMROWVEC 14027 NUMAL iOOC U"'f:." TD B 
ELHCOi.ROw 11102q NiJMAL JDOCUMl" TO 6 
ELMROWCOL 34026 NUMAl.3DOCUMf.NTD 6 
MAXELlllROw 34025 NV'4ALJDOC Y"I:. N TO 6 
&,INTERCHAJ\OGJNG 
ICH'/EC lllOJO NU14AL.300CVMl:.NT0 JO 
ICHCOL. 34031 NUMALJDOCUMtNTD 10 
[CHROW jlj 0 32 NUMAL3DOCUME"TD 10 
[CHROWCOL l40J3 NUHAL:SOOCUMl"lO 10 
ICHSEQVE:C 54031.1 NU"IAl,.3DOCUMENTD 10 
ICHSEQ .S40l5 NlJMAL.300Ct;IMENTO 10 
7,ROTATION 
ROTCOI,, HOllO NVMAL.JDOCUME.NTD 12 
li!OTROW 34041 NUHAl,.30DCYMENTO 12 
8,VECTOR "0~MS 
ABSMAXVEC Jl ObO NUfotAl..JOOCyMENTO .S2 
1, I, q,vECTOR SCALING 
lNOEX PROCEDURt· COOE OtScRIPUUN 
f ll.ENAMt ~K!PR 
I I I, 'I, Rt A SCI. 31l183 NUMAl.3DOCUMtN TF 8 
10,MATRlX NOR"IS 
MAX MAT 111230 NUMAL3DOC~f'401T D 2b 
!!,MATRIX SCALING 




COMC01,.CST .sa352 NUMAL300CU"1tNTG b 
COMRO"CST 311553 NUMAL3DOCUMENTG b 
a,SCALAR PRODUCTS 
COMMATVEC 311354 NUMAl.300CUMtNTG 18 
HSHCDlllCOL 31055 NUMAl300CllMtNTCi .:a 
MSMCOl"PRD 31455& NUMAL3DOCUMENTG 21l 
~,EL! MI NAT ION 
ELMCOMVtCCOL 311370 NUMAl.3DDCUMtNTG 0 
El,.MCOMCOL 34371 NUMAL3DOC UME: NT G 0 
El"ICOMROWVEC 3~378 NUMAl.3DOClJM£NTG 0 
o, INTERCH~•<GING 
7,ROTATIDN 
ROTCOMCOI.. 311~57 NUMAl.300CUMtNTG 2 
ROTCOMROW 34358 NlJMAl,.3DOCUMENTG 2 
e.,VECTOR "ORMS 
'1 1 VfCTOR SCALING 
COMSCI. 3Q 19.S NUMAl.300C~ktNTf 10 
10,"ATRIX '<ORMS 
COMEUCNRM 3455'1 NUMAUOOC\JMENTG 20 
!!,MATRIX SCALING 
SCI.COM .S431.>0 NtJMAL3DDCUMENTG u 
3,CJ~PLEX ARITHMETIC 
t,MD~AD!C OPERATIONS 
COMABS 34340 NVMAL..SDOCUMt:NTD I 4 
COM SQRT .sa SLl 3 NtJMAUDDCUMtN TD lb 
CARf'OI. 34344 NllMAL300ClJMf; N TD !tl 
2,ova~rc OPERATIO~S 
COM HU~ .S45Q 1 NiJMAL.>ODCUMENTD cO 
COMDIV 3U342 NUMAUOOCUMtNTD 22 
4 1 L.ONG l"TEGER ARIT~~[TIC 
1.NGINTADD .s1200 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
1,NGPITSIJR 31201 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
i,.NGI''TMVL 31202 NOT YET AVAl~ABL.t 
1."GINTD!V 31203 NUt YET AVAI~ABL.E 
l.NGJ"'ITPOl'I .H204 NUT YfT AVA!LABLl 
S,L~NG REAL ARITHMETIC 
!,ELEM, ARITHMETIC OPERAl!O~S 
2,SCALAR PRODUCTS 
L"IGVECYEC 3111J 1 0 NUMAl.300CU11ff\IT11 Ill 
LNGMATVEC 3~ 411 NUMAL300CUMU•TH 14 
L'llGTAMVEC 34417. NUMAl.3DllCUMU'11'< 14 
l.>.iGMATMAT 341113 NUMAl3DOC\JM!:.NTH 14 
l,NGTA~MAT 3QQ l 11 NUMALlOOCUMfNTH 1 Q 
i,.NGMAT TAM l441S NUMJ>.L.!DOC UME N H< 14 
l.NGSEQVEC 344 lb NUM41.)DOC (iME.N T i'I 14 
i,,NG5C~PRD1 }QIH7 "'IUMAl.300CVMf_NTM 14 
I, 5, 2 t.NGSYMMATVH 34416 NUMAl. lDOCUM(N T 11 14 . 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE O~~CRJP!IUN 
FILE.NAME. l:iK IPH 
2,ALGE.BRAIC EVALUATIONS 
1,E~AL, OF A FINITE SERIES 
2,E~AL 1 OF POLYNOMIALS 
11 E.VAL 1 OF GENERAL POLYNOMIALS 
POL 3JOQO NUMAL300CUMf NTC: 0 
NEW POL 31041 NUMAUDOCUMl:.NTC t?. 
TAYPOI. lliHl1 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NORDf.RPOL ll24i? NUT YET AVAILABLE:. 
OERPOL l12<15 NUT YET AVAILABLE 
2,EVAL, OF ORT~OGO~, POLYNOMI4LS 
CHE'POL !l0112 NUT Yl:.T AVAILABLE 
Alt.CHEPOL 310113 NUt YET AVAILABLE 
ORTPOl, 3101111 NUT YET AVAILABLE 
ALLORTPOL 310115 NUT Yl:.T AVAILABLE 
CHEPOl,SER 3104& NUT YET AVAILABL~ 
ORTPOl.SER 31047 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
3,EVAL, OF TRIGONOM 1 POLYNOMIALS 
l'UUSER 31090 NUT YET AVAlLABLt 
3 1 EVAL 1 OF CO~TINUEO FRACTIONS 
JfRAC ..1~083 NUMALlDOCIJMf."'TJ 0 
Q,OPERATIONS O~ POLYNOMIALS 
1,TRANSF, OF Rt.PRESENTATION 
NElllGll'll 31 O':>O NUMAl.30UCIJHt.lllTC q 
POLCl'f8 31250 NQT Vt.T AVllLABLE 
POWCHS .SlOS I NU! YET AVAILABLE 
2,0P, ON GlNERAL POLYNOMIALS 
ADDPOL 31051 NUT Yt.T AVAILABLE 
SUB POL 3105Q NOT YET AVAILABLE 
'I UL POL 310':>2 NOT YtT AVAlLABLl 
OIFPOL 11055 NUT YET AVAILABLE 
JNTPOl, 31057 N01 YET AVAILABLE 
3,0P, ON ORTHOGON4L POLYNOMIALS 
I NT CHS 31248 NUT VET AVAILABLE:. 
S,FAST FOURIER TRANSFOR~ 
FFT HlOO NUT YET AVAILABLE:. 
3 1 LIN~AR ALGEBRA 
l,LlNE'AR SYSTt:.MS 
1,FULL MATRICES 
11 5QUARE ~ON•SINGULAR MATRICES 
I ,REAL MAfHJCES 
!,GENERAL ~ATRICES 
!,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DEC 311300 NUlolAL300CUMt:.NH 22 
GSSEL"1 .Hl211 NLJHA\,.300CUMtNTf 2C 
ONENR~INV 111a110 NUHALJDOCVMf.NTf 2Z 
ERBEl.M loa111 NUMAl..lDOCUMf NTE 22 
GS SERO 311.?42 N0HA\.300CUHENTE Z2 
GSSNRI lt.1252 NYHAI. 3DOCUlollN TE 22 
2,CALCULATION OF Ot.TtRMlNANT 
DETE.R~ 311103 N~lolAl.lOOCUHl:.NTE 2'1 
3,SOLUTIO~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOL 10051 NUHALlDOCUME.NTE t?.b 
OE.CSOl. )llJOl NUMAl.300CU11ENlE 2b 
SOI.El>! ~QO&l NVMALlDDCUMENTE 2b 
J, 1, I, I, 1, I, 
'· 
GSSSOI. 31.1232 NUMAl.lOOCUME:NTE 2b 
[llOE'K l>AOtE~U~E \'V'Vt \)\~t\\'f\\\)'1\ 
f 11.El'IAME 5K1P~ 
l, 1, 1. It I' 1, l, GSSSOl.ERB llli!ll3 NUMAl.3DOCllME.NTl 21> 11 1 MATR1X INVERSION 
INV 3Q053 NUl'IAL,3DUCUMl:.Nn 28 
!>EC INV 3QJ02 NUMALlOOCUMfNTE. 26 
INV! 311215 NUMAL3DOC0t<tt.NTE 26 
GSStNV 31123b N0MAL3DOCiiME.NTE. <!8 
GSSINVERB 31124Q NUMAL. iOOClJMENH ;>II 
5,ITERATIVELY IMPROVED SOl.~TION 
I TISO!. 311250 NUMAUDOC UME.N TE JO 
GSS IT I SOL 34251 NUMALJDOCUMlNH 'O 
IT !SOI.ER!! 3ll253 NUMAL3DOCUMl:NH 30 
GSSITISOLERB 3ll2511 N0MALJDOCiJMlNTE 30 
2,SYMMflRIC POS DEF MATRICf.S 
!,PREPARATORY ?ROCEDURES 
CH1.DEC2 311310 NUMl\i..SOOCUMt.NTF 0 
C11l.OEC I .511311 N\JMAl.5DCICUMtNTF 0 
2,CALCULATION OF DETERMINANT 
CHl.OETERM2 .Sll.512 lllUMAl..SOOCllMt.NTF 2 
CHI.DE TERM! 111.SlJ NUMAl.lDOCUMf.N H 2 
3,SOLUTIO~ OF LINEAR EQUAlfONS 
CHl.SOL2 .!IU90 NUMAL.!DOCUMt lllTF 4 
CMLSOl.1 111391 NUMAl.3DOCUMUHF Q 
CHLDECSDL2 34192 NVMAl..SDOCUMl::NTF u 
CHLDECSOLI 3U393 NUMAL3DOC:UMt.NTF 
" q,MATHI~ lNVt.RSION 
CHLINV2 34'100 NUMAl.lDOCUMtNlf 0 
CHl.l"'Vl .SA401 NUllAl.lOOCUMt.NTF 0 
CHLOEClf><V2 3<1402 N(JMAUOOCVMf_N H b 
CHLDECINVl 54Q03 NUMAL 300( ~Mt.Iii TF b 
1. 1 COMPLEX MATqJCfS 
2,FULL RANK OVEROETERM SYSTEMS 
!,REAL MATRICES 
1,PQEPARATORV ?RQCE~URES 
i,.SQORTOEC 511134 NUMAL.lDUC:UMENTt .S2 
LSQOGl.lf\IV l4132 NuMAL3DOCUME.NTE 32 
2,LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION 
L,SOSOi,. 54111 NUMAUDUCUMt.i.H 34 
LSOORTOECSOL 511135 NUMAl.Jl>OCUMENH 3<1 
~,INVERSE MATRIX OF NORMAi. EGN, 
LSGtNV 31113& NUT YET AVAILABLE 
2,COMPLEX MATRICES 
3,0THfR PROBLEMS 
I ,REAL MATRICES 
1,so~UTION OVtRDETERMINED SYST 
SOLSYOOVR lll260 NUMAl.:loOUCUMt.lvlH 0 
SOLOVR l/12111 NUMAl.3DOCUMENTI< 0 
2.soLUTION UNDEROETERM SYSTEMS 
SOL SVDIJ"l(I 34282 NUMAt..SDOC:UMt.lvTH 2 
SOL.UNO 311(.>BJ NUMAl.5DOCUMENTli 2 
3,SOLUTION ii040GENEOUS EQUATION 
HCit'SOL,SVD 31126ll NUMAl,300CUMENTI< 4 
1-fOMSOI,. 311285 NUMAl.3DDC~t<tfl;Tli 4 
4,PSEUDO•INVERSIQ~ 
PSDlN'/SVO 31128b NUMAl,.SDOl;IJMtNTH ~ 
3, 1. I, ~. 1, q, PSDIN\I 311287 NUMAl,..SOOCii14ENTli b 
INDEX PROCEDURE tOnE 0~5CR1Pfl0N 
FI LENA ME :SK!PR 





11 BAt.ID '44TRICES 
!,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DECBNO .34.520 N1:1'4AL500Cl:JMlNTE 0 
2 1 CAl,CULATION OF OETER'4IlfANT 
OETERMBND 34521 N\!MALlDOtUMENlf. 2 
3 1 SOLUTIO~ OP LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLBNO .S4071 NUMAL300CUMENTE 4 
Df.CSOLBNO 34lc2 NVMAL300CUM~ NH lj 
2 1 TRIOIAGONAL '4ATR!CES 
!,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
DEC TRI .34423 NUMAl,lOOCVMtNTH lb 
OECTRIPIV 31142b N~MALlOOC~MENTH lb 
2,CAl,CULATlON OF DETERMINANT 
3,SOLUTlO~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOL TRI 341l24 NU"AL:SOOCUMll<TH 16 
DECSOLTRI 34425 lfUMAL300CUMENTH 16 
SOLTRJPlV ~4'127 NUMAl,:SOOCUMENTH 16 
OlCSOLTRIPIV 34'126 NU'4Al,.SDOt~MENTH 16 
3,6LDC•TRIOIAGONAL MATRICES 
2 1 SYMMETRIC POS DEF MATRICES 
!,BAND MATRICES 
!,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
CHLOECBND J4HO NUMAUDOCVMlNTI:. b 
2,CAl.CULATIDN OF DETERMINANT 
CHl.DETERMBND l4Hl NUMAL300CVM[NTf. 6 
3,501,.UTIO~ OF L.lt.IEAR EQUATIONS 
CHLSOL.BNO 34H2 NU'4ALlOOCUMENTl 10 
CHLDECSOLBNO 311.Hl N~MAL3DOCUME.NTE 10 
2,TRIOIAGONAL MATRICES 
!,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
OlCSYMTRI 3111120 NUM,t.l.3DOCUMf.NH• 20 
2,CALCULATlON OF OETER'41NANT 
3,SOL.UTIO~ OF LINl:.AR EQUATIONS 
SOLSVMTRI 31.101 NUMALlDOCVMfNTH 22 




I ,llEAL MATRICES 
CONJ GRAD 34220 NU'4AL3DOCVMt.NTC 3b 
CONJ RES! 311221 NOT YE.T AVAILABLE 
2,C0"1PLEX MATRICES 




EQILBR .it.llH NVMAl.300CVME.NTF 12 
BAKl,.SR lll l 711 N9MAL300CYMEf'<TF 12 
~,COMPl,.EX folATRIClS 
3, 2. l, I, 2, EQil,.BRCO"I 3lllb I lllUMAL300CIJMtNTG lb 
I NDf.X PROCEDURE COOE Ot.SCRIPTION 
Fll..lNAMf SKH'R 
3, 2, 1. 1, 2, 8AKl.B'!COM 3431>2 NUMAl.3DOCUMlf\ITG lb 
2 1 TRANSF TO HE53fN6fRG FORM 
!,REAL. MATRICES 
!,SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
TFHSY..,TIH2 34140 NUMAl..!DOCUMENTD 311 
BAK5Y"1TRI2 .1111111 NUMAL3DUCUMlf\ITO 34 
TFMPREVEC 3111112 NUMAL3DOCUMENTD jll 
TFHSY>ITRil 34143 NIJMAL3DOCiJHlNTD 34 
BAKSY"ITRI I 3411111 N~MALlDOCUMEf\ITD 34 
2,ASYMMETR!C MATRICES 
TFMRf AHES .14170 NUHAL3DUCUMtfllTF 14 
l!AKRHMESI .U17l "IUMAL3DOCUMlNTF 14 
iUKRE AHES2 ~4172 NUMAL lOUC UMENTF 14 
2,co~PLEX MATRICES 
1,HtRMlTIAN MATRICES 
HSHHR"ITRI .S4l&.S NIJMAl.3DOCl.JMt.NTG 4 
HSHHRMTRJVAL 343&11 NUMA L.SDUC UMl I'll G 4 
8AKHR"iTRI 3111&5 NIJMAl.300Clj"1t.NTG 4 
2,NON•H(R"llTIA~ MAf~lCES 
HSHCOMMES lOh NUMAl.3DOCUMH<TG 14 
BAKCO"IHES 31.13&7 NUMAl.300(;~MENTG 111 
2,0TliER TRANSFORMATIONS 
!,TRANSF TO BIDIAGONAL FJRM 
1,RE4L MATR!CES 
liSHREABIO l42b0 NUM/d,..SOOCl.Jl'lt:.Nl f"I 8 
P5TTF'1MAT lll~bl NUMAUDOCUl'lft..Tl1 8 
F'RETF'1MAT :Sll2b2 NUMAL.SDOCUHE.NTH 8 
2,CO~PLEX MATRICES 




VALSY'1TRI 311151 NUMAL3DOCIJMENTO 3b 
VECSY'1TRI 111152 NUMAl.3DOCUME"1TD 3b 
QRIVAL.SY"ITF>J 3/jlbO NOT YcT AVAILAijLl 
QRISYMTR! 3111& I NUMAL30UCUMU<TD 5b 
RATQRI l4lbb NOi YET AVAii.ABLE 
2,FULI. MATRICES 
EIG\IALSYM2 3415.S t<UMALlOOCUM~f\ITE 12 
EIGSYM2 1111511 NIJMAl.300CUMENTf Ii? 
EIGVALSYMl 14155 NVMALJOOCliMl:.NTE 12 
UGSYMl Ht5b NUMAL3DOCVMl:."'TE 12 
QR1VAl.8YM' lll 1i;2 1'4UMAl.l0Dt Ul'IE NTE 12 
QRJSYM 3111113 f\IUMAL.)DOCVl'ltNTE 12 
QRlVAL.SYMI l41U NVMAl.lDOC~Mc f\I H. 12 
2,ASYMMETRIC ~AT~ICES 
!,MATRICES JN HESSE~BERG FOR~ 
REAVALQRJ 34180 NUMALlDOCUMEf\IH lb 
REAVECHES 311181 NUMAl,.300ClJMEf\ITF lb 
RfAQR[ 3"18b NVMAl,300C01'1£NTI' lb 
COMVAL,QRI 10190 f\IUMAl,.300Cil"ENlf' lb 
COMVECHfS 3111 '11 NVMAf.300t0MENTF lb 
2,FIJLL MATRICES 
REAEIGVAL 3U 182 NIJMALlOOC:UMENTJ b 
3, 3, I, ?., ?., REAEIGI '.lll1811 NUMAl.3DOC91>1tNTJ b 
!NOEX PROCEDURE CODE 01:.SCRJPTION 
F 1Lf.N.U4t SK!PR 
3, 3, 1, 2, 2, RlAEIGi! llll8S NUT YET AVAILABLE 
RF AEIGl 311187 NUMAL300CUllENTJ 0 
COMEIGVAL la1n NUMAL3DOCVMfNtJ 0 
COMElGl llll'HI NVMAL3DOCUMtNTJ 0 
COMEIGi! 311195 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
2,CUMPLEX MATRICES 
1,HERMITIAN MATRICES 
E IGVALHRM 343&6 NUMALlOOCUMf.NTG 6 
E'IGHRM 311.Sb'I NUMAL.SDUCUMfNTG 8 
QRIVAl.HRM lllHO NUMALlOOCUllfNTG 6 
QRIHRM 3B71 N9MALlDOt~MfNTG 8 
2,NON~HERMlTIAN MATRICES 
),MATRICES IN HESSE~BERG FORM 
VALQRICOM 311372 NUMAL.SOOCUMEIHG 12 
QRICO"I 311573 N~MAL3DOC~14ENTG 1 i! 
2,FJLL f.IATRICES 
f.JGV4LCOM 311.S 7 4 NUMAL.SOOCUMt.NTG 10 
EIGC011 311375 NUMALlDOCUMENTG 10 
11 0 TME GcNERALIZlD ElGENV PROBLEM 
5,SINGULAR VALUES 
I, REAL MHR ICES 
1,BIDIAGO~AL MATRICES 
llRISNGVALBID ll.IZ70 NUMALlOOCUMtNTH 10 
QRISNGVALDECBID 111271 NUMAL3DUC~MENTH 10 
2,FULL llATRICES 
12 QHISNGVAL J.4272 NUl"Al,.lDOCUMf.NTH 
QRISNGVAl,.DEC 34273 NUl"AL300CUME"'lH 12 
2,COMPLEX MATRICES 
&.ZfROS Of POLYNO~IALS 
!,ZEROS OF GENERAL REAL POLYNOM, 
POL ZEA OS 3U500 NOT YtT AVAILABLf. 
2,ZEROS OF ORT~OGONAL POLYN014 1 
ALLZERORTPOL :sl 562 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
LUPZERORTPOL 11!113 NOt YfT AVAILABLl 
Sf.LZERORTPOL .Hl&ll NUT YET AVAILABLE 
3,lEROS OF COllPLEX POLYNOMIALS 
COMKWD 14345 NUMAL300C~l4Ei.ro 211 
11 1 A~ALYTIC EVALUATIONS 
1,EVAL, O~ AN INFINITE SERIES 
EULf.R 12010 NUl"AL.JDUCUMl;.NTO 26 
SU14POS8ERIES 32020 NUMAL.SDDCUMENTE to 
i>,Q\JADRATURE. 
1,0NE•DlMENSIO~AL ~UADRATuRE 
QADRAT !2070 NUMAUOOCUMtNTC b 
INTEGRAL 12051 NUMALJDOCUl"Ei.TC 118 
2,MULTIDI~ENSIO~AL QUA~RATURE 
TRICUB l20TS NOT Y~T AVAll.ABLt 
3,GAuSSlA~ WEIGHTS 
llf CCOF :si 249 NUT YET AVAILABLE 
GSSWGT 3)420 Not YET AVAlLABLt 
3,~J~ER!CAL OIFfERE~TlATION 
1,FUNCTIO~S OF ONE VARIABLl 
2,FU~CTIO~S OF MORE VARIABLES 
!,CALC, WIT~ OlFFERtNCf FORMULAS 
II, 3, 2, I' JACOBl'INF llllll 7 ~OT YET AVAJ~A8Lt 
lt>jDEX 





l 1 A SINGLE EQUATION 
?. 1 A SYSTE~ OF EQUATIONS 
1,AUilL[ARY PROCEDURES 
2,JACOBlAN MATRIX NlT AVAILABLE 
3,JACOBJA~ MATRIX AVAILABLE 
2,UNCONSTRAINE~ OPTIMIZATION 
1,FUNCTID~S OF ONf VAR1A3LE 
2 1 f UNCTIO~S OF MORE VARIABLES 
1,AUXlLTARY PROC~OU~fS 
2,NO DlRIVATIVES AVAILABLE 
3,GRAO!E~T AVAILABLE 
3,0VERDETER~lNEO NONLINEAR SYST, 
1,LEAST SQUARFS SOLUTIONS 
1 1 AUXILJARY PROCEDU~ES 
2 1 JAC00IAN MATRIX NJT AVAILABL~ 
3,JACOBIAN MATRIX AYAJLABL~ 
2,FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
1,~IFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
!,INITIAL VALUf PRO~LE~S 
2, I I 1, 
!,FIRST ORDER ORDINARY o,r, 
1. 
!,NO DERIVATIVES RHS AVAILABLE 
2,JACOBIAN '4ATRIX AVAILABLE 
SEE AbSO P~OC, MULTISTEP (5,2,1,1,t,ll 























MUOJFIEO RUNGE kUTTA 





































NUT YET AVAILABL,E 
NUT YfT AVAILABLE 
NUMAL300CUMt.NTF 
NUMAUDUCUMl i'oTF 
NUT YET AVAILABLE 







NUMAL SDOCUME:N TD 

































i.OT YET AVAILABLE 
INDEX PROCEDURE CODE DEStR!PTlON 
F 11.ENAME SKlPR 
5, 2, I, 1, 1, 3, 1100 IF IfD TA YI.OR HOllO NUMAL3DOCUMENTC cb 
EXPONENTIAL FITTED TAYLO• .BO!>O t;~HAL.500CUMENTA 1.2 
2,SECOND ORDER ORDINARY O,E, 
!,ND DERIVATIVES RHS AVAILABLE 
RKi! H012 NuHALlDOCUMt::NTC le 
RK2N 33013 NUMALlDOCUMENTC 14 
RK3 330111 NUHAL5DOCUMENTC lb 
RK3N HOIS NUHAL300CUMENTC 18 
2 1 SEVERAL DERlV, RHS AVAILABLE 
l 1 PARTlAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
2,BOUNOARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
1,Two POINT B,V,P, 
!,SHOOTING MET~ODS 
2,DISCRETllATION PROCEDURES 
,,SPECIAL LINEAR SYSTEMS 
SEE ALSO SECTION 3 1 1,2 




2,SPECIAL LINEAR SYSTEMS 
RICHARDSON Hl70 NUT YlT AVAILABLE 
ELIMINATION '.B l 7l NOT YET AVAILABLE 
SEE ALSD SECTION 31 1,2 
l,SPECIAL NON•LINf AR SYSTEMS 
2,PARABOLIC ~ ~YPERBOLlC e,v,P,S 
3,MULTl~DIHENSlONAL 8,V,P, 
a,OVER•DETERMINEO PROBLEMS 
l 1 INVERSE PROBLE~S 
2,lNTEGRAL EQUATIONS 




1 1 MATHEMATICAL CONSTANTS 
EUL.ER NUMBf RS 35131 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
BfRNOULLl NUMBERS 35132 NOT VET AVAILABLE 
2,PHVSICAL CONSTANTS 
~,RANDOM NUMBERS 
RANDOi-i 30010 NUT YET AVAILABLE 
SETRAN00"1 .iOOll NUT VET AVAILABL.l 
4 1 ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS 
!,CIRCULAR FUNCTIONS 
TAN 35120 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
ARCS IN 35121 NOT YET AVAIL~BLE 
ARCC08 35122 NUT Yff AVAlLABL,t 
?.,HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 
SINH :S5! 1 I NUMAL.SDOCUMt.NTA 211 
COSH 35112 NUMALlDOCUMtNTA i!U 
TANH 3511! NUMAL.SDOCUM(NTA 211 
AllCSlNH 35114 NVMAL.3DOCUMt.NTA 24 
ARCCOSH 35115 N0MAL300CUHENTA .211 
ARCTANH 3511b NUHAUDOCUHUH A 24 
5,EXPONENTIAL INTEGRAL 




b,GA~MA FUNCTIO~, ETC, 
7,ERROR FUNCTION, ETC, 
6 1 1.EGlNORE FUNCTIONS 
q,BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF INT, ORDlR 
!,BESSEL FUNCTIONS J ANO Y 
2,BESSEL FUNCTIONS I AND K 
5,KELV!N FUNCTIONS 
!O,BESSE~ FU~CTtONS OF REAL ORDER 
!,BESSEL FUNCTIONS J ANDY 
2,dESSEL FUNCTIONS 1 AND K 
5,SPHER!CAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
4,AIRY FUNCTIONS 
b I ! 0 t 4 I 
PROCEDURE 
EI Al.PMA 































































































NUMAI,. 300CUMf NTt 
NUM.1.1.,)00CUMENH 
NUMAL3DOCUMt NH. 

















NOT Y£T AVAlLABLt 
NOT YET AYAILARLl 
NUMAL300CUMtNTA 26 
NUMAL3DOCuMENTA co 





NUMAL3DOCUMEN T J 
NUMAL}DOC0MENTJ 










NUT YET AvAlLABLE 





NOT YET AYAlLABLt 
NUT YET AVAILABLE 
NUT YET AVAlLABLl 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NOT YET AVAlbABLE 
NUT YET AVAILA~LE 
NOT YET AVAILABLE 
NUT YET AVAILABLE 
INO~X PROCEDURE CODE. DE.SCRIPTION 
F1LENAHf. SKH'R 
&, 10. Q, 61 35142 NUT YET AVAILABLE. 
AIRYU:ROS :S51115 NUT YtT AVAILABLE 
7,I.,TERPOLATION & APPROXIMATION 
1,l'4TERPOLAttON 
NEWTOlll 3&010 "'VMAl.30UCuME.NTC 1411 
2,APPROXIHA TIOlll 
!,PREPARATORY PROCEDURES 
l"' I .Sl>Oi?O NUl"AL lDOCVMf.NTE 16 
S"'OREHEZ h021 NqMAL.SDOCUMENTI: 20 
2,NEAR MINIMAX APPROXIMATION 
3,MINIHAX APPROXIMATION 
MI NMAXPOL. .S&02i! "«U"'Al.5DOCVMttl!TC 4& 
~.L~AST SQUARES APPROXIMATION 
6,"<Ul'fl~R T>iEORY 
q I TABLE IH!\101.lNG 
READ 3'1999 NOT YET AVAILABLE 
WRITE .59998 NUT YE.T AVAIL.ABLE 
VERSlO'U 740321 
ObSOLETt PROCEDURES 
PROCEDURE COOE RETIREMENT EXPIR4ll0N R£PL.ACED BY 
RNKSYM20 34!00 730'101 740401 
SOL.SYM20 H 10 I 730901 731201 
RNKSOLSYMcO 54102 730901 731201 
JNVSYM20 34103 730901 740401 
RNK!NVSYM20 HI04 730901 740401 
S01.SYMrl0M20 341 O'i 7\0901 740401 
RNKSYM10 H110 730901 740401 
SOL.SYM!O 34111 7lO'IO I 740401 
RNKSOLSYM)O 3~! 112 730901 740401 
!NVSYM10 HID 730'101 7401101 
RNKlNVSYM\O 3411U 730'101 740401 
DU 34050 730901 740401 OEC(3,! 1 l 1 1,l,l,1l1DETERM(3,1,1,l,1,l,2l 
DETSOL 34052 710901 740401 OECSOL.(3,1,1,1,l,l,3),DETlRM, 
DE TI NV 34054 730901 73120 I OECINV(3 1 1,1,t,l,1 1 4),0ETERM, 
RNKEl.M HObO 7J0'101 740401 GSSEL,M(3 1 1,t,l,l 1 1,I) 
RNKSOLEl.M 340b2 730901 740QO! GSSSOL(3,L,!,l,l,1,3) 
SUL HOM 3U0b3 no901 HOQO! SINGULAR VALUE PROCEDURES C3,5l 
I NVEL"i H0b4 730901 7QOQOI GSS!NV(l,1 1 ) 1 1,l 1 1 1 Q) 
Ol TtlND 3Q010 730901 740401 OECBN0Cl,1,2,! 1 1 1 l 1 1,l),DETERMB~Ot3,!,2,l,1,l,1,2) 
DETSOl.BNO 34072 7)0901 740ao1 DftSOLBNOC3,!,2,!,1 1 1,l,3lrDETERMtiN0 1 
OETSYM? 14080 730901 7Q0401 CHLDEC2Cl,!,1 1 l,l,2,ll1CHLDETERM2(3 1 ! 1 11 1,1 1 2 1 2) 
SOLSYM2 34081 BO'I01 740401 CHLSOL2C3,l!l,!,t,2,ll 
Ol:.TSOLSYM2 34082 730'101 740401 CHLDECSOL.2( ,!,1 1 1,!,?,3l1CHLDETE~M2, 
!NVSV'-12 l4083 730901 740401 CHLl~V2(3,l,l 1 1,l,2,4) 
Dt.TINVSYM2 34084 710'101 740401 CHLDECINV2(3,! 0 11 1 1 !,2,4lrCHLDEIERM2, 
DE.TSYMi l40'10 730'101 74040 l CHLDEC!(3,l,1,1,1,2,1),CHLDlTERM1(3,t,l,1,l,2,2) 
SOLSY'11 ~40'1\ D090I 740401 CHLS0L1(3,l,l,l,1,2,3) 
Ot.TSOL,SYMI 34092 730901 740401 CHLOE C $ OL I ( 3, 1 , 1 , I , 1 , 2, 3) , C 11L DE TE fi MI 1 
INV5YM\ J!<O'l3 BO'IOI HOllOI CHLINV!(3 1 1,1,l,l,2,4) 
Df TINVSYM! 14 094 730'101 740401 CHLDECINV!(J,1,1,1,1,2,ai,cHLDEIERMI, 
OlTSYM8N0 3Q120 730901 740401 CHbDfC8N0(3,l,2tl,!,2,\ 1 1l1CHLDETlRMSND, 
SO~SY'IB'IO 34121 730'101 740401 CHLSObBND(3 1 t 1 2,t,l,2,!,3) 
DETSOl,SY>li;NO 34122 73090 I 740401 CHLDECSOL~N0(3,1 1 2,1,1,2,!,J),CHLDE1~RM~ND, 
L,S!lDEC 34130 730901 740401 LS!lORTDECC3,1 1 1,2,l,1) 
1,SOOECSOL 34lB 730901 740401 LSQORTDFCSOL(3 1 ! 9 1,2 1 11 2) 
VERSION! 740~21 
Kwic index to the library NUMA.L of ALGOL 60 procedures in numerical 
mathematics. 
This key word in context (kwic) index is based upon only those procedures 
whose full documentation was available on 1 december 1973. 
Directions for use: 
The kwic index is based upon program abstracts such as: 
32070 C 6 $qadrat ( $quadrature ) computes the $definite $integral of a 
$function of one variable over a finite interval. 
The first ten characters ("32070 C 6") of each abstract are a code to 
locate the procedure, while the remaining characters until a period com-
prise a short description of the program. (its name, what it does, and 
how it does it), only "important" words (preceded by a$ in the above 
example) are used as key words in the kwic index. 
The first appearance of our above example abstract in the kwic index is: 
t ( quadrature ) computes the definite integral of a function of one 
variable over a finite interval. 32070 C 6 
If this program (qadrat) is of interest, you can locate it as follows: 
the first five digits give the number of the object code procedure in the 
library file "NUMAL3". The next letter is to locate the documentation 
file: "A" corresponds to file "NUMAL3DOCUMENTA", "B" to file "NUMAL3DOCU 
MENTE" etc .• The final number specifies the number of records to be skip-
ped on the documentation file in order to locate the documentation of the 
particular program. 
In case an entry in the kwic index is not completely readable (i.e., 
truncated at an end of the line), you can find a complete listing (by 
code number) of all the abstracts following the kwic index. 
HE NEW ROW ELEMENT OF MAXIMUM 
HAT MATRIX E~EMENT Of MAXIMUM 
51 GEARS, ADAMS • MOULTON, CR 














EULER COMPUTES Tt-E SUY OF AN 
NOMIAL (IN GRUNERT FORM) THAT 
0 FOR THIS r!tNl~AX POLYNOMIAL 
PERENTIAL EQUATIO~S USING Tt-E 
L VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN as AN 
L VALUE PROBLEMS. Gl''E~ AS AN 
L VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN as AN 
L VALUE PRO~LEMS, GIVEN ~S AN 
LINF.M!N 1S AIJ 
Jll,K1lJP(} IS AtJ 
t>AVUPD IS AN 
FLEUPD I 3 Ar, 
I XQF IX IS A'J 
IXPFIX 15 AN 
FCRCl11RD IS A'l 









INI IS Al'< 
CSSt:R~ 15 Ml 
GSS•J~ I IS AN 







PE :?F 0~!'1S Tt-E 
~[Pfn<>r1s Tl-<E 
COMPUTES TrlE DETERMINANT Of A 
STEM Of LINE4R EQvATIONS WITH 
H SYMMET<>IC POSITIVE DEFINITE 
A Sy11METRIC POSITIV~ [lEFINITE 
ABS~AXVEC COMPUTES THE INflNITV NO'>M OF A VECTOR AND OELIVER5 THE INUEX FOq AN tLEMENT MAXl~AL IN MO 
ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
ABSOLUTE VALUE. 
ADAMS - RASHFORT•t HETHO~J WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDER CONTROL ANO SUITABLE FO~ THE INTEGRATICN Of 
ADAMS - POULTON, OR ~DA.IS • ~ASHPORTH METHOD; WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDER CONTROL AND SUITABLE FOR 
ADDS A COMPLEX NUM8E~ Tl~ES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPL[X VECTOR, 
ADDS A COMPLEX ~UMAER T1~ES A COMPbEX COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTl-ER COMPLEX COLU~N VECTOR, 
ADDS A COMPLEX ~UHBER Tl~ES A COMPLEX VECTOR TD A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A V!CTOR To ANOTHEq VECTOR, 
ADl'S A SCALAR TlllES A CDLUM"l V!:CTOQ TO A1lQTHER COLUMN VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOQ TD A VECTOq, 
.\ODS A SCALAR TI 11ES A RllVI VECTOR TO A'j0T'1ER ROW VECTOQ, 
ADDS A SCALAR TlrtES A Vf.CTOR TO A COl.UMN VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR TI ;1fS A RriW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
,\QOS A SCAL.AR TI 'lES A VF.CTOR TO A ~ow VECTOR. 
AOf>S A SCALAR TlrtF.S A R'l"' VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A C~LU~N VECTOQ TQ A ROW VECTOR, 
ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A R~~ VECTOR TO A QO~ VECTOR, AND RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THE NEW Rew ELE 
ALTE~NATl~f. SERIES, 
APPROXl~ATES A FU~CTION &IVEN FOR DISCQETE ARGUMENTS; THE SECOND REMEz EXCHANGE ALGORITHM IS USED FO 
APPROX I lVAT I ON I 
ARC LE~GTH AS INTE&~ATIO"l VARIABLE, 
AU1'0'10·1cus SySTEll OF FI QST ORDER DI FFF.RE'1T I AL 
AUTOtiO·ICUS SVSTEI\ Of FI qST ORDER 0 I FFEQE'<T I AL 
AUTC;JO'ICUS SVSTEd Of FI ~ST ORDER DI FFERE"T IAL 
AUTC•io•1c•1S SVSTEM OF FI ~ST ORDER DI FFERE'lT I AL 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR OPTl~IZATION, 
HUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
AUXILIARV PROCEDURE VOR OPTIMIZATION, 





AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR THE INCOMPL.ETf. BETA FUNCTION, 
AllXILtARV PROCEDURE FOR THE INCOMPL.ETE BETA FUNCTION, 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 





EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SEMI • IMPLICIT 
lrlPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, FIRST 
1t\PLICIT 1 EXPONE'<T I ALLV f I TTED 1 SECO('I 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE SOLUTION OF LINEAR E1UATIO~ ~ITH AN JPPER ~OUNn FCR THE ERROR, 
AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE ITERATIVELY REFINED 30LUTIQN OF A RYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
~UXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE COMPUTATION Of COMPLEX EIGENVECTORS OF A RfAL MATRIX, 
aACK,1A~D IS ii~ AUXl .. IARV pqocEDURE FOR T'1E l~JCQM?L.ETE 3ETA FUNCTION, 
~ACK TRANSFORMATION coRqESPONDING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION AS PE~FORMED BV TFMSY•TR12, 
JACK TqAYSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO TME HOUSEMOLDERS TRANSFORMATION A§ PEqF~RMED BY TFMSVMTRl1, 
}ACK TRA~SPORrATIO~I COPQESPONDING To THE EOUILIBRATION AS PERFORMED Bv EOILSR, 
~ACK T~A~SFDRNATIO" LOR~ESPONDING TO THE WILKINSON TRAMSFORMATION AS PERFORMED dY TFMREAHES, ON A VE 
9ACK TRANSFORMATION coPqEsPO~DING TO TME WILKINSON TRANSFOR~ATION AS PERFOR•ED BY TfMREA~ES, ON THE 
RACK T~A~SFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO '1SHMRMTR 1, 
qoCK TRA~SFORHATIOH LoPqEsPONOING TO ~SHCOMHES, 
JACK TRA~SFORMATION COPQESPONDl~G TO THE EoUILIBNATIDN AS PERFORMED ~y EQILBRCO~. 
:JAKCOl"it1ES PERfORl1S TttE 94CI( TRAt,Sl"ORMAT I 0"1 CORRESPOND I :JG TO MS;iCOMHES, 
3AKt-~MTR I PERFOlliiS T'1E 9ACK TRANSFOR"AT I O" CORRESPOND I '~G TO HSHH>!l~TR I, 
5AKL.'\RCCl•1 PERFOR!lS TllE qACK TRA·~SFORMATIO"I CoRRESPONDllVG TO THE EOUILl~RATION AS PERFORMED By EQILBR 
~AKL~R PERFORMS THE dACK T~ANSFO~MATION CORRESPONDING TO THE EOUiLIBRATION AS PtNFORMED ev EQILBR, 
DAKRCA•iE51 PERFORMS THE ~ACK TRANSFOR~ATION CORRESPONDING TO THE WILKINSON T~ANSfORMATION AS PERFOR~ 
~AKREA•IES2 PERFCRl"iS THE ~AC~ TRANSFOR1ATION COPRESPONDING TO THE WILKl~SON TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORM 
9AK5VMTRl1 PfRfCRMS THE ~ACK TRANSFOR1AT10N CORRCSPONDING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR~ATICN AS PERf 
3AKSVMTRl2 PERFORMS THE ~ACK TRA~S,DR<lATiO~ CORRESPONDING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION AS PERF 
SAND M~TRIX, WhlCH '1AS ~EEN DECOMPOSED BV DECBND 1 
BA"D MATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOSED BV OECBl·lD, 
~AND MATRll, WHICH HMS ~EEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC~ND, 
'JAllO MATl?IX AND SOLVtS THE SVSTE"I OF L."'EAR EC'luATIONS ~v THE CHOLESKV ··•ETHfJD, 
31060 D 32 
34025 D 8 
34230 0 26 
33080 c 30 
33060 c 30 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
34378 G 0 
340ZO D 8 
34023 0 8 
34021 D 8 
34024 D 8 
34022 0 8 
34026 D 8 
34027 0 B 
34029 D 8 
34028 D 6 
34025 D 8 
32010 0 28 
36022 c 46 
36022 c 46 
33018 c 24 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 D 36 
33131 0 38 
34210 D JO 
34211 D 30 
34212 D 30 
34213 0 30 
35053 E 14 
35054 E 14 
35055 E 14 
350:>6 E 14 
36020 E 16 
34242 E 22 
34252 E 22 
34193 f 10 
350:>6 E 14 
34141 D 34 
34144 0 34 
34174 f 12 
34171 f 14 
34112 p 14 
34365 G 4 
34367 G 14 
34362 G 16 
34367 G 14 
34365 G 4 
34362 G 16 
34174 f 12 
34171 F 14 
34172 f 14 
34144 D 34 
34141 c 34 
34321 E 2 
34071 E 4 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A 
RPORMS TrlE DECOMPOSITION OF A 
, ADAMS - MOULTON, OR ADAMS -
SOLSVDU:JO CALCllLATES Ti"E 
SO(UNO CALCULATES THE 
C6ETA CO~PUTES TrlE 1 '<CO,'!PLETE 
PLUSN CD'1PUTES THE 1 l;COl''PLETE 
PLUSN COMPUTES THE IMCOMPLETE 
N OF A REAL ~ATRIX OF •H1CH A 
TRANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO 
ID TO TRANSFORM A MATKIX l~TO 
ID TO TRANSFORM A MAT~IX INTO 
THE SINGULA~ VALUES OF A REAL 
ED TAYLOR SOLVES AN INITIAL ( 
NGE KuTTA SOLVES AN l~ITIAL ( 
UATIONS AND COMPUTES AN URPER 
ERSE OF A MATRIX ANP A~ U?PER 
REFINED SOLUTIO~ AND AN UPPER 
ERBEL.'1 COMPUTES AN UPPER 
RMS A CO~PLEX NU~BEA GIVEN I~ 
NEAR EQUAT1o~s ) cn~PUTES TrE 
NEAR E:JlJAT I 0>1S l CO'IPUTE5 TrE 
SITIVE DEFINITE nATq!X ~v Tr[ 
E~ Of Ll~EAR EOUATIC~S ~v T~E 
EM OF Ll~EAR EOUATl~~s BY TrE 
EM Of Ll~EAR EQUATIO~S av TH( 
CHLDEC1~v2 COMPUTES, ~v TrC 
CH~DECINVl CO"PUTES, Hv Th[ 
L ELEMENTS A~D SQUARES OF TrE 
INISVM'.J INITIALIZES A 
L.IZES (PART 0F) A DIAGONAL DP 
ADRATIC EQUATION WITH COMPLEX 
'IE'1T'.lt< t)ETf.'l''' NES TrE 
~\I N'4AXPOL llETER;i I >JES THE 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT UF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELEPENTS OF TWO 
ARY ROTATION OPERATION O~ TWO 
R PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND 
ELEMENTS OF A ROW V~CTOR AND 
PUTES THE SCALAR PROJUCT OF A 
'1U~COL riu~ TI PLIES A 
COLCST "ULTlPLIES A 
BAND MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION, 
aAND MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINAT\O'I ANO SOLVES ThE SVSTEM nF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
~AShFORTH METHOD; WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDER CONTROL AND SUITABLE FOR THE INTEGRATION Of STIFF DI 
)[ST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION Of A UNDERDETERMINED SYSTf~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGU 
3EST LEAST SQUARES SULllT!DN OF A UNDEqOfTERMINED 5YSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF Sl~GUL.AR VA~ 
~ETA FUNCTION l(X,P,Y),gc:X<:1,P>0 1 Q~C, 
~ETA FUNCTION I (X,P+H,G) 1 0<=X<•l,P>0,Q>0, FOR N:J(l)NMAX, 
~ETA FUNCTIO~ l(X,P,Y+N) 1 0<=X<:l,P>0,1>0o fOR N:U(l)NMAX, 
~IDiAG'JNAL. !lECOl'POSITIO•J IS GIVE111 1 BV ME4NS OF Al; IMPLICIT CR.ITERATIO"l, 
~\DIAGONAL FOR• BY ~EANS DF HOUSEHOLDEQ TRANSFORMATION, 
,l 1 r.• ! AG 'Jl\AL FORM, 
g ID I AG.1NAL FORM, 
3101AGONAL. MATRIX AV MEANS OF IMPLICI~ OR-ITERATION, 
30UNDARV ) VAL.UE PRO~LE~, GIVEN AS A SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV A ONE-STEP TAV 
jQUNDARY ) VAL.llE PQOHLE 11 GIVEN AS A SVSTEM DF FIRST D~DER ( NON.LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL. EQUATIONS, BV 
90l'ND fCR ITS ERROR, 
~CUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
BOUND FCR ITS ERROR, OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EOUATIONS 1 OF WHICH TtlE TRIANGULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM OF T 
BOUND FCR THE ERROR IN THE SOLUT10~ OF A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATl~NS, 
CARPO~ TRANSFOR•S A COMPLEM NUMBER GiVE~ 'N CARTESIAN COORDINATES INTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
CARTESIAN COORDINATES l~TO POLAR COORDINATES, 
CrL.DEC1 ( LINEAR EDUATIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKY DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMf.TRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MA 
C~LDEC2 I LINEAR EOU~Tl1NS ) COMPUTES THE CHOL~SKY DECOMPOSITION OF A svrlMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE ~· 
ChLDECilNlJ P[RFORllS TllE TRI A'<GULAR OECO"POS IT I O•J !)f' A SVMMETR I c PoS IT I VE DEi' IN I TE MATR Ix ev THE Ct<OLE 
ChLDECl~V1 COMPUTES, BV THE CHOLESKY ~ETHOD, THE INVERSE OF A SVllMETRIC POSITIVE DEl'INITE ~ATRIX, ST 
ChLDEC1\V2 COMPUTES, aY THE CHDLESKY 1ET~OD, THE i~VERSE OF A SV~METRIC POSITIVE OEl'INITE NATRIX, ST 
CrLDECSCL1 SOLVE5 A SvM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTE~ OF LINEAR E~UATIONS BV THE C~OLESKV NETHOO, T 
Ct<LCfCSCL2 SOLVES A SYM~fTRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE &YSTEM OF Ll~EAR EQUATIONS ev THE CHOLES~V NET~OD, T 
CHLDECSCLS~D PERFOR'1S TIE DECOMPOS'TIOM Of A SvMH[TRIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITE BAND MATRIX AND SCLVES THE 
CHLDCTEQMl COMP~TES THE )[TERMINA~T Of A SVM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS ~EE~ DECO~POS 
C~LDETERM2 COMP~TES T~[ DETERMf•JA~T ~r A SyMMETRlC POSrTJVE OEFtti!TE MATRIX, WHICH HAS ~EEN oEcoµpos 
CHLDET[RMB~O cO,PUTES T~E DETERHINA~T DF A SVMMETR1c PJSITIVE DEFINITE MATq1x, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMP 
CHLINVl co~PllTES THE INVERSE OF A SVM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFl~'TE ~AT~IX WHICH HAS eEEN DECOMPCSED BY Cr 
Cf-.L 1 'JV2 CQ'1DlJTES THE 'NVERSE Of A 5vw1ETP. I c POSIT I VE DEF I" I TE l'ATR' x WH I (rl tiAS bEEN DECOl>'PCSED BV Ch 
Cf-.LSOL1 SOLVES A SV'lilET~.c POSITIVE DEFl'JITE SvSTEM OF LINfAR EQUATIONS, T'~E MATRIX ?EING OECOl>'POSE[' 
CHLSDL2 SOLVES A SV'111ETQIC POSITIVE OEF!NITE SyST[M CF LINEAR fQUATIDNS 1 THE MATRIX BEING DECO~POSED 
CHL50L1N~ SOLVES A SVSTEM OF L!NEAR EQUAT!ONS WITH SVM~ETRIC POS1TiVE DEF,~\Tl SAND MATRIX, WHICH HA 
CH0Lf5Kv DECO~PCSrT!UN OF A 5v~;lfTR1C POSITIVE DtFINJTE MATR1X 1 STORED !NA TW0~D1ME~SIONAL ARRAY, 
( ... OLESKY otcor,~PCS1T10N '"'IF A SV'~f'iETR!C POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED cnt..\Jli.~JWISE IN A O~E .. DtMENSICN 
C><OLESKV METHOD, 
CHnL~SKV f·~ETHOD. 
CHOL[SKV t-<ET!iQD, THE MATRIX 'lE I NG STORED ltl A TWll•D I MENSI ONAL ARR AV, 
CrDLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX ~[ING STORED IN A ~NE•DIME~SIONAL ARRAV, 
ChOLESKV METHOD, THE IN'IERSE Of A $VM'IETRIC POSITIVE QEF!NIT[ r•ATRIX, STORED IN A TV/0-Dl"E"SIONAJ., AR 
CH'Lf.SKV Mf.THOO 1 THE I NVf.RSE OF A SYl>l"\ETR ! C POSIT I VE DEf IN I TE ~'ATR IX, ~TO~F.D I 'I A ONE-DI WEr,5 1 O~AJ., AR 
CQDIAGONAL ELEMENTS Of A HERMITIAN TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX •HICH 15 U'i'TARY SIMILAR TO A GIVEN ~ERMIT!AN 
CQ~IAGONAL. OF A SVMM~TRIC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
ccnlAGONAJ., WITH A CONSTANT, 
COEFFICIENTS, 
CO(FFIC1ENTS OF T~E NEWTON INTE~PDLATION POLVNOMIAL FOR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND FUNCTION VALUES, 
corFrlCIENTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL. (IN GRUNERT FORM) THAT APPROXIMATES A FIJNCT!ON GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARG 






COL.U"N VECTOR AND VECTO~, 
COLUMN VECTOR BY A SCALAR, 
COLU~N VECTOR BY A SCALAR, 
34320 E 0 
34322 E 4 
330ll0 c 30 
34282 H 2 
34283 H 2 
35050 E 14 
35051 E 14 
35052 E 14 
34271 M 10 
34260 H 8 
34261 H 8 
342b2 H B 
34270 H 10 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 26 
34253 E 30 
34241 E 22 
34344 D 16 
34344 D 16 
34311 F 0 
34310 f 0 
34330 E 6 
34403 F 6 
34402 F 6 
34393 F 4 
34392 f 4 
34333 E 10 
34313 F 2 
34312 F 2 
34331 E 8 
34401 F 6 
344UO F 6 
34391 F' 4 
34390 f 4 
34332 E 10 
34310 F 0 
34311 F Q 
34330 E 6 
34333 E 10 
34392 F 4 
34393 F 4 
34402 F 6 
34403 F 6 
34364 G 4 
31013 D 0 
31012 D 0 
34345 D 24 
36010 c 44 
36022 c 46 
31131 D 4 
34014 0 6 
34031 D 10 
34040 D 12 
34013 0 6 
34033 D 10 
34012 D 6 
31022 D 4 
31131 D 4 
OMCOLCST MULTIPLIES • COMPLEX 
DUPVECCOL C~PIES (PART OF) A 
ELMCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MVECCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MROWCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MPUTES T~E ERROR FUNCTION A~D 
ION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL ANO 
ION WITH CDMYINED PARTIAL AND 
Of A QUADRATIC EQUATIO• PITH 
ADDS A COl4PLEX NUl:BER TIHCS 11 
ADDS A COMPLEX NUf1BEll T 1 m:s A 
DL PERFOqMS A ROTATION ON T90 
COMCDLCST IULT•PLIES A 
PLIES A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A 
COMPUTES AL~ EIGENVALUES CF A 
NVECTORS AND EIGE~VALUES CF A 
PU TES THE EUCL I DEA" l·lOR1 • OF A 
M NORMALIZES THE COLUrNS CF A 
HSHC0f1HES TQAIJSFOr:H· S A 
E~IL~PCOf1 TRACSFOR~S A 
C0Mf1UL MULTIPLIES T~U 
COMPUTES THE QUOTIENT or T~o 
ABS COMPUTES THE f.O~ULU& OF A 
COMPUTES THE SQUAhE RQnT CF A 
CAl'POL TRAllSfOR,'S A 
ELl!COMVECCOL ADDS A 
ELMCOHCOL ADDS A 
ELf,CO~R0WVEC At,PS A 
OW PERFORMS A RUTATIG~ ON T•o 
COMROWCST 1 ULTIPL1ES A 
PUTES THE SCALAR pqouucT OF A 
COMPUTES ALL E1•E~VALUE& CF A 
NVECTORS AND E1GE>VALU!S CF A 
ADDS A COMPLE:X r.ur· BE'< T 1 i•fS A 
HSHCDMCOL T~ANSFOR~S A 
AR EQUATIONS BY T~E METHOD CF 
IAN ~ATRIX ANP AUTD~ATIC STEP 
WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AN~ oRDfR 
TESIAN COORDINATES INTO POLAR 







DECOMPOSITION Of A MATR1X eY 
COLUMN VECTOR BY A COMPLEX NUMRER, 
COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECT~R. 
COLUMN VECTOR TC ANOT~E' COLUMN VECTOQ, 
COLUMN VECTOQ TO A VECTOR, 
COLUMN VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
COMADS COIAPUTES THE 1\ofl•JLUS Of A COMPl.,EX NllMBER, 
CC'1CfJLCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR BV A COMPLEX tJUMBER, 
COl1D IV COf·•PIJTES T>iE •JUOT I Eo,T OF TWO COMPLEX •;ut.15ERS, 
cor•fuC"RI'< COMPUTES TtiE EIJCL I DEAfl MOR'• Of A COMPLEX MIHR Ix. 
COl'K~JO C<)MPUT~S THE ~oOTS OF A 0UADRAT1C EOUAT10~ WITH COMPLEX COEFFIClE~Ts. 
CCH~ATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A COMPLEX RO~ VECTOR AND A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
COl1~•UL fo'UL TI PLIES Tl.W CrtMPL,EX NUMB~RS, 
ccl•PLEtlENTARV ERROR FUNCTION FOR A REAt. APGUMEf\/TJ THESE fU/!CTIONS ARE PELATED TO THE <110R,,AL OR GAUSS 
COf\PLETE PIVOT I t.ic,, 
CO"PLETE P•VOTING, 
COHPLEX CO[ff1CIE<11TS. 
COl1PLEX COLUMN VECTOR To A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
COl1PLEX COLUf~N VECTOR TO ANOTHER COMPl.,EX COLlJ•~N VECTOR, 
COl1PLEX COLUMN V[CTORS. 
CCl1PLEX C0LU11N VECTOR AV A COMPLEX Nl,lrlBER, 




COflPLEX r,iATR IX. 
CCl1PLEX r•ATRIX 1NTO M SIMILA~ UNITARY UPPER HESSE~BERG "ATRIX WITH A REAL HON-NEGATIVE SUBDIAGCNAL, 




cc•' PL. EX '"<U'"•BER. 
CCf'PLEX •lU'-'RER G I V[fJ 
COflPLEX tJUr•BER TI MES 
cc~PLEX NUMGER TIMES 
CO''PLEX NUllflER TI MES 
cor•PLEX PO'· VECTORS. 
1N CARTESIA~ COO~Ol~ATES INTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
~ COMPLEX COLUMf\/ VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
COMPLEX COL.UM~ VECTOR TO ANOTHE~ COMPLEX COLUNN 
COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
COMPLEX RO~ VECT~R ~V A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
COMPLEX RO"I \/ECTOR A"~ A COMPLEX VECT;")q, 
COMPLEX UPPER ~ESSEN~aRA MAT~IX WITH A REAL SUADIAGONAL, 
co:•PLEX 'JPPER HESSf'ld~RG MAT~IX l!llTH A REAL SUBDIAGDl<AL, 
ccr\PLEX VECTOR Tu A COf1Di.EX ~ow VECTClt:l, 
COMPLEX VECTOR !~TO A VECTOR PQOPORTIO~AL TO A UNIT VECTOR, 
COMROWCST MULTIPLIES •COMPLEX ROW VECTOR AY A C~~PLEX NUMBER, 
VECTOR. 
COl'SCL IS AN AUXILIAllV l>RDCEDl.HlE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF COMPLEX E IGENVFCTORS OF A REAL '~ATRIX, 
COHSQRT COMPUTES THE SGUAR~ ROOT Of A CD~PLEX ~U~BER, 
COl1VALQRI CALCULATES THE REAL ANO COMPLEX EIGE~VA~UES Of A REA~ UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX 8¥ •EANS OF 
COrlVEC•1ES CALCULi1Tf.5 THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPDNfl1·% TO A GIVEN COMPl.O EIGENV/\L 1JE OF A RtAI. VPPER HES 
CO"JUGATE GRADIENTS, 
CO'lJ GRAD SOLVES A SYM~ETRIC AND POSITIVE DEFl~ITE, SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 6V THE METHOD Of CONJ 
COllTROL; $UITA£lLE FOfl l•JTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
CONTROL ANO SUITAeLE FOR THE INTEGqATION OF ST1FF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
COORD 1 'lATES, 
COORD'~ATES \NTC POLAU COORDINATES, 
COPIES (PART Of) A VLCT,R TO A VECTOR, 
cor1ES (PART Of) A RUI VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
COPIES (PART OF) A VECT~R ~O A ROI VECTOR, 
COPl!'.S (?A~T Of) A CULU'lti VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
COPIES (PART Of) A VECTnR TO A LOLµNN VECTOR, 
CCPICS (PART Of) A MaTRIX ~O (AN OTHER) ~ATR!X, 
CROUT FACTORIZATION WIT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
34352 G 6 
31033 D 2 
34023 D 8 
34021 D 6 
34028 0 p 
34340 D 14 
34352 G 6 
34342 D 22 
34359 G 20 
34345 D 24 
34354 G 18 
34341 D 20 
35020 c 38 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
34345 D 24 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
34357 G 2 
343!>2 G 6 
34356 G 24 
34374 G 10 
34375 G 10 
34359 G 20 
34360 G 22 
3431>6 G 14 
34361 G 16 
34341 0 20 
34342 0 22 
34340 0 S.4 
34343 D 16 
34344 0 18 
34376 G 0 
343 77 G 0 
34378 G 0 
~43!>8 G 2 
343::>3 G 6 
34354 G 18 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34376 G 0 
34355 G 24 
34353 G 6 
341\13 F 10 
34343 D !6 
34190 F I 6 
34191 r H 
34220 c 'i6 
3421!0 c 36 
33120 c 32 
33060 c 30 
34344 D 18 
34344 D 11 
31030 D i 
31031 D 2 
31032 0 2 
31033 0 2 
31034 D 2 
31035 0 2 
34300 E 22 
SYSTEM or LINEAR EQUATIONS ~y 
ATRIX, PROVIOEO TI-AT THE U•ru 
ECBND PERFORns THE TRIANGULAR 
DECSOLBND PEPFDR~S THE 
ECBND PERFORMS THE TRlkNGULAR 
CHLDECSOLBND PERroq~5 Ti-E 
DEC PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR 
SSELM PERFORl1S THE TRI ANGULAR 
TIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHCLESKY 
TIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHOLESKY 
TES, WITHOUT PIVOTING, THE LU 
WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, THE LU 
OECSYMTRI CALCULATES THE U•CU 
ECOMPDSITION AS CALCULATEr ~y 
LVES A SYMMETRIC AND PnS1T1VE 
T ( QUADRATURE ) COH?UTES Ti-E 
L ( QUADRATURE ) COMPUTES TrE 
OETERnBND COMPUTES TI-[ 
CHLOETERMBND (011PUTES TrE 
DETER~ COMPU•Es Tl-E 
CHLOETERM2 LO~PUTES Tl-E 
CHLDETERM1 COMPUTES Tl-E 
LSQOGL I NV COllPUTES -1-c 
ARES PROBLEM AND COl'PUTES '!"i-<: 
SHHRMTRIVAL DEL'VfRS THE rA•N 
IMATD INITIA~IZES (PART Of) ~ 
IMIZATIO~ ) r11N1~1ZES A GIVf~J 
I ,1 I Z AT I 0 'J ) fl I >J I "1 I Z ES A t; I VE '' 
1 SOLVES A SINGLE FIRST CRDEP. 
OLVES A SYSTEM CF FIRST OADEQ 
RK2 SOLVES A !:ECCl~d> GROfi'! 
LVES A SYSTEM OF SECO~O O~DFP. 
RKJ SOLVES A SECO~O ORDER 
LVES A SYSTEM OF IECO~~ ORDER 
RK4A SOLVES A S1~GLE 
RK4~A SOLVES A SVST[~ CF 
OLVES A SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDER 
EN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST oRp[R 
SYSTEMS ARISING FROM PARTIAL 
Of FIRST ORDER ( ~ON-LINEAR ) 
EN AS A SYSTEM OF FIPST oRCIEP 
FOR THE INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
ONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST oRDf~ 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF ST/FF 
ONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER 
ABLE FOR INTEG~ATION OF STIFF 
CROUT FACTORIZATION W1TY PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DAVUPD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDU~E FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
OECBND PERFORMS THE TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION OF A BAND MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELl~INATIDN, 
OECINV COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
DECDMPOS TION IS GIVEN, 
UECOMPOS TION Of A 9HND MATRIX BV GAUSSIAN ELIMl~ATION, 
DECCJIPOS TION Of A B~ND MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMl"ATION AND SOLVES THE ~YSTEM or LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
OECCMPOS TION Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX ~y THE CHOLESKY METHOD, 
OECOMPOS TION Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATRIX AND SOLVES THE SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
DECOMPOS TION Of A MATRIX BY CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DECOMPOS TIQN OF A MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
OECCMPOS TION Of A SYMM~TRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX 1 STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
DECOMPOS TION Of A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOPED CO~UMNWISE IN A ONE.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
DECOMPOS TION OF A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
DECOMPOS T10N Of A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
DECotlPOS T/011 01' A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
DECSOL6ND PERl'ORMS THE ~ECOMPOSITION OF A RAND MATRIX 3Y GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION AND SOLVES THE SVSTEM 
DECSOLSYMTRI SOLVES A SVSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
DECSOLTRIPIV SOLVES WIT~ PARTIAL PIVOTING A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COfFFICIENT 
DECSCLTRI ~OLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIOIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
DECSOL SOLVES A SYSTLM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DECSVMTRI CALCULATES THE u•Do DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIA~ONAL MATRIX, 
DECTR!PIV CALCULATES, WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, THE LU D!COMPOS!TION OF A TRIDIA•ONAL MATRIX, 
DECTRIP/V IS GIVEN, 
DECT~I CALCULATES, Y/TH~UT PIVDTING 1 THE LU DECOMPOSITION OF A TRIDIAGONAL ~ATRIX, 
DEC PERFOR~S T~E TRIANG'ILAR DECOMPOSITION nF A MATRIX ~y CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL P1vOT1NG, 
UEFINtTE, SYSTE, Of LINEAR EQUATID~S RV THE METHOD Of CON~UGATE GRADIENTS, 
DEFINITE 1~TEGRAL OF A FUNCTION Of ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL, 
DEr/~ITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION Of ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMeER 
DE.ER~a~n COMPUTES Tl•E ~ETERMINANT OF A BAND MATRIX, W~ICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED 6Y DECBND, 
DETEAMl~ANT OF A BA~U MATRIX, WHICH HAS REEN DECO~POSED BY DECBND, 
lJETERMl~ANT OF A SV~l•ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATqlX 1 W~ICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED bY CHLDECBND, 
DETEPMl~ANT CF A MAT~1X PROVIDED THAT THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY DEC OR GSSELM, 
DETERMINANT OF A SVl\N[Tqlc POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2, 
OETERMl~ANT OF A SY'1MfTQIC POS!TIVE ~Ef INITE MATRIX, W~ICH ~AS BEEN DECOMPOSED eY CHLDEC1, 
UETERK CDM~UTES THE UET~RMINANT OF A ~ATRIX PROVIDED T'lAT THE MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY DEC OR G 
DIAGONAL ELE'IENT!; OF THE INVERSE OF Mf~. (M COEFFICIE'IT MATRIX) OF A Ll"EAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
DIAGONAL ELEME~TS OF TH~ !~VERSE OF Mt• (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX), 
DIAGONAL ELEME~T& AlU S,UARE5 OF THE CDDIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMITIAN TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX ~HICH IS 
[J 1 AGOft.l'AL o~ con 1 ""Gr.~J"'L ., , TH A CONSTANT. 
D1rFERENTIABLE Fu~CTION OF SEVERAL VARIAgLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
D1rrERENT1~BLE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BV A VARIABLE METQIC ~ETHDD, 
D!FFEREhT!AL EGUATIOfJ lJ~ING A 5-TH ORDER RtJNGE KUTTA M~THOO, 
n1FFERC~TIAL rOUATIONS JS/NG A ~.TH B~~ER RUNGE KUTTA 1ETHOO, 
[l I fFERENT I AL EQUAT I Ol• l•s I NG A 5-TH ORDER RIJNGE KvTTA METMOD. 
a1FFERENTIAL EOUATl~NS JSl~G A ~.TH ryQDER RU~GE KUTTA ~EThOC, 
D1rFERENTIAL EOUATION USING A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; NO DERIVATIVES ALLO•En ON RIG~T hA~C SI 
OlfFERENTIAL E0UATl0NS •JS/NG A ~.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA 1ETHOD; NO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED ON RIGl-T ~ANOS 
DIFFERENTIAL ECUATION BY SOMETIMES USING A DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEG~ATION VARIABLE, 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS RV SO"ETIMfS USING THE DEPENDENT VARIAB~E AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
01FFERE~TIAL EOUATIONS us1~G THE ARC LENGTrl AS l~TEGRATION VARIABLE, 
DIFFERENTIAL ECUATIONS, BV A ONE.STEP TAVLOR METrlOD; THIS METHOD IS PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR THE IN 
DIFFERENTIAL fQUATIONS, PROVIDED HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES CAN BE EASILY OBTAINED, 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, RV A STABl~IZ~D RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WITH ~IMITED STORAGE REQUIREMENTS, 
DIFFERENTIAL fQ~ATIONS, BY ONE 0' THE FOLLOWING MULTISTEP METHODS! GEA~S, ADAMS • MOULTON, OR ADAMS 
DlfFERENTIAL EGUATIO~S. 
DIFFEREhT!AL EGUATIU~S, BY A~ EXPO~E~TIALLV FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WHICH USES THE JACOB 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 



























































































































ONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
ONOMOUS sysTf.M OF FIRST ORDER 
ABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF 
LNGVECVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGMATVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGTAMVEC COMP~TES IN 
LNGMATMAT COMPUTES IN 
LNGTAMMAT COMPUTES IN 
LNGMATTAM COMPUTES IN 
LNGSEQVEC COMPUTES IN 
LNGSCAPRD1 COMPUTES IN 
LNGSYMMATVEC COMPUTES IN 
LITES ALL, OR SOME COhSECUTIVE 
LITES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE 
QRISYM COMPUTES ALL 
REAORI CALCULATES THE 
TES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE, 
VALORISYMTRI COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND 
UTES ALL, OR SOME CONS~CUTIVE 
LITES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE 
CRIVALSYM1 COMPUTES ALL 
CR1VALSYM2 COMPUTES ALL 
REAVALQRI CALCULATES T~E 
LCULATES THE REAL AND COMPLEX 
EIGVALHPM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS A~D 
QRIVALHRM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL E1GE~VECTORS A~D 
EIGVALCOM COMPUTas ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND 
VALCRICOM COMPUTES ALL 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS A~D 
CORRESPO~DING TO A G1V€N REAL 
RESPONDING TO A GIVEN COMPLFX 
QRISYMTRI COMPUTES ALL 
EIGHRM COMPUTES ALL 
QRIHRM corPUTES ALL 
EIGCOM COMPUTES ALL 
QRICOM COMPUTES ALL 
VECSYMTRI COMPUTES 
E CONSECUTIVE EIGENVA~UES AND 
E CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES AND 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES A~D 
ALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES AND 
REAVECHES CALCULATES T~E 
COMVECHES CALCULATES T~E 
DlrFERENTIAL ECUATIONS, BV AN IMPLICI~, EXPONE~TIALLY FITTED, flRST ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AU 
DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIQHS, 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, Bv AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SECOND O~DER ONE-STEP METHOD WIT~ NO ~ 
DIFFERENTIAL ECUATIONS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCA~AR PRODUCT oP TWO VECTORS, 
DOlleLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT oP A ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCA~AR PRODUCT OP A COLUMN VECTOR AHO A VECTOR, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A Row VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR, 
DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCA~AR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUM~ VECT~RS, 
ooueLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP TWO ROW VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP TWO VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT 0~ TWO VECTORS, 
DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A QOW IN A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
DUPCOLVEC COPIES (PART OF) A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
DUP~AT COPIES (PART OF) A MATRIX TO (A~ OTHER) MATRIX, 
DUPROWVEC COPIES (PART OF) A VF.CTOR TQ A ROW VECTOR, 
DUPVECCCL COPIES (PART ~F) A COLUMN vecTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPVECRC~ COPIES (PART 1F) A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPVEC COPIES (PART OF) A VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
EFERK SCLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SyST€M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUAT 
EFSIRK SOLVES l~ITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS A~ AUTONOHOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL eQUA 
EIGCOM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A COHPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MA"RIX, WHICH IS STORED IN A ONE.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
EIGE~VALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF 4 SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHICH IS STO~ED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
EIGENVALIJES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX 9Y :!R-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTO~S Of A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT AL~ EIGENVALUES ARE RE 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMllETDIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX ~y LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMfTq!C TRIDIAGON4~ MATRIX BY OR-ITERATION, 
[IGENVALIJES OF A SYMMETRIC TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX qy Q~-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A sv1,~ETR!C MATRIX, STO~ED IN A O~E-DIMCNSIONAL AARAV, ~y LINEAR INT[RPOLATICN USING 
EIGEtlVALUES OF A SY'1t1ETQIC MATRIX, STOQED IN A T''IO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ~y LINEAR INTERPOl..ATICN USING 
EIGENVALIJES OF A SYl11lf.T~IC MATRIX 1 STOl<ED IN A O'<E.DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, BY OR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A SY•H·lETRIC MATRIX, STO'tED IN A T''O-DIMENSIONAL AflRAV, '3V QR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSEN~ERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY ~EANS Of S 
EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX ~V MEANS OF DOUBLE QR-ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGtNVALUES OF A HER~1T1AN MATRIX, 
EIGE•IVALUES OF A HERl·llTIAN MATRIX, 
EIGE~VALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
EIGENVALUES OF A co~PLEX UPPER HESSE~BERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGON•L, 
EIGEtlVALUE OF A REAL UPPER HESSE~B~RG "1ATRIX, 8Y MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG "1ATRIX BY ~EANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTOgS ANC EIG~NVA~UES OF A SVMMETRIC TAIDIA~ONAL MATRIX BY QR.ITERATID~. 
EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVA~U~S OF A HE~MITIAN ~ATRIX, 
EIGE~VECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGE~VECTORS AND EIGENVALU~S OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EIGENVECTOPS A~O EIGE>tVALUES OF A COMPLEX UPPER HESSEN~ERG ~ATRIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
EIGE~VECTORS Of I SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGDNA~ MATRIX BV INVERSE ITERATION, 
EIGE••VECTORS OF A svnMETRIC •1ATR1x, \IHilCrl IS STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL A~RAV, 
EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC ~ATRIX 1 ~~ICH IS STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSIONAL AqRAY, 
EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX BV QR.ITERATION, 
EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPfR HESSfNBERG ~ATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BV ~EANS OF 
EIGENVECTOR CORPESPONDl~G TO A GIVEN A!AL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, EY 'EANS OF 
EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING ~D A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX av MEANS 0 
EIG~RM COMPUTES ALL EIGENV~CTO~S AND ~IGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGSVM1 COMPUTES AL~. o~ saME CONSECU?IVE EIGENVA~UES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHIC~ 
EIGSYM2 COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUT!VE EIGENVA~UES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, WHICH 
33130 D 38 
33~30 0 38 
33131 0 38 
33131 0 38 
34410 '"' 14 
34411 H 14 
34412 H 14 
34413 H 14 
344.14 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34417 '"' 14 
34418 H 14 
:51034 0 2 
33,035 D 2 
31032 0 2 
31033 D 2 
31031 D 2 
31030 D 2 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
:34375 G 10 
34l,!)6 E 12 
34154 E 12 
34163 E 12 
341116 F 16 
341!)1 D 36 
34165 D 36 
34161 D 36 
341:>5 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34164 E 12 
3411>2 E 12 
341110 , 16 
34190 F 16 
343:>{1 G 8 
34369 G 8 
34370 G 8 
34371 G B 
34374 G 10 
34375 G 10 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
341111 F 16 
34191 F 16 
34161 D 36 
34369 G 8 
34371 G 8 
34375 G 10 
34373 G 12 
34152 D 36 
34i!)6 I!: 12 
34154 E 12 
34163 E 12 
34186 F 16 
34161 F 16 
341111 F 16 
34369 G 8 
341.56 E 12 







AND DELIVERS THE l~CEX fOR AN 
ES ANO MODULUS OF THAT MATRIX 
OF A SANO MATRIX 9Y GAUSSIAN 
OF A BAND MATRIX ~y GAUSSIAN 
ITION OF A MATRIX SY GAUSS IA~ 
~!NEAR EQUATIO~S ~y GAUSSIAN 
EQUILIBRATION AS PERFORMED PY 
EQUILIBRl\TION AS PERFO<H",EP fY 
M OF FIRST ORDER DI FFE~01T 1 AL 
R ( >JQN•LINE/IR ) C· I FFEQENT: AL 
M Of FIRST ORDER C I FfERE1,T I AL 
M OF FIRST ORDER c I fFf.RENT I AL 
M OF FIRST ORDER ClfFEQENT!AL 
M Of FIRST ORDER U1ffERE~T1AL 
M Of FIRST ORDER DIFFE•ENTiAL 
SOL SOLVES A 5YSTEM OF LINEAR 
E~M SOLVES A SYSTEM OF ~!NEAR 
ING FROM PA~TIAL 01FFERENTIAL 
GRATIQN OF ST'Ff C1FFEAENTIAL 
GRATION OF ST1FF [IFFEQENTIAL 
GRATION OF ST1Ff DIFFERENTIAL 
GRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL 
GRATION OF ST1Ff ~IFfERENTIAL 
D SOLVES T~E SYSTEM Of LINEAR 
O~UTION Of A SySTE~ OF ~!NEAR 
ERB SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
SOL SOLVES A SVSTE~ Of ~!NEAR 
LVES A SYSTETl Of DIFFERENTIAL 
VE DEFINITE, SYSTEM Of LINEAR 
0 SOLVES THE SYSTEr\ Of I. I NEAR 
M OF FIRST ORDER CIFFERENTIAL 
OF SECOND ORDER UlfFERENTIAL 
OF SECOND ORDER ulfFf.RENTIAL 
M OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
BND SOLVES A SVSTEM OP LINEAR 
EIGVALCCM COMpUTES ALL EIGENVALUES D~ A COMPLEX ~ATRIX, 
EIC.VALHRM COllpUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
EIGVALSYMl COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES Of A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE.DIME 
EIGVALSVM2 COMPUTES ALL, QR SOME CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES OF A SYl\METR1c MATRIX, STORED IN A TWO.DIME 
ELEMENTS OF A RCW VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELEMENTS Cf ~WO VECTORS, 
ELE~ENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
ELEMENTS OF TWO VECTOP.S, 
ELEMENTS Of TWO COLUTlN VECTORS, 
ELE~ENTS OP TWO ROW VECTORS, 
ELErENT hAXIMAL IN MUoULUS, 
[LfPENT Of MAXIMUM AUSOLUTE VALUE, 
EL l~ol NAT ION, 
ELl~INATIO~ ANO SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
ELIMl~ATIO~ W1T~ C0"~1NED PARTIA~ ANO COMPLETE PIVOTIN;, 
ELl~INATION W1T~ cona1HED ~ARTIAL 4ND COMPLETE PIVDTIN~. 
ELnCOLRCW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO A CC~UMN VECTOR, 
ELnCOLVEC ADO$ A SC/ILAR TIMES A VECTOR TO A CDLUM~ VECTOR, 
ELl'COL AOOS A SC•LAR Tl~ES A COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTHER COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMCOMCCL ADDS A COMPLEX NUMBER TIMES A COMPLEX CCLUM~ VECTOR TO ANOTHER COMPLEX CO~UMN VECTOR, 
ELMCOMRCWVEC ADDS A COMP~EX NUMB£R TIMES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
ELllCOMVECCOL ADDS A COMPLEX NUMBER Tl~ES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
ELMROWCCL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUM~ VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
~LflROWVEC ADDS A SCALAR TI MES A VECTOR TO A RO"/ 'JECTOR, 
ELMROW ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A ROW VECTOR TO ANOTHER ROW VECTOR, 
ELMVECCCL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ELMVECRCW ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A ROW V~CT~R TO A VECTOR, 
ELMVEC ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A VECTO~ TD ANOTHER VECTOR, 
[QI L 9RCC!1, 
EQILll'lCC'l TRANSFORl 1S A COMPLEX MATRIX INTO A S1Ml~AR ~)UILIERATED COf>'PLEX MATRIX, 
EC1LSR. 
[QILflR TRANS•OR>'S A !1AT'liX l'JTrl A Sl"llLA"1 EQUILIBRAToO MATRIX, 
ECUATIO~S, BY A O~E.STE~ TAYLOR MfTHODJ TH!S MET~CJ IS PARTICULARLV SUITABLE FOR THE INTEGRATICN Of 
EQUATIO~S, BY A STA~ILIZED RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WIT~ LIMITED STORAGE REQUIREMENTS, 
EQUATIONS, BY AN EXPONE~TIALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT qU~GE ~UTTA METHOD WH!CH USES THE JACOBIAN ~ATRIX Ah 
EQUATIONS, ev Ah EX?QNE~T1ALLV f1TTED, SEMI - IMP~ICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; SUITABLE fQR INTEGRATION 
EQUATiQNS 1 BY A~ !~IPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLV ~;TTE,, FIRST ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP 
EQUATto~s, Sv AN 111PLICIT 1 EXPONENTIALLY F1TTED 1 SECOND ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTO•ATIC STEP 
EQVft~IQ~S, ev O~E OF THE FOLLOWl~G MULTISTEP ~fT~OOS; ~EARS, AOAi,S - MOULTON, OR A0Af1S - SASHFCRTH M 
EQIJATtQ•S 1 OF \'!l-ICH THE TRIAtJGULARLY OEC~~'POSED F'ORM OF THE •·'ATRIX '5 GIVE'I, 
[~u··,~·s, CF WhlCH ThE TR1ANGULARLY oeCOMPOSED FORM OF THE MATQ!X •S GIVEN, 
EGU1•1JNS 1 PROVIDED H1G~ER ORDER DERIVATIV(S CAN BE EASILY CBTAINEC, 







EQUATIONS A~D COl-iPllTES A'J lJPPE'l BOUND 'OR 1Ts ERROR, 
EGUATIO~S ~y CROUT F~CTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
EQUATIO~S BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WIT~ C0~91NED PARTIAL ANO CO~P~ETE PIVOTING, 
EQUATIO"S Bi' SOf'ETIMlS 1JSl"G THE DEPE'~DENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
EQUATIO~S 2Y Ti"'E "IET.O(l['i OF CONJUGATE GllAC>IENTS, 
EQUATIONS ~y T~E CHOLES~Y ~ETHOO, 
EGUATIO~S USl~G A ~.TH n~O£R RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOD, 
EQUATIONS USING A a.TH 1~0ER RUNGE KUTTA METHO~, 
EQUATIO~S USING A ~-TH 1RO~R RUNGE KUTTA METHO~J N:i DERIVATIVES 'L~OIED ON RIGHT HAND SIDE, 
ECUATIQ~q USING TME •RC LENGTH AS INTeGRATION VA~IAB~E, 
EQUATID~S ~ITH eA~D .,ATRIX, IH•CH IS DECOMPOSED ~y DEC3ND, 
34374 G 10 
3431>8 G 8 
34155 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34033 D 10 
34030 D 10 
34034 0 10 
34035 0 10 
34031 D 10 
34032 D 10 
310b0 D 32 
34230 0 26 
34320 E 0 
34322 E 4 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
34029 D B 
34022 D 8 
34023 0 8 
34377 G 0 
34378 G c 
34376 G 0 
34028 D B 
34027 0 8 
34024 0 B 
34021 D B 
34026 0 6 
34020 D 8 
34362 G 16 
34361 G 16 
34174 f 12 
34!73 F 12 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 2P 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
3Jl30 D 38 
33131 D 38 
330!!0 c 30 
340~1 E 26 
340C>1 E 26 
33040 c 26 
330b0 c 30 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 o ;se 
34322 E 4 
34241 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34301 E 26 
3<1232 E 26 
33017 c 22 
34220 c 36 
34333 E 10 
33011 c 10 
33013 c 14 
33015 c 18 
33018 c 24 
34071 E 4 
BND SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR 
SOLVES A SINGLE DIFFERENTIAL 
NGLE FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
S A SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
S A SECOND ORDER r1fFERENTtAL 
UTES THE ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC 
COMPLEX ~ATklX tNTO A SIMILAR 
FORMS A ~ATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR 
ORMATION CoRRESPO~OING To T~E 
ORMATION CORRESPOhDING To T~E 
ON AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS 
MPUTES A~ UPPER BCUND FDA ITS 
IX AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS 
ERF COMPUTES T~E 
OR FUNCTION AND COMPLfr1E~TARV 
MPUTES AN UPPER BOU~D FOR T~E 
COMEUCNRM COMPUT~S T~E 
PCL 
N[\i.'PCL 
THE RANGE [ 1/2 ,3/2 l; ODD A1'D 
EMEZ (SECOND REMEz ALGOR1TH~) 
E ARGU~ENTS; THE SECOND REMEZ 
1 BY A~ EXPO'H:NT I ALL.V F ! TTEC 1 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, ~V AN 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY A~ 
AL EQUATIONS, flY AN JMP~JCIT, 
AL EQUATIONS, BY AN 11,P~ICIT, 
PQSJTION OF A MATRIX BY CRO~T 
OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CROUT 
RK1 SOLVES A SJNGLE 
RKlN SOLVES A SVSTE~ CF 
RK5NA SOLVES A SvSTE~ OF 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTE' CF 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SVSTE~ CF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTE~ CF 
EN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTE~ CF 
QUATIONS, 8Y AN EXPDNENTJALLY 
BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY 
BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTJALLY 
QUATIONS, BY AN EXPONENTJALLV 
ORMAL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY 
ERF COMpuT~S ThE ERROR 
COMPUTES THE INCOf PLETE GAMMA 
S THE RECIPROCAL OF THf GAMMA 
CT I ON AMD COtlPLErJ,EN'rARV ERROR 
GAM~A COMPUT~S THE GAMMA 
ATURAL LOGARITHM Of THE GAM~A 
ERT FORM) THAT APPROXIM~TES A 
COMPUTES THE I NCOMPLEH E(TA 
COMPUTES THE I !<COMPLETE BETA 
COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA 
EQUATIONS •ITH SYMr\ETRIC POSITIVE DEF1MITE BAND MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED 9V CHLDECBND, 
EQlJATION B" so,•ET1tlES IJSIN<> A '>EPENDE~T VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
EQUATIOh USING A 5-TH oqoEq RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
EQUATIO~ USING A 5-TH oqoER RUNG~ KUTTA METHOD, 
EOUATIOh USING A 5-TH ORDER RUNG~ KUTTA METHOD: MC DERIVATIVES A~LOWED ON RIGHT HAND SIDE, 
EQUATION WJTH CCttPLEX CnEF,ICIENTS, 
EOUIL19RATED CO~PLEX MATRIX, 
EQUILl3RATED MATRIX, 
EQUILIBRATION AS PERFDR~ED BV EQILBR, 
[QIJILIBRATION AS PEHf'OR'1ED BY EGIL..BRCQ!v\ 1 
ERBELM COMPUTES A~ UPPER BOU~D FOR TH~ ERROR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINtAR ~QUATIONS, 
ERF cO•\PlJTE$ .,.HE ER'llll> •UNCTION AND CO"PLEMENTAR" ERROR FUMCTloN FOR A REAL ARGUl•E•ITJ THESE FUNCTIOl'-
ERROR, CF A SySTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE TqlANGULARLV DECO~POSED FORH OF THE MATRIX IS G 
ERROR, 
ERROn, 
ERPOR FUNCTION AND COMPLEMENTA~Y ERROR FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENT; THESE FllNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO 
ERROR FUNCTION FUR A REAL ARGUMENTJ THESE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO THE NORllAL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILJT 
ERROR IN THE SOLUTION n~ A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQLJATJONS, 
EUCLIDEAN NORM Of A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
EULER CCMPlJ.,.ES THE sur, OF AN Al. TEIPIAT IN(, SER I ES' 
EVALUATES A POLVNOr'l•L GIV~N IN THE GRUNERT FORM Bv THE HORNER SCHEME, 
EVALUATES A POLY'JOt' I AL G I V~N i N T>iE NfWTON FORM ov THE HDRfJER SctlEViE, 
EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO UfLIVERED, 
EXC\-'ANGES '•Ul'BERS \I I TH ~llMflERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET, 
EXCHANGE ALGORITHM JS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX POLY~OMIAL APPROXIMATION, 
EXPLICIT RIJNGE KUTTA METtiOO \•fHJCH us~s T'iE JACOB!A~J MATRIX A~JD AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE POR 
EXPCl<ENTIALLv FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WHICH USES Tl<E JAC091Atl l\ATRIX ANO AlJTCMATJC STEP 
EXPCtl[r~T1AL..L.V f:"!TTEP, se:~~t • 1MPL.,IClT RUNGE KUTTA r.1ET'HOD; SUJT,'\BL.E FOR INTEGRATION Of STIFF DIFFEREN 
EXPONE•~TIALLY f!TTEO, FJRST ORDER ONE~STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTO~ATIC STEP cnNTROLJ SUITABLE FOR lNTEG 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, S~COND ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROLJ SUITABLE FOR INTE 
FACTORIZATION W!TH PAPTIAL PIVOTING, 
FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
FIRS~ ORDER OIFFERENT!AL EGUATION us;~G A 5-TH O~DER RUNGE KIJTTA METHOD, 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A '-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS USING THE ARC LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
F1rsT OROER D1fFERE~T1AL EQUATIONS, BV A ONE-STEP TAYLOR METHOD; THJS ME.,.HOD JS PARTICULARLY SUITAB~ 
FIRST nRDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUA.,.IDNS, AV ONE OF "l'HE F"OLLOWING t\Ul.TiSTEP l·'ETHOD5: GEARS, ADAt'S. ~OULTO 
FIRST ORDER DlffERE'ITJAL EQUATIONS, BV AN EXPONE~TIALLV Fl.,.TED, EXPLICIT RUNGE 'UTTA METHOD WHIC~ US 
FIPST ~RDER O:ffERE~TIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN EXPONE~TIALLV FITTED, SE~I - IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHCD; 
FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN 1MPLJCIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, FIRST ORDER ONE.STEP METHO 
FIRST nRDER D!FFERE~TIAl. EQUATIONS, BV AN iMPLJCIT, EX?ONENTJALLV F!T-~o. SECOND ORDER ONE-STEP ME'r~ 
r1rsr ORDER ( NCN.L!NEAR ) D1FfERENT1AL EQUATIONS, BV A STABILIZED RUNGE K\JTTA ~ETHOD WITH LIMITED s 
FITTED, EXP\.ICIT RIJ'ibE KUT'l'A METHOD \y"<IC'i \JSES THE JACOB!Ari 1\ATR!X A'lD AUT!WATIC STEP CONTRCLJ SUITA 
FITTED, FJqST ORDER UNE-ST!P METHOD WITH Nn AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL! SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF ST!F 
FITTED, SECOND CADER ONE.STEP METrlOD WIT~ NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SU!TAgLE FOR JNTEGRATICN CF STI 
F!TT[D, sEr·•I" lllPLIL!T RUNGE KUT1'A '~E"HD['; SUITABLE FOR l'l7EGRAi'10N Of STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
FLEMIN ( OPTIMIZATION ) MINIMIZES A GIVEN DIFFERCNTl~BLE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VA~IABLES BV I VARIABLE 
FLEUPD IS AN AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
FOPWARD IS A~ AUXILIMRY PROCEDURE FOR THE !NCO~P~ETE BETA FUNCTION, 
FU~J(71Qf\:, 
FUl•CTION AND CO~PLE~ENTARV ERROR FUNC,JON FOR A REAL AqGuMENT; THESE FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED To THE NO 
fVtJ(TIOf\: av PADE APPRQXl"'1ATlONS, 
fUNC.,.ION FOR ARGu~E~TS IN THE RANGE [1/2,3/2JJ O~D A~D EVE~ PA~TS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 
FUl'C!JOh FOR A REAL •RGIMENTJ TH~SE F"U~CT!O~S ARE AE~A~ED TO THE NORMAL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUNC 
fUliCT In~ FOR A REAL ARG'l'1E>F, 
FUllCT I ON FOR POSIT I VE At:>GU;·IENTS, 
FUNCTION GIVEN FUR DISCqETE ARGUMENTS) TrlE SECON~ REMEz EXCHANGE A~GDR!THM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX 
FUIKTION ~(X,P+N,Q),U<=X<=1,P>0,Q>O, POR N:U(l)N·lAX, 
fUIJCTION I (X,P,Q) ,0<=X<c1 1 P>O,Q>0, 
ruNCTION I (X,P,Q+N),U<=X•=1,P>O,Q>D. POR N•Ull>N~AX, 
34332 E 10 
33016 c 20 
33010 c 8 
33012 c 12 
33014 c 16 
34345 D 24 
34361 G 16 
34173 f 12 
341_74 f 12 
34362 G 16 
34241 E 22 
35020 c 38 
34253 E 30 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 28 
35020 c 36 
350LO c 38 
34241 E 22 
34359 G 20 
32010 0 26 
31040 c 0 
31041 c 2 
3501:0 c 42 
36021 E 20 
36022 c 46 
33120 c 32 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 0 36 
343UO E 22 
34301 E 26 
33010 c e 
33011 c 10 
33018 c 24 
33040 c 26 
330b0 c 30 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 0 38 
33131 0 38 
33060 c 28 
33120 c 32 
33130 0 38 
33131 0 38 
33160 c 34 
34215 D 30 
34213 D 30 
35055 E 14 
35020 c 38 
35020 c 38 
35030 c 40 
35060 c 42 
35020 c 36 
3;061 c 42 
J50b2 c 42 
36022 c 46 
35051 E 14 
35050 E 14 
350!'>2 E 14 
ES THE DEFINITE l~TrGRAL OF A 
ES THE DEFINITE l~TEGRAL DF A 
ROIN SEARCHES FOR A zERO OF A 
IMlzES A GIVEN DlfFERENT1ARLE 
IMlzES A GIVEN DlfFtRENTIABLE 
RECIP 
LCG 
OMGAM CO~PUTES THE INCO~PLETE 
OMPUTES THE RECIPROCAL OF TrE 
GAMMA COMPUTES TrE 
THE NATURAL LOGA~ITh~ OF TrE 
MPOSITION OF A BAND MATR1X ev 
MPOSITION Of A BAhO ~ATR1X BV 
DECOMPOSITION OF A MATR1X ev 
SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ev 
ARE RELATED TO THE NORMAL CR 
FOLLOWING MULT'STEP rETHOos: 
NS BY THE M~THOD OF CONwUGATE 
NTATION FROM NEWTON FORM INTO 
TES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN TrE 
ICIENTS Of THE POLYNO~IAL (IN 
HSHHRMTRI TRANSFORMS A 
IS U~ITARY SIMILAR TO A GIVE~ 
COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF A 
NVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VALUES OF A 
NVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF A 
THE CODIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF A 
L MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER 
E EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER 
AL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER 
EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER 
X EIGENVALUES Of A REAL UPPfR 
EX EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPfR 
IGENVALUES Of A COMPLEX UPPER 
IGENVALUES CF A COMPLfX UPPER 
INTO A SIMILAR UNITARY UPPfR 
HOMSOLSVD SOLVES A 
HCMSOL SO~VES A 
EN I~ THE GRUNENT FOkN BY Tt-E 
VEN 1 N THE NEWTON PCRI'' t!V Tt-E 
A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE PY 
ORMATION CORRESPOiiDING To TroE 
A SIMILAR TRID1AGDNAL ONE PV 
ORMATION CORRESPONDING TO Tt-E 
COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLEX 
O BIDIAGONAL FOR~ BV MEANS Cf 
LSQORTDEC PERFCR~S THE 
FUNCTION Of ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL, 
FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A Pl~ITr. OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE tNTERVA~ 
fU'ICTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVE'! ttiTERVAL, 
FUNCTION OP SEVERAL VARIAB~ES ev A V4RIABLE METRIC MET~OD, 
FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIAB~ES Ay A V4RIAB~E METRIC MET~OD, 
GA~MA CCMPUTES THE RECIPROCAL Of TME GAMMA FUNCTIO~ FO~ ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE [1/2 1 3/2)J OOO AND EV 
t;Ar:1•,A CCMPUTES THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENT, 
GAMMA COMPUTES THE NATURAL LOGARITMM OP THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARt;UMENTS, 
G.Al'MA FUNCTION ev PACE .O,PPROX I MAT I ONS. 
GAM'A FUNCTION FOR ARGU"IENTS IN THE RA~GE (1/2,3/21; 0,0 A~D EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 
GAP~A FUNCTION FOR A REAL ARGUMENT, 
GAr'A FUNCTION roR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION AN1 SOLVES THE SVSTEM Of LINEAR EJUATIONS, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION ~l·H eaMBINfD PARTIAL ANO COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATIO~ Wl 9 H COMBINED PARTIAL AND CJMPLETE PIVOTING, 
GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUYCTIO~. 
GEARS, ADAMS • M01JLTON, OR ADAMS • BASHfORTH MET~OD; WITH AUTO~ATIC STEP AHO ORDER CONTROL AND SUITA 
GRADIENTS, 
<;RUl><ERT FORM, 
GRUNERT FORM BY THE HOR~ER SCHEME, 
GRUNCRT FORM) T~AT APPR~XIMATES A FUNCTION GIVEN POR DISCRETE ARGUMENTS; THE SECOND REMEZ EXCHANGE A 
GSSELM PERFORMS THE TRl•NGULAR DECOMPOSITION Of • ~ATRtX ev GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH CO~BINED PART! 
GSSERB IS AN AUXILIARY PROeEOU~E POR THE SOLUTIO~ Of ~!NEAR EQUATION WITH AN UPPER BOUND FCR T~E ERR 
GSSINVERB COMPUTES THE l~V~RSE OF A MATRIX ANO A~ UPP!~ BOUND POR ITS ERROR, 
GSSINV COMPUTES THE INVERSE Of A MAT~IX, 
GSSl 9 1SCLERB COMPUTES A•I ITERATIVELY qEFtNED SOLJT10" ~f A SvSYEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSITISCL COMPUTES AN ITERAT1VELV REFINE~ SDLUTIJ~ Of A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GS5~~' IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR 1HE ITERATl~ELV REFINED SOLUTION OF A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIC~ 
GSSSOLER9 SOLVES A SYST!M Of LINEAR EQJATIONS AND COMPJTES AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
GSSSOL SOLVES A SYSTcM ~F ~!NEAR EOUATtO:is BV GA~SSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMelNED PARTIAL AND CCMPLET 
HERWITIAN MATRIX INTO A Si~ILA~ REAL SYMMETRIC T~IOIAGJNAL ~ATRIX, 
HER~!T!AN MATRIX, 
HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
HE~~fTJAN MATRIX 1 
t-lERfv.lT1.AN t1ATRIX 1 
11Efll', IT I A"I MATRIX, 
~ERMiTIAN TRIQIAGONAL MATRIX WHICH 13 UN1TARV SlqlLAR TO A GIVEN HERM1TIAN ~ATRIX, 
HESSENBERG MATRIX BV THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMAT10'll, 
liESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL ~IGENVALVES ARE REAL, SY ~EANS Of SINGLE QR-ITERATION, 
fiESSEt<8ERG MATR Ix. BY tlEAN5 OF I 'llVER!IE I TE RAT I ON I 
~ESSEN~ERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL C•GENVALUfS ARE REAL, ev MEANS OF SINGLE AR-ITERATION, 
liESSENilE!>G MATRIX BV MEA'~S OF DOUB~E Q~wlTERATIO", 
liESSEN9ERG MATRIX 9¥ MEO.NS Of \NVEllSE ITERAT1QrJ, 
11ESSEN9ERG MATRIX WITH .. ReAL SUBOIAGnNAL, 
HESSEN6ERG MATRIX WITH ~ REAL SUBO!AGO"'AL, 
HESSEN~ERG MATRIX UiTH A REAL NO~-~EGATIVE suaot4GDNAL, 
HOMDGE~EOUS svSTE~ Of L1NE4R EOUATIO~S, PROVIDED THAT Tt-E SIHGUL~R VALUE DECD•POSITION OF TrE COEFFI 
HOl'Ct;E'IEOUS SVSTE•1 OF" LIMEAR EQUATIOl\IS av r1EANS OP Sl"ljULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
HOllSOLSVO SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM ~F LINEAR EQUATl1NS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECO•POS 
:1QHSOL SOLVES A HOH06fN~DUS SVSTE~ OP Ll~EAR E~UATIDNS ev MEANS Of SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITIO~ 
:iORNER SCHEME, • 
HO~NER SCHEME, 
HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSfORMATIO~ AS PERFOR~ED 6Y Tf~Sf~TRl2, 
110!JSEHOLOERS TRAi'iSFORMAT I ON, 
HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION AS PERFOR~ED BV Tf"~SVMTRl1, 
fiOllS[HOLOER MATRIX, 
liOUSEH0LDER TRANS FORMAT 1 ON, 
HOUSEHOLDER TRIA~GULARIZATION OF T~E COEFFICIENT MAT~IX Of A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
32070 c 6 
32051 c 48 
34150 f 18 
34214 0 30 
34215 D 30 
35060 c 42 
35061 c 42 
35062 c 42 
350.30 c 40 
35060 c 42 
35061 c 42 
35062 c 42 
34320 E 0 
34322 E 4 
34231 E 22 
34232 !!'. 26 
35020 c 36 
33060 c 30 
34220 c 36 
31050 c 4 
31040 c 0 
36022 c 46 
34231 E 22 
34242 E 22 
34244 E 26 
34236 E 28 
34254 E 30 
34251 E 30 
342:>2 E 22 
34243 E 26 
341?32 E 26 
34363 G 4 
34364 G 4 
34366 G a 
34369 G B 
34370 G 6 
34371 G 6 
34364 G 4 
34170 f 14 
3411!0 F 16 
341ti1 F 16 
341t16 F 16 
34190 f 16 
34191 F 16 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34366 G 14 
342t14 M 4 
342!15 H 4 
3421!4 H 4 
3421!5 H 4 
31040 c 0 
31041 c 2 
34140 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34144 D 34 
34356 G 24 
34260 H 6 
34134 E 32 
ANSFORMATION CORRlSPONOING TO 
ANSFORMATJON CORRESPONDING TO 
OSTMULTIPLYING MATRIX USED ev 
PREMULTIPLylNG MATRIX USED ev 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN 
EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SEMI ~ 
INCBETA COHPUTES T~E 
IBPPLUSN COMPUTES TrE 
IBQPLUSN COMPUTES T~E 
N AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR TrE 
N AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE 
N AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR THE 
N AUXILIARY PROCECURE FOR TrE 
INCDNGAM COMPUTES T~E 
Of A VECTOR AND UELJVERS THE 
MAXMAT FINDS THE 
ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE CR 
ABSMAXVEC COMPUTES TrE 










MODIFIED TAYLOR SOLVES AN 
ODIFIED RUNGE KUTTA SOLVES AM 
AT URE 
ATURE 
COMPUTES THE DEFINITE 
COMPUTES THE DEFINITE 
PARTICULA~LY SUITABLE FOR TrE 
CONTROL ANO SUITABLE FOR TrE 
IC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE FOR 
GE KUTTA METHOD; SUITABLE FCR 
HSHCOMCOL TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX VECTOR INTO A VECTOR PROPORTIONAL TO A UNIT VECTOR, 
tiSt1COMHES, 
HSHCOMHES TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX MATRIX INTO A SiMl~AR UNITARY UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WIT~ A REAL NON 
HSHCOMPRO PREMULTIPLIES A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A C~MPLEX HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, 
HSHHRMTR!VAL DELIVERS T~E MAIN DIAGONAL ELEMENTS AND SQUARES OP THE CODIAGDNAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMIT\ 
HSHHRMTRI, 
HSHHRMTRI TRANSFORMS A HERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR REAL SYMMET~IC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
HSHREA~ID TO TRAHSFOf<M A MATRIX INTO ~!DIAGONAL P~RM, 
liSliREAB I 0 TO TRA;ISFOf<M A MATRIX INTO 'I ID I AGONAL PORM, 
HSHREA~ID TRANSFORllS A REAL MATRIX INTO ~!DIAGONAL FOR~ BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
IBPPLUSN COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION l(X 1 P•N,Q) 0 Qc:X<•l 0 P>0 0 Q>O, FOR N•O(l)NMAX, 
IBOPLUSN COMPUTES THl INCOMPLETE B~TA FUNCT•ON I (X,P,Q•N),O<:X~=1,P>O,Q>O, FOR N•0(1)NMAX, 
ICHCOL INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO COLUMN VECTO~S, 
ICHROWCCL INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OP A ROW VECTOR ANO COLUMN VECTOR, 
ICHROW INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS OP T~O ROW VECTORS, 
ICHSEQVEC INTERCHAN•Es ELEMENTS or T•o VECTORS, 
ICHSEQ INTERCHAN•ES ELEMENTS OP TWO VECTORS, 
ICHVEC INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS or TWO VECTORS, 
i~PLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, FIRST ORDER ONE.STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROLI SUITABLE 
IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SECO~o ORDER ONE~STEP ~ETHOD WITH ~o AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL; SUITABL 
IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA ME~~OOJ SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
INCEETA COMPUTES THE INCOMPLETE BETA PUNCTIDN I (~1P,Q),O<=X<•1,P>O,Q>Q, 
INCOllGAM COMPUTES THE !~COMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTION dY PAPE APPROXIMATJONS, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTIO~ l(X,P,Q) 1 0<oX<•1,P>0,0>d, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTID'I I (X,P•N 1 Q),0(;X<DloP>O,'l)O, FOR "1:0(l)Nt1AX, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTIO" l(X,P,Q•N),O<sX<=1,P>O.~>J, raR N:O(l)NMAX, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCT!O~, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCT10~. 
INCOMPLETE BETA FUNCT\Oq, 
I NCOflPLETE GAMMA FUNCT I o~ BY PAD~ APPROX I r•AT I O~JS. 
INDEX FOR AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL I~ MODULUS, 
INDICES AND MODULUS OF T"AT MATRIX E~EMENT OF MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
INFINITE INTERVAL O~ OVER A ~UMB!R OP CONSECUTIVE INTERVALS, 
INFINITY NORM OF A VECTOR AND DE~IVERS THE INDEX roR AH ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN MDDU~US, 
JNIMATD INITIALIZES (PA~T OF) A DIAGONAL OR CODIA~ONA~ WITH A CO~STANT, 
INIMAT INITIALIZES (PART OP) A MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
JNISYMD INITIALIZES A CODIAGONAL OP A SYMMETR'C MATRIX WITH A CO~STANT, 
INISYMRCW INITIALIZES A ROW OF A SVMMtTR!C MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INITIALIZES A CCDIAGONAL OP A SYMMET~IC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INITIALIZES A ROW OP A SYMMETRIC MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
IN TIALIZES (PART DP) A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
IN TIALIZES (PART OP) A MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
IN TJALIZES (PART Or) A Dl4GONAL OR CQOIAGONAL WITH A CONSTANT, 
IN TIAL VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV ONE OF THE FOLLOW 
IN TIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS A~ AUTOtlOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DiFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS, BY AN f 
IN TIAL VALUE PROeLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN E 
IN TIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN -S AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENT IA~ EQUATIONS, BY AN I 
IN TIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN I 
IN TIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS, BY A ON 
IN TIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTE~ OF FIRST ORDER ( NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EOU 
IN VEC IN!TIAL!ZES (PAR~ OP) A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
JN IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR MINl~AX APPRDXIMATID~, 
INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIAB~E OVER A Fl~ITE l~TERVAL, 
INTEGRAL Of A FUNCTION Of ONE VAAIAB~E OVER A Fl~ITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NUMBER OF CONSEC 
INTEGRAL ( QUADRATURE ) CO!IPUTES THE DEFINITE 1NTEGRA~ OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE 0 
INTEGRATION OF LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING rROM PARTiA~ DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, PROVIDED HIGHER ORDER DERI 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS, 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF DIFFERENTIAL ~QUATIDNS, 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF OIFFERENTIA~ EQU~TIONS, 
34355 G 24 
34367 G !4 
34366 G H 
34356 G 24 
34364 G 4 
34365 G 4 
34363 G 4 
34261 H 8 
34262 H 8 
34260 H B 
35051 E 14 
3!!052 E 14 
34031 D 10 
34033 0 10 
34032 O :l.O 
34034 0 10 
34035 D 10 
34030 o :l.O 
33130 D 38 
33131 0 38 
33160 c 34 
350!>0 E 14 
35030 c 40 
35050 E 14 
35051 E 14 
35052 E :l.4 
35053 E 14 
35054 E 14 
35055 E 14 
35056 E 14 
35030 c 40 
31060 0 32 
34230 D 26 
32051 c 48 
31060 0 32 
31012 0 0 
31011 0 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
31013 0 0 
31014 D 0 
31010 D 0 
31011 D 0 
31012 D 0 
33080 c 30 
3:5120 c 32 
3Jl.60 c 34 
J3t30 D 38 
33S.31 0 38 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
31010 D 0 
360ZC E 18 
32070 c 6 
32051 c 48 
32051 c 48 
33040 c 26 
:53080 c 30 
33120 c 32 
33t60 c 34 
IC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE FOR 
IC STEP CONTROLI SUITABLE FCR 
USING A DEPE~DENT VARIABLE AS 
ING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS 







HE COEFFICIENTS OF THE NEWTCN 
TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX bY LINEAR 
·DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BY LINEAR 
·DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ov LINEAR 
OVER A NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE 
MMETR IC TRI DIAGONAL llATR IX BY 
ESSENBERG MATRIX, BY ~EANS CF 
HESSENBERG MATRIX BY MEANS CF 
NV COMPUTES THE l•NORI" OF Ti"'E 
I NV CDl'PUTES Tl"E 
DECINV corPUTts Tl"E 
INVl corPUTES THE 
GSSINV CO~PUTtS TH[ 
GSSINVERB COflPUTES TrE 
DINVSVD CALCULATES THE PSEUDO 
PSDINV CALCULATES THE PSEUDO 
CHLINV2 COMPUT~S THE 
CHLINVl COf\PUTEs THE 
, BY THE CH0LESKY MtThOP, THE 
, BY THE CHOLESKV METHOD, THE 
THE DIAGONAL ELE~E~TS OF THE 
THE DIAGONAL, ELffEl<TS DF Tl-E 
TRI DIAGONAL flATR IX BV '''VERSE 
G ~1ATR IX, BY f~EANS OF i NVF.RSE 
RG MAT~ IX SY ~'EANS OF I ~•VERSE 
ITISOL CO!'PUTES AiJ 
GSS!TISOL CO~PUTlS AN 
IT I SOLE'l3 COl'Pl•Tf.S AN 
GSS ! T ! SOLER? COf11P1JTES AN 
THE INCOMPL.f.TE BETA FU1'CT IC1' 
THE INC:JMPLETE BETA FIH•CTICN 
THE 1.~cor•PL[TE dETA FUNCT 'ON 
E KUTTA ~ETHOD WH'CH USES THE 
I TABLE FOR Tl<E INTEGRATION CF 
OEFFICIE~T MATRIX OF A LINEAR 
EFFICIENT MA~RIX) OF A LINEAR 
LSQSOL. SOLVES A LINEAR 
LSQORTDECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR 
SOLSVDOVR CALCULATES TrE 
SOLOVR CALCULATES Tl-E 
SOLSVDUND CALCULATES THE BEST 
SOLUND CALCULATES TH~ BEST 
NTIAL EQUATIONS USING Tl-E ARC 
INTEGRATION OF STIFF OIFFE~ENTIAL EQUATIONS, 




INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEME~TS OF T•O VECTORS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS or TWO VECTORS, 
NTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TIO COLUMN VECTORS, 
NTERCHANGES ELEllEN1'5 O~ T'JIO ROW VEC'l'ORS, 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF A ROW VECTOH AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
INTERPOLATION PC~VNOMIAL FOR GIVEN A~GUMENTS A~D ruNCTION VALUES, 
iNTERPOLATION USING a STURM SEQUENCE, 
INTERPOLATION USING a STURM SEQUENCE, 
INTE9POLATION USING• STURM SEQUENCE, 
INTERVALS, 
INV1 co•PUTES THE lhVERSE OF A MATRIX OF WHICH TH~ TAIANGULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
INVERSE ITERATION, 
INVERSE I TERA'i" i c:<, 
INVERSE iTERATIOt<, 
INVERSE Of A MATRIX, IHICH IS TRiA~GU~ARLY DECOMPOSED, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX OF ~HICH THE TRIANGULARLY nECCMPOSED FORM iS GIVEN, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX OF ~HICH THE TRl~NGULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM iS GIVEN, 
INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
INVERSE OF A ~ATRIX aND AN UPPER BOUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
INVERSE nF A ~ATRIX, PR~VIDED THAT TH( S1NGULAR "ALUE DECOMPOSITIO~ !S GIVEN, 
!NVERSE OF A ~ATRIX dY ~EANS Of T~E SIN~ULAR VALUE OECOMPOSIT1nN, 
INVERSE OF A SV~t1ETR IC POSIT! VE DEF 1 '-'I •E i1ATR, X \II< I CH <AS 9EEN DECOMPOSED flY CHLDEC2, 
INVERSE OF A SY~l1ETA1c POSITIVE DEFl~ITE MAT~!X •l<ICH ~AS 9EEN DECOMPOSED 9Y CHLDECl, 
iNVEllSE OF A SY~11E""~IC POSITIVE Df;flNITf. MATRIX, S""ORE'.:> !NA n:0.01MENS10NAL APRAY, 
INVERSE OF A SYl'l1E'"~ IC P!lS IT I VE DEF »JI TE l·\ATR I X 1 STORED IN A CNE.D IMENS IONAL ARRAY, 
INVERSE OF M'~ (11 COEFFICIENT MATRIX) c• A LINEAn LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
INVERSE Of ~'M (~COEFFICIENT MATRIX), 




1TERAT1VELV REF!tJED SOLUTJON OF A SYSTEM OF L NEAR EQUATIONS, T~E ~:ATR1X OF W~!Ch IS GIVE~ IN ITS TR 
1Tf.RAT1VEL.V REFliJED SOLU"'ION Of A SYSTEM CF Li•ffAR EOUAT10t1S, 
ITERATIVELY REFINED SOLUTION A~D AN UPPER BOUND fCR ITS ERRCR, OF A SvSTEM CF LINEAR [QUATIONS, Of I 
i Tc RAT! VELV REF I l<E[l SOL'!"" I ON Of' A SYB'!'EM OF L l'!E/\R ECll,IAT I ONS, 
!TiSOLERB CONPUTES All l•ERATIVELV ~EFiNED SOLUTION AHD A~ UPPER 30UND •OR 1TS ERROR, OF A SVSTEM OF 
1T1SOL CO~PUTES AN ITERATIVELY REPINED SOLIJTiC~ OF A SYSTEf\ OF LINEAR EQUATIONR, THE MATRIX OF W~!CH 
IXPF IX IS AN AUX!LIARV PROCEDUQE FOR ~HE INCOMPLETE BETA fUNCT!C~, 
!XQFIX IS AN AUXILIAf<v PROCEDURE FOR '!'HE INCOl\oLETE BETA FUNCTl0'<, 
I (X,P+N,O),O<:X<o1,P>0,Q>0 1 FOR NaD(l)MMAX, 
l(X,P,Q+N)10<:X<::1,P>O,Q>0 1 FOR N;:r1(i)NMAX. 
1 cx,P,n),Q<=X<=l,P>O,Q>O, 
JACOBIAN MATRIX AND AUT,MA,IC STEP CONTROL; SUITABLE ~OR INTEGRATIO~ OF ST1FF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING FROM PARTIAL Dlf'FERENTIAL EGUATIONS 1 PROVIDED HIGHER ORDEN DERIVATiVES CAN BE 
LEAST SCUARES PROBLEM, 
LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
LEAST SGUARES PROBLEM, DROVIDED T~IT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV ~SQORTDEC, 
LEAST SCUARES PROBLEM A~D C0MPUT£S THE DIAGONAL E~EMENTS Of THE INVERSE OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX 
LEAST SCUARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETE~M1NED SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED 'l"HAT THE Sl~GULAR VA 
LEAST SGUARES SOLUTION Of A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF ~INEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS Of SINGULAR VALUE DEC 
LEAST SGUARES SOLUTION Of A UNDERDET~RM1NED SVSTE, OF LINEAR ECUATiONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR V 
LEAST SCUARES SOLUTION Of A UNDE~DET~RM!NED SVSTEV OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS Of SINGULAR VALUE DE 
LE'JGTH AS iNTEGRATIOi< VARIABLE, 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 38 
33016 c 20 
33017 c 22 
33018 c 24 
34030 D 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 D 10 
34031 D 10 
340.32 D 10 
34033 D 10 
36010 c 44 
34151 D 36 
34155 E 12 
34153 E 12 
32051 c 48 
34235 E 28 
34152 D 36 
34181 F 16 
34191 F 16 
34240 E 22 
34053 E 28 
34302 E 28 
34235 E 28 
34236 E 28 
34244 E 2& 
34286 t; 6 
34287 H 6 
34400 F 6 
34401 F 6 
34402 f 6 
34403 F 6 
34132 E 32 
34135 E 34 
340?3 E 28 
341:l2 D 36 
341b1 f 16 
34191 F 16 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
342!>3 E 30 
34250 E 30 
35054 E 14 
350!:>3 E 14 
35051 E 14 
35052 E 14 
35050 E 14 
33120 c 32 
33040 c 26 
34134 E 32 
34132 E 32 
34131 E 34 
34135 E 54 
34280 H 0 
342b1 H 0 
34282 H 2 
3428:5 H 2 
33018 c 24 
POSITIVE DEFINITE, SYSTEM Of 
SOLBND SOLVES A SYSTEV Of 
TION ANO SOLVES THE SYSTEV OF 
CHLSOLBND SOLVES A SYSTEM Of 
TRIX AND SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF 
N THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEV CF 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
DECSOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
SOLELM SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
GSSSGL SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
GSSSOLERB SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SVSTEM OF 
FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SVSTEM OF 
FINED SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM CF 
CHLDEC2 ( 
CHLDEC1 ( 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM OF 
C POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTEM CF 
C POSITIVE DEF1N1TE SYSTEM OF 
OF A OVERDETLRMINED SVSTE~ CF 
OF A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM Of 
F A UNDERDETERMINED SYSTEM CF 
F A UNDERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF 
OLVES A HOMOG[NEO~S SYSTEM CF 
OLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM CF 
SOLTRI SOLVES A SVSTE~ OF 
DECSOLTRI S0LVES A SYSTE~ CF 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
PARTIAL PIVOTING A SYSTEM CF 
SOLSYMTRI SOLVES A SYSTEM CF 
CSOLSYMTRI SOLVES A SYSTEM OF 
MMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATR1X eY 
NA ONE-OIMENS!ONAL ARRAY, ev 
N A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, SY 
F THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF A 
M (M COEFFICIENT rATRIX) OF A 
LSRSOL SOLVES A 
LSQORTOECSOL SOLV~S A 
OG GAMMA COMPUTES ThE NATURAL 
ULATES, WITHOUT PiVOT1NG, THE 
S, WITH PARTIAL P!VOT!NG, TrE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH BAND MATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOS~D BY nECBND, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC ?OSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATr1x, WlllCH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECBN 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LIMEAR EQUATIONS, OF wHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FOR~ OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY CROUT rACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DEcnMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LlllEAR £QUATIQNS BY GAU~SIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS AND co~PUTES AN UPP~R BOUND FOR ITS [qRoR, 
Llt<EAR EQUATIONS, Tl<E MATRIX or WHICH IS GIVEN l'I ITS TR1ANGULAR(.Y DECOMPOSED FORM, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, Of WHICH T~E TP1ANGULARLY DECOMPOSEO FORM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ) COMPIJTES THE CHOL[SKY DECOMPOS1TiON OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEflNITE MATRIX, STOR 
LINEAR EQUATIONS ) COMPUTES THE CHOL~S~Y DECOMP091TION OF A S¥MMETRiC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STOR 
LINEAR EOUATIQNS, THE MATRIX BE'NG D'COMPOSED BY CHLDEC2, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, THL MATRIX BEING D(COMPOSED ~y CHLDECl, 
LIMEAR EQUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY M~THOO, THE MATRIX BEING STORED IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE HATRIX BEING STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION Of THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS OF SINGULA~ VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUt DECOMPOSITION Of THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LllJEAR EQUATIONS BY llEAMS OF SINGULA~ VALIJE DECOMPOSl,.ION, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVlnEo THAT THE $iNGULAR VAL~E OECDMPOSITIDN OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY HEA~S OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TR!DIAGONAL COEPFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL CO~FFIC!ENT MATRIX, 
Ll~EAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED T~AT THE LU DECO~POSIT10N AS CALCULAT 
Ll~EAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL CO~PFICIENT MATRIX, 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U•DU DECOMPOSITION 
LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH SVMMETR!C TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STUR~ SEQUENCE, 
LINEAR INTERPOLATION USIMG A STURM SEQUENCE, 
LI llEAR I "ITERPOLATI ON US I MG A STURM S!l'lUENCE, 
LI t:EAR LEAST SQUARES PR"leLEM, 
L 1 llEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
LINEAR LEAST SQUARES pRn~LEM, PROVIDED TrlAT THf CCEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY LSQ0RTDEC 1 
Ll~EAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM AND COMPUTES THE DIA•ONlL ELEMENTS Of THE INVERSE OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT 
Lll<El\IN 15 AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR OPTIM!ZA"ICN, 
Llli1GER1 SOLVES INITIAL "ALUE PR06!..EMS, GIVEN AS 1AN AUTONOPOUS SVSTE'I OF FIRST OP.DER DIFFERENTIAi.. EQ 
LINIGER2 SOLVES INITIAL VA\.,\JE PROB!..EMS, GIVEN as AN AUTON0110lJS SVSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAi.. EQ 
LNGl'ATl~AT COt·lpUTES IN ODUB\..E PREc IS IOtJ THf. SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
L~G~ATTAM COllPUTES IN D~UB\.,E PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF T~O ROW VECTORS, 
LNGMATVEC COMPUTES IN DOUB\.,E PRECISION TrlE SCALAR PRGOUCT OF A ROW VECTOR A~D A VECTOR, 
LNGSCAPRDl COMPUTES IN D0U6LE PRECISIQ~ THE SCAL4R PRODUCT OF TIO VECTORS, 
LNGSEQVEC COMPUTES IN OOUB!..E PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSYMMATVEC CO,PUTES '~ DOUBLE PRECIS10N ThE sc•~AR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW IN A SV~'ETRIC MA 
LNGTAMMAT COMPUTES IN D~UB~E PRECISION TrlE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUM~ VECTORS, 
LNGTAMVEC COMPUTES IN DOUB~E PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of A COLUM~ VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGVECVEC COMPUTES IN DOUB~E PRECISiO~ TrlE SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
LOGARIThM OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION roR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
LOG GAMMA COMPUTES THE NATURAL LOGARITHM OF THE ~AMMA PUNCTION FOR POSITIVE ARGUMENTS, 
LSODGLINV COMPUTES THE DIAGONA~ eLEMENTS OF THE l~VEASE OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX) OF A LINEAR LE 
LSQORTDECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROHLE~ AND COMPUTES THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF TME INVERSE 
LSOORTDEC PERFORMS THE ~ouaEHO~DER TR!ANGULARlzAT!ON OP THE COEFPICIENT MATRIX OF A LINEAR LEAST SQU 
LSOSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SCUAR~S PROB~EM, PRDV1Deo THAT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOM~OS 
LU DECOMPOSITION Of A TqlDIAGONA~ MATRIX, 
LU DECOMPOSITION Of A TqlDIAGONA~ MATRIX, 
34220 c 36 
34071 E 4 
34322 E 4 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34241 E 22 
34051 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34061 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34243 E 26 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
34J10 F 0 
34311 F 0 
34390 f 4 
34391 f 4 
34392 f 4 
34393 f 4 
34280 H 0 
34281 H 0 
34282 H 2 
34283 H 2 
34284 H 4 
34285 Joi 4 
34424 H 18 
34425 H i8 
34427 H 18 
34428 H 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34151 0 36 
34155 E 12 
341.:i3 E 12 
34134 E 32 
34132 E 32 
34~31 E 34 
34135 E 34 
34210 0 30 
331JO D 38 
33131 D 38 
34413 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34411 H 14 
34417 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34412 H 14 
3441~ H 14 
35062 c 42 
35062 c 42 
34132 E 32 
34135 E 34 
34134 E 32 
34131 E 34 
34423 H 16 
34426 H 16 
HSHHRMTRIVAL DELIVERS TKE 
RS Of A SYMMETRIC TR!DIAGONAL 
ES Of A SYMMETRIC TR!DIAGONAL 
ES Of A SYMMETRIC TR!DIAGONAL 
ES Of A SYMMETRIC TRIOIAGONAL 
E INDICES AND MODULUS Of THAT 
VEC COMPUTES THE TRANSFORMING 
DUPMAT COPIES (P~RT Of) A 
NIMAT INITIA~IZES (PART Of) A 
S A CODIAGONAL OF A SVM~ETRIC 
TIALIZES A ROW OF A SVMMETRIC 
VERS THE INDEX FOR AN ELEMENT 
LUE Of T~E NEW ROW ELEMENT OF 
LUS Of T~AT MATRIX ELEMENT CF 
V~RAL VARIA6LES BV A VARIABLE 
VERAL VARIABLES BY A VAR!ARLE 
IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FCR 
GE ALGOR1THM IS USED FOR TMIS 
RNK1MIN ( OPTl~IZATION ) 
FLEMIN ( OPTIMIZATION ) 
DEX FOR AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN 
COMABS COMPUTES TKE 
MAXMAT FINUS THE INDICES AND 









IONS, BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 
LOG GAMMA COMPUTES THE 
TES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN THE 
O~YNOMIAL REPRESENTATION PROM 
MINES THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE 
AS A SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER ( 
REAS CL 
SCLCCM 
FUNCTIONS ARE RELATED TO T~E 
EUCNRM COMPUTES THE EUCLID!AN 
SMAXVEC COMPUTES THE INFINITY 
ONENRMINV COMPUTES T~E iw 
COMMUL MULTIPLIES TWO COMPLEX 
MAIN DIAGONAL ELEMENTS AND SQUAR!S Of THE C0DIAG0NAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMITIAN TR!DIAGONAL MATRIX WHIC 
MAT,.AT COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A ROW VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
f1ATRIX eY INVERSE ITERATION, 
llATR!X BV LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENcE, 
11ATRIX ev OR-ITERATION, 
f1ATRIX ev OR-1TERATIDN, 
11ATR IX ELEMENT CF l·iAX I MIJM ABSOl,.UT~ VALUE, 
llATRIX IN COMBll<ATION WITH PROCEDURE TFMSYMTRl2, 
11ATRIX TO (AN 0Tt1ER) MA'l'RIX, 
MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
11ATR IX WI TH A CONSTANT, 
MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
HATTAM COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS, 
llATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
11AXELMRCW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW VCCTOR TO A RCW VECTOR, A~D RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THE ~ 
MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
HAX'llUM ABSOLUTE VALUE. 
llAXlllUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
MAXMAT FINDS THE INDICES AND MODUL.US OF THAT MATRIX El,.EMENT OF MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
11ETR IC ~ETHOD, 
11ETRIC ~ETHOD, 
MINIMAX APPROXl~ATION, 
MINIMAX POLYNO~IAL APPROXIMATION, 
NiNlf11ZES A GIVEN D!FFEQENTIABLE ruNCTION Of SEVERAL VARIABLES BY • VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
ll!NIMIZES A GIVEN D!FFEQENTIABLE rUNCTION Of SEV~RAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
f11NMAXPCL OETER,INES THE COEFFICIENT& OF THE POLYNOMIAL (IN GRUNERT FORM) THAT APPROXIMATES A fUNCTI 
llODIFIED RUNGE KUTTA SOLVES AN l~ITIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST CR~ER 
llODIFIED TAVLOR SOLVES AN INITIAL ( BOUNOARY ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SVSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFE 
110r"ULUS, 
flODULUS OF A CO,.,PLEX NU•HlER, 
MODULUS OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT OP MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
!10ULTON, OR ADA'S - BAS~FOF!TH METHOOj WITH AUTnMATIC STEP AND ORDER CONTQOL AND SUITABLE FOR T~E !NT 
11ULCOL ~ULTIPLl!S A COLUMN VEC'l'O= 81' A SCALAR, 
llULROW ~ULT•PLIES A ROW VECTOR BY A SCALAR STORING TH! RESULT IN A~OTHER VECTOR, 
llUL TI PLIES A COLUMN VECTOR BY A SCALAR, 
flULTIPLIES A COLUMN VEC'l'OR BV A SCALAR, 
11ULTIPLIES A CO,PLEX COLUMN VECTOR ev A COMPLEX NUMBER, 
llUL TI PLIES A CO,PLEX R01·• VECTOR BV A COMPLEX !-lUMBER, 
flULTiPLIES A ROW VECTOR BY A SCALAq STORING THE R!SUL'I' IN ANOTHER VECTOR, 
MULTIPL'ES A ROW VECTOR BY A SCALAR STORING THE RESU~T IN ANOTHER ROWVECTOR, 
f\UL TI PLIES A VECTOR BY A S<;ALAR, 
MULTIPLIES TWO COMPLEX NUMBERS, 
MULT!STEP METHODS! GEARS, ADAMS • MOU~TON 1 OR ADAJS • BASHFORTH METHDDI WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND ORDE 
MULTISTEP SOLVES AN INITIA~ VA~Ue PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTE~ OF FIRST ORDER DlfffRENTIA~ E~UATIONS 1 
MULVEC ~ULTIPLIES A VECTOR BV A SCAL~R, 
NATURAL LOGARIT~M Of THE GAMMA FUNCTION FOR POSIT!VE ARGUMENTS, 
NEWGRN TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL REPRE1£NTAT!ON PRO~ NEWTON FORM INTO GRUNERT FORM, 
NEWPOL EVALUATES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN IN THE NEWTON PORM BV THE HORNER SCHEME, 
NEWTON DETfRMINES THE COEFrlCIENTS OF THE NEWTON INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIAL FOR GIVEN ARGUME~TS AND FU 
NEWTON FOR" BV THE HORNER SCHEME, 
NEWTON FOR" INTO GRUNER'!' FORM, 
NEWTON INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIAL ~OR GIVEN ARGUMENTS AND FUNCTION VALUES, 
NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUA'l'IONS, BY A STABILIZED RUNGE KUTTA METHO~ WITH LIMITED STORAGE REQUIRE 
NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS Of A TWO-~IMENSIONAL ARRAV, 
NORMALIZES THE COLUMNS Of A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
NOR,.AL OR GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUNCTION, 
NOR" OF A COMPLEX MATRIX, 
NORM OF A VfCTOR ANO DELIVERS THE INOfX FOR AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL 'IN MODULUS, 
NORM OF THE INVERSE DP A MATRIX, WHICH IS TRIANGUl,.AR~V DECOMPOSED, 
NUt•BERS, 
34304 G 4 
34013 D 6 
34152 0 36 
34151 D 36 
34165 D 36 
34161 D 36 
34230 0 26 
34142 D 34 
310.35 0 2 
31011 p 0 
31013 0 0 
31014 0 0 
34015 0 6 
34011 D 6 
34025 D 8 
31060 D 32 
34025 D 8 
34230 D 26 
34230 D 26 
34214 0 30 
34215 [) 30 
36020 E 18 
36022 c 46 
34214 D 30 
34215 D 30 
36022 c 46 
33060 c 28 
330~0 c 26 
31060 0 32 
34340 D 14 
34230 D 26 
33080 c 30 
31022 0 4 
31021 D 4 
31022 D 4 
31131 D 4 
34352 G 6 
34353 G 6 
31023. D 4 
31132 0 4 
31020 0 4 
34341 D 2Q 
33080 c 30 
330110 c 3r 
31020 D 4 
3~062 c 42 
3ioso c 4 
31041 c 2 
36010 c 44 
310111 c 2 
31050 c 4 
3f,010 c 44 
33060 c 26 
34163 f 8 
34360 G 22 
35020 c 36 
343!)9 G 20 
3:1,060 0 32 
34240 E 22 
34341 D 20 
S THE QUOTIENT OF TWO COMP~EX 
UTES THE MODULUS Of A COMP~EX 
THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX 
CARPOL TRANSFORMS A COMPLEX 
MENTS IN THE RANGE [1/2 1 3/2)! 
IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR 
IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR 
IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR 
IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR 
RNKlMIN ( 
PLEMIN ( 
THODJ WITH AUTOMATIC STEP AND 
RK1 SOLVES A SINGLE FIRST 
RKlN SOLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
RK2 SOLVES A SECOND 
K2N SOLVES A SySTEM OF SECOND 
RK3 SOLVES A SECOND 
K3N SOLVES A SYSTEM OF SECOND 
K5NA SOLVES A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
M1 GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
M1 GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTEM OF FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST 
AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST 
RENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5.TH 
M1 GIVEN AS A SySTEM Of FIRST 
E LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
E LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION Of A 
IAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED 
IAN ELIMINATION WITH COMB 1 NED 
Of LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING FRDM 
X BY CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH 
S BY CROUT FACTORIZATIO~ WITH 
DECTR1P!V CALCULATES, WlTH 
OECSOLTRIPIV SOLVES WITH 
RANGE [1/2,3/2]; ODD AND EVEN 
IPIV CALCULATES, WITH PARTIAL 
UT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTiAL 
COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE 
UT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL 
COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES WITH PARTIAL 
IN CARTESIAN CDDRQINATES INTD 
ITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX 
S Of THE NEWTON INTERPOLATION 
PDL EVALUATtS A 
NEWPDL EVALUATES A 
NEWGRN TRANSFORMS A 
MINES THE COEFFICIENTS OF T~E 
J GRAD SOLVES A SYMl1ETR 1 C AND 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMl•1fTRiC 
HE DETER~INANT OF A SYMMETRIC 
NEAR EQUATIONS WITH S'IMl1ETR:C 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC 
DECOMPOSITION Of A SYM~FTRIC 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SYMMETRIC 




NUMBER GIVEN IN CARTESIAN COORDINATES INTO PO~AR COORDINATES, 
OOO AND EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO DELIVEREO, 




OPT I/~ I ZAT I ON, 
OPTIMIZATION ) ~INIMIZES A GIVEN DIFPEAENTIABLE fUNCT/ON Of SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC ~ 
OPTIMIZATION ) ,INIMIZES A GIVEN D/FF~RENTIABLE fUNCTION OF SEVERAL VA~IABLES BV A VARIABLE METRIC~ 
ORDER CONTROL AND SUITAB~E FOR THE INTEGRATION Of STIPP DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUAT/ON USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORD~R RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER Dlff~RENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOD, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUA~IONS USING A 5.TH ORDER HVNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ,ETHODJ NO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED CN RIG~T H 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHODJ NO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED CN RIGHT 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING TM~ ARC LENGTH AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, RY A ONe.STEP TAVLOR METHODJ THiS METHOD IS PARTICULARLY SUITABLE fOR 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MULTISTEP METHODS: GEARS, ADAMS • •CULTON, OR 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WHIC~ USES TH~ 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 6Y AN EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SEMI • IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA METHCDJ SUITAB 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALL'I FITTED, F 1RST ORDER ONE.STEP •ETHOC WIT~ 
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY F!TTED, SECOND ORDER ONE.STEP ,ETHCD WIT 
ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
ORDER ( NON•LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, By A STABILIZED RUNGE KUTTA METHOD WITH LIMITED STORAGE 
OVEROETERMINED SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION Of T~E COf 
OVERDETERMINED SYSTE11 O~ LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS Of 91NGULAR VALUE OECOMPOS1T1DN, 
PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOT/NG, 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUAT/ONS, •ROVID~D H;GHER ORDER DERIVATIVES CAN BE EASILY OBTAINED, 
PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
PARTIAL PIVOTING, Tl<E LU DECOMPOSITION Of A TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX, 
PARTIAL ?!VOTING A SVSTEM OF LIN~A~ EQUATIONS W!T~ TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
PARTS ARE ALSO DELIVERED, 
PIVOTING, THE LU DECOMPOSITION or A TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX, 
PIVOTING, 
PiVOTl~G, 
PIVOT I '~G, 
PIVOTING, 
PIVOTING A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIDNS WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
POLAR CCORDINATES, 
POLV!i011 I AL APpRCX I !IAT I 0'1, 
POLY!Wll I Al FOR G I VE!l ARGUMENTS AND FUNCTION VALUl':S, 
POLYNO~IAL GIVEN IN THE GRUNERT FO~M av THE rlORNER SCHEME, 
POLYIJ011 I AL GIVE~ I Ii THE tJEWTON FORM B\I T>1E HOR!JER SCHEME, 
POLYNOlllAL REPRESENTATlnN FROM N~WTON rORM INTO ~RUNERT FORM, 
POLYNOMIAL (IN GRUNERT f0RM) THAT APPROXIMATES A fUNCTION GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARGUME~TS; THE SECOND R 
POL EVALUATES A POLYNOMIAL GIVEN !N THf GRUNERT FrRM BY THE HORNER SCH~ME, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE, SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS gv THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIEhTS, 
POSIT I VE Dff IN IT£ l'P,TR IX BI' THE CH0L.£'.$1CY METHOD, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV CHLDECBhD, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND M•TRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECBND, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND ~ATRIX AND SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF L1NEAR ~QUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKY METhOD, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE 11ATRIX, STORED IN A TWO"D!MENSICNAL ARRAV, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX 1 STORED COLU~NWISE IN A ONE•Dl~ENSIONAL ARRAY, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLOEC2, 
34342 D 22 
34340 a 14 
34343 D 16 
34344 0 18 
3;;000 c 42 
34240 E 22 
34210 0 3Q 
34211 0 30 
34~12 0 30 
34213 D 30 
34214 0 30 
34215 D 30 
330b0 c 30 
33010 c 8 
33011 c 10 
33012 c 12 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
33015 c 18 
33018 c 24 
33040 c 26 
330~0 c 30 
33120 c 32 
331b0 c 34 
33130 D 3e 
33131 D 38 
33010 c e 
33060 c 28 
34260 H 0 
34281 H 0 
34231 E 22 
34232 E 26 
33040 c 26 
34300 E 22 
34301 E 26 
34~26 H 16 
34428 H 18 
350b0 c 42 
344~6 H 16 
34300 E 22 
34231 E 22 
34301 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34428 H 18 
34344 D 18 
36022 c 46 
36010 c 44 
31040 c 0 
31041 c 2 
31050 c 4 
36022 c 46 
31040 c 0 
342<:0 c 36 
34330 E 6 
34331 E 8 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34310 F 0 
34311 F 0 
34312 F 2 
HE DETERMINANT OF A SYMMETRIC 
CHLS0L2 SOLVES A SYMMETRIC 
CHLSOLl SOLVES A SYMMETRIC 
CHLOECSOL2 SOLVES A SYMPETRIC 
CHLOECS0L1 SOLVES A SYMMETRIC 
ES THE INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC 
ES THE INVERSE OF A SYMMETR•c 
0 1 THE INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC 
0 1 THE INVERSE OF A SYMMETRIC 
M OF A CONVERGENT S~RIES WITH 
PSTTFMMAT CALCULATES T~E 
HSHCOMPRO 
PRETFMMAT CALCULATES T~E 
TED TO THE NORMAL DR GAUSSIAN 
EFERK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE 
EFSIRK SOLVES INITIAL VALUE 
LINIGER1 SOLVES l~ITIAL VALUE 
LINIGER2 SOLVES INITIAL VALUE 
AN INITIAL ( BOUN~ARV ) VALUE 
AN INITIAL ( BOUNDARV ) VALUE 
ISTEP SOLVES AN lhlTIAL VALUE 
TAMVEC COllPUTES TH~ SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
MATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
MATMAT COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR 
SYMMATVEC COHPUTES THf SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
VECVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
TAMMAT COllPUTES THE SCALAR 
MATTAM COHPUTES THE SCALAR 
SEQVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR 
SCAPRD1 COMPUTES n1E SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR 
N DOUBLE PRECISIO~ THE SCALAR 
PSOINVSVD CALCULATlS TbE 
PSOINV CALCULATES T~E 
MMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX ev 
MMETRIC TRIUIAGONAL MATR1X ev 
N A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAv, SY 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BE~N DECOMPOSED BY CHLDECl, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SvSTE~ OP LINEAR EQU~TIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC2, 
POSITIVE O~FINITE SVSTE•I OP LINE•R EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING D[COMPOSED BY CHLnEc1. 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SvSTE~ OP LINEAR EQUATIONS BY T~E CHOLESV.Y METHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STORED IN A Tw 
POSITIVE DEFINITE SYSTE~ OP LINEAR E~UATIONS BV THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STORED IN A O~ 
PCSITIVE DEf INITt MATRIX WHICH HAS BEE~ DECOMPOSED BY CHLOEC2, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BY CHLDEC1, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE llATRIX 1 STORED IN A TWO.DIMENSICNAL ARRAY, 
POSITIVE DEFINITE HATRIX 1 STORED IN A ONE.OIMENSICNA~ ARRAY, 
POSITIVE TERMS, USING T~E VAN WIJNGAAROEN TRANSFORMATION, 
POSTMULTIPLYING MATRIX USED BY HSHRE~BID TO TRANSPORM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL fDRM, 
PREMULTIPLIES A COMPLEX MATRIX WITH A COMPLEX HOUSEHOLDER MATRIX, 
PREMULTIPLYING 'ATRIX USED BY HSHREAPID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FORM, 
PRETFMMAT CALCULATES THE PREMULTIPLYIN' MATRIX USED BY HSHREABID TO TRANSFORN A MATRIX l~TO BIDIAGON 
PROeABILITV FUNCTION, 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AIJTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST CROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN EXPONENTIALLY f 
PROBLENS, GIVEN AS AN AIJTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST CROER OlffEREhTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN EXPCNfNTIALLY f 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPON 
PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AIJTONOMOUS SYSTeM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN IMPLICIT, EXPON 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF r1RST ORDER OIFFERl~TIAL EQUATIONS, BY A ONE-STEP TAYLOR MlTHODJ THIS 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST O~OER ( NON-LINEAR ) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY A STABILIZED RUN 
PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER OIFFERE~TIAL EQUAT1o~s. BV ONE OF THE FOLLOWING 'ULTISTEP 
PRODUCT Of A COLUMN VECTOR ANO VECTOR, 
PRODUCT Of A COLUMN VECTOR ANO A VECTOR, 
PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF ~ ROW VECTOR ANO COLUMN V~CTOR, 
PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR ANO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
PRODUCT OF A VECTOR MND A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A ROW IN A SV~METRIC MATRIX, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
PRODllCT Of HIO COLIJHI< VECTORS, 
PRODUCT Of TWO ROW VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTOkS. 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS. 
PRODUCT Of TWO VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO ROW VECTORS, 
PRODUCT Of TIC VECTORS, 
PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS. 
PSnlNVSVD CALCULATES THE PSEUDO INVE~S~ OF A MATRIX, P~DVIDEC THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECCMPOSITION 
Psr1"v CALCULATES THE PSEUOO l~VERSE o~ A nATR1x•ev MEANS OF THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITICN, 
PSEUDO INVEPSE CF A MATQIX 1 PROVIDED THAT THE Sl~GULAR VALUE CECUMPOS•TION IS GIVEN, 
PsEuno INVERSE CF A MATq1x BV MEANS OP THE SINGULAR VALUE nECOMPUSITIO~. 
PSTTFMMAT CALCULATES THE POSTMULTIPLYl~G MATRIX VSED BY HSHREABID TO TRANSFORM A MATRIX l~TC BIO!AGD 
QADRAT ( QUADRATURE l COMPUTES THE DEPIN!TE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIA8LE OVER A FINITE INT 
ORICOM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND f IGENVALUES CF A COMPLEX UPPER HE5SEN~ERG ~ATR!X WITH A REAL SU 
QRIHRM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES CF A "ERMITIAN MATRIX, 
ORISIJGVALBIO CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A PEAL ~IOIAGCNAL MATR1~ 9V MEANS OF IMPLICIT QR-1TER 
QRISNGVALOECBIO CALCULA?fS THE SINGULA~ VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF A REAL ~ATQ1X OF WHICH A EIDIAGONAL 0 
ORISNGVALOEC CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF A REAL MATRIX BY MEANS OF AN l~PLICIT OR 
QAISNGVAL CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VALUES Of A REAL MATRIX RV MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR-ITERATION, 
ORISVMTRI COMPUTES ALL EIGENVECTORS ANO EIGENVALUES Of A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL ~ATRIX BV QR-ITERATIO 
QRISVM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGEMVECTORS CF A SYMMETRIC 11ATRIX BY QR-ITERATION, 
ORIVALHRM COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF - HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
QRIVALSV~l COMPUTES NLL EIGENVALUES OP A SVMHETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, EY QR. 
ORIVALSYM2 COMPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES or A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A TWO-OIMENSIONAL ARRAY, ev QR~ 
OR-ITERATIO,., 
OR-ITERATION, 
QR- !TE RAT I ON, 
34313 f 2 
34390 f 4 
34391 f 4 
34392 F 4 
34393 F 4 
34400 F 6 
34401 F 6 
34402 F 6 
34403 f 6 
320.20 E 16 
342b1 H B 
34356 G 24 
34262 H B 
34262 H B 
35020 c 36 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 0 38 
33131 D 38 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
330110 c 30 
34012 D 6 
34412 H 14 
34011 D 6 
34013 0 6 
34411 H 14 
34413 H !1.4 
34016 D 6 
34416 H 14 
34010 0 6 
34014 0 6 
34015 0 6 
34016 D 6 
34017 D 6 
34410 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34417 H 14 
342e6 H 6 
342t!7 H 6 
34286 H 6 
34267 H 6 
34261 H 8 
32070 c 6 
34373 G 12 
34371 G 8 
34270 H 10 
34271 H lC 
34273 H 12 
34272 H 12 
341t>1 0 36 
34l.63 E 12 
34370 G B 
34164 E 12 
34162 E 12 
34165 0 36 
34161 0 36 
34164 e: 12 
N A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BV 
TORS Of A SYtlMETRIC MATRIX ev 
ARE REAL, BY MEANS Of S1NGLE 
ARE REAL, BY MEANS Of S1NGLE 
ERG MATRIX BY MEANS Of DOUBLE 
L MATRIX BY llEANS Of IMPLICIT 
!VEN, BY MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT 
ATRIX BV MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT 
ATR!X BY MEANS OF AN 1MPLICIT 
OMKWD COMPUTES THE ROOTS CF A 
QA[lP.AT ( 
I l<TfGRAL ( 
CONDIV COPPUT[S THE 
ATES THE SIN~ULAA VALUES OF A 
ATES THE SINGULAR VALUES OF A 
TFMREAHES TRANSFORPS A 
HSHREAB!D TRA~SFORMS A 
ULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF A 
TISOL 
TISOL 
TFMSYMTRl2 TRANSFO~PS A 
TF'1SYl1TR 11 TRAl;SFORt•'S A 
RECIP GAMMA CO~PUTES T~E 
co~PUTES AN 
CO~PUTES AN 
OLERB CO~PUTES AN 
1TERAT1VELv 
i 'T'ERA'r i\/ELV 
1TERAT1VELY 
1TERAT1VELV OLERB CO~PuTES AN 
SNUREMEZ (SECOND 
I SCRETE ARGUl\ENTSJ THE SECO~O 
EWGRN TRANSFORMS A POLV~OMIAL 
c01lKWD cor·'PVTE s T~E 
COMSQRT COf\PUTES THE SQUARF. 
ROTCOMCOL PERFOR~S A 
ROTCOMRO~ PfAFDR~S A 
ROTCOL PERFORMS A~ ELEMENTARY 
ROTROW PERFORMS A~ ELEMf~TARV 
INtSVMROW 1~1•1ALIZES A 
LAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR AND A 
TES THE SCALAR PRGDUCT OF TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS Of TWO 
ARV ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO 
QR-ITERATION. 





OR. 11'ERAT I ON, 
OR-ITERATION, 
OR-ITERATION. 
OUADRATIC EQUATION ViTH COMPLEX CDEPFIC!ENTS, 
QUADRATURE ) CDNPUTES T~E DEFINITE INT~GRAL OF A FUNCTION OF O~E VARIA9LE OVER A FINITE INTERVAL, 
QUADRATURE ) CO~PUTES T~E DEFINITE l~TEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIAnLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE 
QUOTIENT OF TWO COMPLEX NUMBERS, 
REAL B!DIAGONAL MATRIX ~V MEANS OF IMPLICIT QR.ITERATl~N 
REAL MATRIX BV ~EANS OF AN IMPl1CIT QR.ITERATION, ' 
REAL MATRIX INTO A SIMl~AR UPPER HESSE~BERG MATRIX BY THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
REAL MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FORM BY MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATIO~, 
REAL MoATRIX Of WHICH A ~IDIAGDNA~ DECQ"IPOSITIO'l 'S GIVEN, BY IJfA1;S OF AN IMPLICIT OR.ITERATION, 
REAL SY•METRIC MATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE BY HOUSEH0LDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
REAL SYMMETRIC ~ATAIX !~TO A SIMl~AR TR1D!AGDNAL ONE BY HOllSEHDLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
REAQRI CALCULATES THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED T~AT 
REASCL ~ORMALIZES THE COLUMNS OF A TwQ.DIMENSIONA~ ARRAY, 
REAVALORI CALCULATES THe EIGENVALUES OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG ~ATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUE 
REAVECHES CALCULATES THE EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING TO A GIVEll REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER ~ESSEN 
RECIPROCAL OF Tt<E GAllMA FU>JCT I ON roR ARGUMENTS i ,, THE RANGE [ 1/2, 3/2); ODO A'W EVEN PARTS ARE ALSO D 
RECIP GAMMA COMPUTES TH! RECIPROCAL OF THE GAMMA FUNCTION FCR ARGUMENTS IN THE RANGE [1/2 1 3/2]1 ODD 
AEFllJED SOLUTION OF A SvST~M OF LINEAR EQUATIO~s, TH! MATRIX OF WHICH IS GIVEN IN ITS TRIAhGULARLV D 
REFINED SOLUTION OF M SVST!M OF L'~EAR EQUATIO~S, 
QEFINED SOLUTION AND AN UPPER BOUND Foq iTS ERROP, OF A SYSTEF OF ~!NEAR EQUATIONS, OF •~re~ T~E TRI 
REFINED SOLUTION Qf M SVSTeM OF Ll~EIR EQUATIONS, 
'lEl'EZ ALGORiTHI') EXCliANGES NUMBERS Yll"'>-< NU''BERS 01.iT OP A REFERENCE SET. 
REl'EZ EXCHANGE ALGOR1TH~ IS USED FOR THIS Ml~1~AX PO~V~OMIAL APPROX,MATION, 
REPRESEhTATION FROM .NEWTON FORM !~TO GPUNERT FORM, 
RK1h SOLVES A SYSTf~ OF FIRST OROE~ D!FFERENTIAL fQUATIO~lS USJNG A ~-TH ORDER RWNGE KUTTA ~ETHCD, 
AK1 SOLVES A SlhGL[ F1RST DRDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIO~ USiNG A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOC, 
RK2N SOLVES A SVSTfl~ OF SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS USING A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA 'ET~OD 1 
RK? SOLVES A SECOND llRDER DiFF!R~NTIAL EQUATION USING A 5-TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA •ETMOD, 
RK3N SOLVES A SvSTEM OF SECOND ORDER QIFFERE~TiA~ EQUATIONS USING A ~-TH ORDER RUNGE KLJTTA ~ET~ODJ N 
RK3 SOLVES A SECOND OPDER DIFFERENTIAL EOUAT:O~ USiNG ~ 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHOD; NO DERIVATIVE 
RK4A SOLVES A SINGL~ DIFFERENTIAL EOUATION By SOMET!M~S USING A DEPENDfNT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATIO~ VA 
RKdNA SCLVES A SYSTEM OP OIFFEREN,IAL EQUATI0~5 BV SOMeT1MES USING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRA 
RK5NA SCLVES A SySTEM Of FIRST ORDER DiFFERE~TiA~ EQUATIONS USING THE ARC LENGT~ AS INTEGRATION VARI 
RNK1MIN I OPTIMIZATION ) MINIMIZES A GIVEN OIFFERENTIA~LE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES ev A VARIABL 
ANK1UPD !$ AN AUXILIARY PROCEDURE FOR QPT1MlzATION, 
ROIJTS OF A QUADRATIC EQ11ATION WITH CQl-'PLEX C:JEFFICIEN,-S, 
RQflT OF A COMPLEX '"Jl1BE~, 
ROTATION ON Twc COllPLEX CO~UMN VEC'l'ORS, 
ROT AT I ON 01, Tl\!O cor•PLf.X ROW VECTORS. 
f~OTATIO~ OPERATION or~ T·~o COLUMN VtCTORS, 
ROTATIO~ OPERATION ON T~O ROW VECTORS, 
RCTCOL PERFORMS AN ELEMENTARY qOTATiO~ OPERATION ON TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
RCTCOMCCL PERfORNS A ROTATION ON TWO COMPLEX COLU~N VECTORR, 
RCTCoMqcw PERFORMS A RO?ATIO~ ON TWO COMPLEX ROW VECTORS, 
ROTRtJW PERFORMS AN ELEMENTARY ROTAT'O~ OPERATION ON TWO ROW VECTORS, 
RO~CST ~ULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BV A SCALAR STORING Th~ RESULT IN ANOTHER ROIVECTOR, 
P.Ql./ OF A SVtA'~ETR IC MATRIX WITH A CON9TANT, 




34162 E 12 
34;1.63 E l.2 
34160 F 16 
343,66 F 16 
34190 F 16 
34270 H 10 
34271 H iO 
34272 H 12 
34273 H 12 
34345 D 24 
32070 c 6 
32051 c 48 
34342 D 22 
34270 H 10 
34272 H 12 
34PO F 14 
34260 H 8 
34271 H 10 
34140 D 34 
34143 0 34 
34166 F 16 
34183 F B 
3411l0 F 16 
341b1 F 16 
35060 c 42 
35060 c 42 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
36021 E 20 
36022 c 46 
31050 c 4 
33011 c 10 
33010 c B 
33013 c 14 
33012 c 12 
33015 c 18 
33014 c 16 
33016 c 20 
33017 c 22 
33018 c 24 
34214 D 30 
34211 D 30 
34345 D 24 
34343 D 16 
343!)7 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34040 D 12 
34041 D 12 
34040 D 12 
34357 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34041 D 12 
31132 0 4 
31014 D 0 
34018 D 6 
34015 D 6 
34032 D 10 
34041 0 12 
PUTES THE sCALAH PRODUCT Of A 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A 
OL INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS Of A 
MULROW ~ULTIPLIES A 
ROWCST ~ULTIPLIES A 
OMROWCST MULTIPLIES A COMPLEX 
OUPVECROW COPIES CPART Of) A 
ELMROW ADDS A SCALAR TlnES A 
MVECROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
MCOLROW ADDS A SCALAk TIMES A 
XELMROI ADDS A SCALAR TlnES A 
L EQUATION USING A 5-TH ORDER 
EQUATIONS USING A 5-TH ORDER 
L EQUATION USING A ~-TH ORDER 
EQUATIONS USING A 5-Th ORDER 
L EQUATION USING A ~-TH oRoER 
EQUATIONS USING A 5-TH ORDER 
AL EQUATIONS, BY A STA~ILIZED 
XPONENTIALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT 
IALLY FITTED, S[l·'I • IMPLICIT 
VECVEC CO~PYTES TrE 
MATVEt COMPUTts Tr[ 
TAMVEC COMPUTES TrE 
MA7MAT COl'Pl,;TES TrE 
TAHMAT CO~PUTES THE 
MATTAM COMPUTES THE 
SEIJVEC (011PUTES THE 
SCAPRDl CO~PUTES THE 
SVMMATVEC COl1Pl!TE5 THE 
COM~ATVEC COMPUTES THE 
PUTES IN DOUdLE PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN DOU~LE PREC1S10N THE 
PUTES IN DOU~LE PkECISION TrE 
PUTES IN DOUHLE PREC1S10~ THE 
PUTES IN DDUbLE PNEC1S10N THE 
PUTES IN DOUHLE PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN DOU~LE PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN 00U3LE PRECISION THE 
PUTES IN DOU"LE PRECISION T~E 
ELMVEC ADDS A 
ELMCOL ADDS A 
EL•VECCOL ADDS A 
ELPIRO\; ADDS A 
ELMCOLVEC ADDS A 
ELMVECAOW Aons A 
EL~RC~VEC ADDS A 
EL•COLROW AoPS A 
ELMROWCOL Aors A 
M4XELMRUV ADDS A 
RK2 SOLVES f.. 
RK2N SOLVES A svSTEr Cf 
RK3 SOLVES A 
RK3~ SOLVES A SVST[~ Of 
SNDPEf'EZ ( 
N FOR DISCRETE ARGUl'EIHS J THE 
• ev AN EXPONE~TIALLV FITTED, 
TES THE SUM OF AN ALTERNATING 
RO~ VECTOR AND VECTuH, 
ROW VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
ROii VECTOR AND COLlll11< VF.C:TClR. 
ROii VECTOR av A ~CAL.AR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOT~ER V~CTOR. 
Rell VECTOR BV A SCALAR STO~ING THE RESULT IN ANOT~ER ROWVECTnR, 
R0\1 VECTOR BY A COllPLEX NUMBER, 
ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ROii VECTOR TO />.~OTHER RnW VECTOR, 
ROii VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ROW VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
no11 VECTOR TO A ROii VECTOR, AND RETUR~S THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF THE NEW ROW ELEMENT OF MAXl~UM •eSOLU 
>?UNGE KUTT A llETt<OD, 
RU~GE KUTTA METl-oD. 
~UNGE KUTTA MET"'OD, 
RUIJGE KUTT A METt<CJD, 
RU!IGE KuTTA ~·£Ti-oo; NO l)ER!VATIVES ALLOWED O•J lllC.11'1' MA>JD SIDE, 
RUNGE KUTTA METl-00; NO DERIVATIVES ALLOWED 00 RIC.~T HA~D SIDE, 
RU~GE KUT'l'A METl-OD ~ITH LIMITED STOR4GE REQUIREMENTS, 
RUIJGE KUTTA i'•ETl-UO \1HIC~ USES THE ,JACORIAN MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP CCINTR'lL; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATI 
PUNGE KUTTA MET~uo; 6UITAB~E FOR INT~G~ATIO~ Of $Tiff DIFFERENTIAL EDUATIOHS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF T'O VECTORS, 
SCALAQ PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of A COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF A ROW VECTOR ANO COLUMN VECTnR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF T•o C'l~UMN VECToqs, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OP TIO Rri• VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF T~O VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of TVO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VEC~nR AND A ROW nr A SVMMETH1C ~ATRIX. 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF A COMPLEX POW VECTOR AND A CriHPLEX V~CTOP, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Cf TWU VECTQRS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Of A ~ow VECTOR ANO A VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF A LOLJMN VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRO~UCT CF A ~ow VECTOR AND A COLUMN VECTOR, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Cf TIU C~LUMN VECTORS, 
SCALAR PROCUCT Cf TWO ROW VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF TWO VECTORS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT CF T~o V~CTDRS, 
SCALAR PRODUCT Cf A VfC~OR AND A ROW 1 N A SVf1'•1ETP. 'C llA":'R IX, 
SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TO ANOTHER VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A COLUllN VECTOR Tn A~QTH~R COLUM~ VtCTOR, 
SCALAR Tl~ES A COLUM" VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOI> TO ANOTH~R ROW VECTOP., 
SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TJ A COLUM~ VECTOR, 
SCAL~R Tl~ES A RD• VtCT1R TO A VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A VECTQ~ TO A ROW VECTOR, 
SCALAR TIMES A RO• VECTOR TO A co~un~ VECTOR, 
sc,\LAR T 1r1ES A COLU'iN VECTOR TD A ROW VECTCR, 
SCALAR TIMES A RO~ VECTOR TO A ROW VtCTOR 1 A"D RETURNS THE SUB3CRIPT VALUE Q• THE NEW ROW ELEMENT Of 
SCAPRD1 CO~PUTES THE SCA~AR PRODUCT or T~O VECTO~s. 
SCLCOM NOR"1ALIZES T11E C:lLU~NS Of A CQilPLEX i"IAT1>1;<, 
SECO~D CROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUA•iO~ USl~G A ~-'H ~ROER ~UNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SECC~D CQDfR OlfFEREHTIAL EQUAT10~S USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA MET~Oo, 
SECOllD CPOER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION USl~G A 5-TH ORDER ~UNGE KUTTA METHOD; ~O DERIVATIVES ALLOWED ON 
SECC~D CROER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIO~S USl~G A 5.•H ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; ND DERIVATIVES ALLOWED ON 
SECOND REMEZ ALGORITHM) EXCHANGES ~U~9ERS WITH NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET, 
SECO~O REM!Z EXCHANGE ALGORITHM IS USED FOR THIS MINIMAX POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION, 
SEl:I • IMPLICIT RUNG[ K•ITTA r1ETH001 S\JITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OP STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
SEDVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTJRS, 
SERIES, 
34011 D 6 
34013 D 6 
34033 D 10 
31021 D 4 
31132 D 4 
343~3 G 6 
31031 D 2 
34024 D 6 
34026 D 8 
340.29 D 8 
34025 D 8 
33010 c 6 
33011 c 10 
33012 c 12 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
33015 c 18 
33060 c 26 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
34010 D 6 
34011 D 6 
34012 D 6 
34013 D 6 
34014 D 6 
34015 D 6 
34016 D 6 
34017 D 6 
34016 D 6 
34354 G 18 
34410 H 14 
34411 H 14 
34412 H 14 
34413 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34417 H 14 
34418 H 14 
34020 D 8 
34023 D E 
34021 D 8 
34024 D S 
34022 D 8 
34026 D 8 
34027 D 8 
34029 D 8 
34028 D 8 
34025 D 8 
34017 D 6 
34360 G 22 
33012 c 12 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
33015 c 18 
36021 E 20 
36022 c 46 
33160 c 34 
34016 D 6 
32010 D 28 
PUTES THE SUM OF A CONVERGENT 
EN DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTION Cf 
EN DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTION OF 
BR TRANSFORMS A MATRIX INTO A 
FORMS A COMPkEX MATRIX INTO A 
RMS A HERMITIAN MATRIX INTO A 
GONAL MATRIX WHICh IS UN1TARY 
REAL SY~METRIC MATRIX INTO A 
REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A 
FORMS A COMPLEX MATRIX INTO A 
ANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO A 
RK4A SOLVES A 
RK1 SOLVES A 
QRISNGVALBID CALCULATES THE 
QRISNGVAL CALCULATES THE 
E0UATIONS, PROVIDE~ THAT THE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS DY MEANS OF 
E0UATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS CF 
EQUATIONS, PROVl~ED THAT THE 
LINEAR EQUATIONS BY nEANS CF 
f A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ThE 
E Of A MATRIX ~y ~EAhS er THE 
RISNGVALOECBIO CALCULATES THf. 
ORISNGVALDEC CALCULATES THE 
CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES 
CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES 
ER BOUND FOR THE fRROR IN ThE 
ULATES THE BEST L£AST SQUkRES 
ULATES THE BEST LEAST SQUARES 
MOOIFIEO TAYLOR 
MODIFIED RUNGE KUTTA 


















SERIES WITH POSITIVE TE~MS 1 USING TH~ VAN WIJNGAAROEN TRANSFORMATION, 
SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIARLE METRIC METHOD, 
SEVERAL VARIABLES BY A VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
s1n1LAR EQUILIBRATED MATRIX, 
SIMILAR EQUILIBRATED CO~PLEX MATRI~, 
s1nlLAR REAL sv~~ETRIC TR\OIAGONAL MATRIX, 
SIMILAR TO A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
SIMILAR TRIOIAGONAL UNE 3Y HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION, 
SIMILAR TRIOIAGONAL ONE 9Y HOUSEHOLD~RS TRANSFORMATION, 
SIMILAR UNITARY UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON-NEGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL, 
S\tllLAR UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX 9Y THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
SINGLE OlfFERENTIAL EQU4T10N BY SOMETIMES USING ~ DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
SINGLE FIRST OROtR DIFFERENTIAL ~QUATION USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL BIDIAGONAL. •IATRIX RV MEANS OF IMPLICIT QR-ITERATION, 
SINGULAR VALUES OF A REAL. ~ATRIX BY MEANS Of AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE CO~fFICIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE ~O~FflCIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE CO!FF\CIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 19 GIVEN, 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SINGl!LAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OP A REAL MATRIX Of •HICH A BIDIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, BY MfANS 
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF A RE4L MATRIX qy MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT OR-ITERATION, 
SNDREMEZ (SECOND RE~EZ ALGORITHM) ~XC•tANGES N~MSERS WITH NUMBERS OUT OF A REFERENCE SET, 
SOLBND SOLVES A SYSTEM Of L,INEAR EQUATIONS WITH dAND MATRIX, WHICH IS DECOMPOSED BY DECBND, 
SCLELM SOLVES A SYSTEM or ~\NEAR EOU~~IONS, OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX 
SOI.OVA CALCULATES THE LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEANS 
SOLSVOOVR CALCULATES THE L~AST SQUARES SOLUTION or A OVERDETERMINED SyBTEM OF LINEAR EOUATIONS, PROV 
SOLSVOUND CALCULATES TH~ BEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A UNOEROETERMINEO SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 
SOLSVMTRI SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ~ITH SVM~ETRIC TRIQIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDE 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LIN!AR EQUATIONS WITH TR!OIAGONAL COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX 1 PROVIDED THAT THE 
SOLTRf SOLVES A SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TRIDIAGONAL CDfFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED TkAT THE LU 
SOI.UNO CALCULATES 'THE ijEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTIO~ Of A UNOERDETERMINEO SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS BY 
SOLUTION OF A OVEqDETER~tNED SVSTEM or LINEAR [QUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGU~AR VALUE DECO~POSIT 
SCLUTl~N OP A OVERO[TER'l\NED SYSTEM OP LINEAR ~QUATIONS BY ~EA~S OF Sl~GULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITICN, 
SOLUT I 01'; Of A SVS'l"E·I OF LI NEAR EQUAT I o~s. 
SOLUTIOh OF A UNDERUETERMl~ED SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT TH! SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSI 
SOLUTION OF A IJN[)ERDETEllMINED SYST!M OF L:NEAR E01JATIQ:1S BY MEANS or SINGULAR VALUE DECDMPCS1T10N, 
SOLVES AN INITIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VAL.UE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
SOLVES AN INITIAL ( ~OU~DARV ) VALUE PROqLfM, Gl~EN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ( NON.LINEAR ) DIFFER 
SOLVES A~ INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A SVSTE~ Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY ONE Of 
SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION Of T 
SOLVES A HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM OF L\~EAR EQUATIONS dY MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROS~EM, PROVIDED THAT T!iE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED ev L 
SOLVCS A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM AND COMPUTES THE DIAGONAL ELEM~NTS OF THE INVERSE Of ~•M (~CO 
SOLVES A SECOND ORrER Dlff!RENTIAL EQUATION US1NG A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES A SECOND ORDEll DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIO~ USINu A 5.TH ORDER RuNGE KLJTTA METHOD; NO DEQIVATIVES AL 
SOLVES A SINGLE FIRST OQOE~ OlfF!RENTIAL EQUATIO~ USING A 5-'TH ORDER RUNGE KuTT4 METHOD, 
SOLVES A SINGLE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION BY SOMETIMES USl~G A DEPENOE~T VARIA~LE AS !NTEGRATICN VARIABL 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC ANO POSITIVE oErlNITE, SYSTEM Of ~l~EAR EQUATIONS BV THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRAD 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC PUSl?IVC OEflNITE SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLD 
SOLVES A SVM~ETRIC POSl?IVE DEFINITE SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLD 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC pu51•1vf DEFINITE SYSTEM OF LINEA~ EQUATIONS aY THE CHOLESKV METHOD, THE MATRIX B 
SOLVES A SYMMETRIC PUSITIVe DEFINITE SYSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATIONS av THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX B 
SOLVES A SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER OIFFERE~TIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF SECO~D ORDER Dl~FE~ENTIAL EQUA~IOfiS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF SECOND ORDER D!PfE~ENTIAL EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; NO DER 
SOLVES A SVSTE~ OF DlffF.RENTIAL EQUATIONS OY SOMETIMES USING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION V 
32020 E 16 
34214 D 30 
34215 0 30 
34173 F 12 
34361 G !.6 
34363 G 4 
34364 G 4 
34140 0 34 
34143 D 34 
343.66 G 14 
34170 F 14 
33016 c 20 
33010 c a 
34270 H 10 
34272 H 12 
34260 H 0 
34281 H 0 
34282 M 2 
34263 H 2 
34264 H 4 
34285 H 4 
34266 H 6 
34287 H 6 
34271 H 10 
34273 H 12 
36021 E 20 
34071 E 4 
34061 E 26 
34281 H 0 
34280 H 0 
34282 H 2 
34421 H 22 
34427 H 18 
34424 H 18 
34263 H 2 
34280 H 0 
34281 H 0 
34241 E 22 
34262 H 2 
3421!3 H 2 
33040 c u 
33060 c 2& 
330il0 c 30 
342ti4 H 4 
34285 H 4 
34131 E 34 
34135 E 34 
33012 c 12 
33014 c 16 
33010 c a 
33016 c 20 
34220 c: 36 
343'i0 I' 4 
343H F 4 
34392 f 4 
34393 I' 4 
33011 c 10 
33013 c 14 
33015 c 18 
33017 c 22 
RK5NA 
SOl.8ND 













LI t< I GER~ 
I. IN I GER;:' 
TIVE DEFINITE 'JANI f\A'!"R!Y AH> 
[.E(S('L TRIP IV 
CO~SQRT corPuTlS TrE 
DIFFERE~TIAL EDUATIOMS, ev A 
HFORTH METHOD; ~ITH auTCMATIC 
JACOBIAN MATRIX A~D oUTONATIC 
!TABLE F::>R THE INTEGPAT1Qf, CF 
su1TARLE FOR INTEGRATIO~ CF 
SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATIO~ CF 
SUITABLE FOR IN'!"[G~ATIDN CF 
SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATIO~ Cf 
NGE KUTTA ~ETHOC ~!TH Ll~ITfn 
LINEAR INTERPOLATIDN uSrNG A 
LINEAR !NTERPOLATIOh USING A 
LI NEAR I NTERPOLAT 101: US 1 l•G A 
A ROW VECTOR, AND RfTURNS TrE 
EULER COIPUTES Trf 
SU~P!)SSERIES COf\PuTts TrE 
CONJ GP4~ SPL\IES A 
INITIALIZES A CODIA&ONAL OF A 
SVMROW INITIALIZES A RO• OF A 
TFMSYMTRl2 TRA~SFO~~S A REAL 
TfMSVMTRll TRA~SFORllS p. REAL 
CONSECUTIVE EIGE~VALUES CF A 
CONSECUTIVE EIGE~VlL~ES CF A 
NVALUES AND EIGENVECTOPS OF A 
NVALUES AND EIGEHVECTrRb OF A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VALUES OF A 
COMPUTES ALL EIGE~VALUES DF A 
NVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A 
CT Of A VECTOR ANC A ROI IN A 
TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITIO~ OF A 
COMPUTES THE DETERMl~ANT OF A 
STEM OF LINEAR EQLATIONS •r'H 
RFORMS T~E DECO~PCSIT'O~ CF A 
E CHOLESKV DECO~PCSITIO~ OF A 
E CHOLESKY OECOMPrg1r10~ OF A 
COMPUTES THE DETEPMINANT CF A 
COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT CF A 
CHLSCL2 ~OLVES A 
SOLVES A SYSTE~ Uf FIRST O~DER DlrFER~~TIAL EQUATIONS usr~G THE ARC LE~GTH AS INTEGRATION VARIAB~E. 
SOLVES A SVSTEM UF LINEAR fQUATIDNS ~!TH BAND MATRIX, ~HICH rs DECOMPOSED ~v DEC8NO, 
SOLVES A SYSTEM UF LINfAR £QUATION5 WITH SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE BANn MATRIX, W~ICH HAS BEEN DEC 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE TRIA~GULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE ~ATRIX IS GIVt 
SCLVES A SVSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS av CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL •1VOTl~G. 
SOLVES A SVSTEM Uf LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF WHICH THE TRIA~GULARLV DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVE 
SOLVES A SYSTEM OF l.INEAR EQUATIONS av GAUSSIAN ELIMINATrOtl ~ITH COMSINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOT 
SOLVES A SVSTEM OF 1.INEAR EQUATIONS AND COMPUTES AN UPPEn ROUND FOR ITS ERROR, 
SCLVES A SYSTEM OF L.1NfAR EOUATIO~S WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDtD THAT THE LU DECOMP 
SCLVCS A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S ~!TH TR!OIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
SCLVCS A SYSTEM UP LINEAR EQUATIONS ~ITH TRIDIAGO~AL C~EFFICiENT MATR•X, pqovrnED TMAT T~E LU CECDMP 
SCLVES A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITrl SVM~ETR[C TRIDIAGONAL C•1EfF1c1E~T ,ATR1X, PROVIDED THAT T~E 
SOLVES A SVSTE~ OF LINEAR fQUATIQNS WITrl SVMIJETRIC Tq1n1AGONAL COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX, 
SOLVES l~ITIAL VALUE pRn~LEMS, GIVEN •S AN AUT0~0Mous 5YSTE' OF FIRST ~RDER nlFFERENTrAL EQWATIONS, 
SOLVES INITIAL VaLUE PR,ALEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS 3VSTE, OF FIRST ORDEq DIFFERENTIAL EGUATlo~s. 
SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROqLEMS, GIV~N AS AN AUTn~DMOUS SYSTE' OF FIQST OR~EQ DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 
3CLVES INITIAL VALUE PRO~LEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTON~MOUS 5YSTE~ OF flRSl ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EGWATIQNS, 
SOLVES T~E SVSTEN OF Ll~EAR EQUATIONS ~y TH~ CHOLESKV ·1ETHOD, 
SOLVES WITH PARTIAL PIVnTl~G A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUAT10NS WITH TRIDIAGONAL CO~Ff ICIENT MATRIX, 
SCL SOLVES A SYSTErl Of LINCAR EOUATIOMS, OF WH\Crl THE 9 RIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM OF THE ~ATRIX IS 
SQIJA'°!E ROOT OF A COIJPLEX N'JM':lER, 
STABILiZED ll\JNGE ~UTTA "IETHOD WIT>-! L1·11TED STOPA1>E Rf.QlllREMENTS, 
STEP AHD OPDER CONTROL AND SUITAaLE FOR THE l~TEG~ATIO'J OF STIFF D!FFEQE~TIAL E~UATIONS, 
ST[P C~NTROL; SU!TA1LE FOR l~TEGQATIO~ OF STIFF D•FFERENTIAL EDUATIO~S, 
STIFF DIFFERENTl~L EWUA 9 10NS, 
STIFF DIFfFRENTIAL EUUAT!ONS. 
~TIFF DIFFERENTIAL EHuATIO~S. 
STIFF DIFFERENTIAL EUUA?IONS, 
ST!FF DIFFERENTl«L fuuA~10NS, 
STCRAGE QERUIREWENTS, 
STLR~1 SEQVE~~CE I 
STLR'I SE~UE'ICE. 
ST'JRIO SEGIUE~IC[, 
suqscR I PT VALUE CH' TnE ·1Ew 'lOW E1.,E'~EN,. OF r\AX i 'IUl·i ABSOt.UTE VALJE. 
sur·PoSS[QIES cn,..PuTES T~E SU'I OF A CONVERGENT SERIES WITH POSITIVE TER•S, us•NG THE VAN WIJNGAARDfN 
sur1 Of AIJ AL. TERNAT I i:G S~G! I ES. 
SU'' OF A CONVERGENT SERIES WITH POSITIVE TER~S, USING THE VAN WiJNGAAR~EN TRA~SFORMATION, 
5Vl'l'ATVEC conplJTE~ T'iE SC Al.AR PRODUCT OF A VECTO'l AND 4 RO\·I OF A SVM'-lE'!"R I c '1ATR Ix. 
Syl•t· ETR I c AND PCS IT I VE JEF IN I TE I SVSTfM ::ir L '"IEA~ EQUA"' I ONS ev TliE METHOD OF cn~JUGATE [,QAD I ENTS. 
SVl'T·'ET<~IC l·ATRJX Y/ITH A CONSTA><T, 
5Vi'fVETR1C rr,ATRIX \l/ITt-1 A CONSTANT, 
SYn•ETRIC l•ATRIX lt,TO A Sl'<ILA~ '!'RIDIA~O:JAL ONE~ ... HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR'1ATION, 
SVil,ETRIC ~A'RIX INTO A Si'llLAR TR!DiAGOhAL ONE 3V HOUgEHOLDERS TRANSF~R~ATION, 
SVl'l'·ETRIC r.ATRIX, STi.lRE'l rti t.. tltlE•01'·1f'.NSIONAL AR>l1W, BV LltlEAR l•1TERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
SYl.,ETRIC "ATRIX, STORE'l IN A TWO-Dl~E~SIONAL ARRAY, BV LINEAR l~TERPOLAT10N USING A STURM SEQLENCE, 
svr 1f'ET"<IC "·ATRIX, '''"ICH IS STO~ED l'J A O"IE.D1ME"J5IONAL ARRAY 3Vl'~ETRIC •ATRIX, UHIC~ IS STO~ED IN 4 TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV 0 
Svf'f'°f.TR ! C MATRIX, STCJRE'.l 1 'l A ONE•D l'~ENS I OrJAL ARRAY, BV OR-I TEqAT I CN, 
svr·~ETRIC MATRIX, STCJPEO I~ A TWO·OIMENSIO~AL ARRAY, BY QR-ITE~ATION, 
svr:~:ET'!IC toATRIX RV c111-1TERATION, 
svn'ETRIC MATRIX, 
SVIWETQIC POS!TIVE r>EFl•\ITE '1ATRIX 8V THE CHO~F.SKV METllOD, 
3Vf'~·ETR IC POSIT I VE C\[F I 'JI TE llA"R I X 1 WH I C•i HAS '\Ef.N DECOMPOSED ~y CHLDECB'•D, 
SV'!l'ETRIC POSITIVE Dl:Fl'llTE BA'iD '•JA"rlllX, WHICH H;\S BEE'! DECOr•POSED BV CHLDF.CRND, 
svr·~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFl•!ITE ~AND MATRIX AND SOLVES THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATlnNS BV THE CrCLESKV ME 
SVl'~ETRIC oos1T1VE r•LFl'>ITE 1\ATRrx, ST'.lRED llJ A TWO-DiilENSIONAL ARRAV, 
svn:f.TR!C DQS1TIVE [)f;fl"ITE MATR1><, 5TORED CClLUWJWISE IN A ONE-DIMENSl,,NAL A'lRAV, 
SVl1~CTRIC POSITIVE nEFl~ITE ~ATRIX, WHICH HAS ~EEN D~C~MPOSEO av CHLDEC2, 
SVl'~[TRIC POS1'!"1VE DEFl'!ITE ''A'l'RIX, \;lliCrl HAS BEEN oECDMPOSEO 9V CHLDECl, 
SVl'~ETRIC POSITIVE DlFl~ITE SYSTE~ OF LINEAR fClUAT!ONS, THE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED 8V CHLDEC2, 
33018 c 24 
34071 E 4 
343.52 E 10 
34051 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34061 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34243 E 26 
344.24 H 18 
34425 H 18 
34427 H 16 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
33120 c 32 
331b0 c 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 36 
34333 E 10 
34428 H 18 
34051 E 2t 
34343 0 16 
33060 c 28 
33oeo c 30 
33120 c 32 
33080 c 30 
33120 c 32 
33160 c 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 36 
330bo c 2e 
341:'>1 D 36 
341'5 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34025 D !< 
32020 E 16 
32010 D 28 
32020 E 16 
34018 D 6 
34220 c 36 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
34140 D 3'1 
34143 D 34 
34155 E 12 
34153 E 12 
34156 E 12 
34154 E 12 
34164 E 12 
34162 E 12 
34163 E 12 
34418 H 14 
3433G E t 
34331 E B 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34310 F 0 
34311 F C 
34312 F 2 
34313 p 2 
34390 F 4 
CHLSCL1 50\..Vf S A 
CHLDECSOL2 SOLVES A 
CHLDECSGL1 SOLVES A 
NV2 COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A 
NV1 COMPUTES THE I \JVERSE OF A 
ESKY METrlOD, THE INVERSE OF A 
ESKY METHOD, THE INVERSE CF A 
CONSECUTIVE, EI GEl'-VALUES CF /1 
RI COMPUTES EIGENVECTORS OF A 
COMPUTES ALL E1GE~VALUES er A 
NVECTORS AND EIGE~VALUES OF A 
AN MATRIX IN'l'O A Slf·l\..AR REAL 
s THE U•ou DECOMPCSITION OF A 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS llTH 
STEM OF LINEAR EGuATIONS v•1~H 
CT OF A VECTOR ANG A ROW OF A 
FOR THE INTEGRATIO~ OF LA~GE 
RK4~A SClLVES 11 
RtqN 50\.VES A 
RK5NA SDl..VES A 
Y ) VALUE PROBLE~, GIVE~ AS A 
Y ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A 
IAL VALUE PROBLEM, GIVEN AS A 
BLEl"S. GIVEN AS A' AUTn~owous 
B~EMS, GIVEN AS A~ AUTO~O~OUS 
BLEMS 1 GIVEN ~S A~ A~TO~OPO~S 
BLEMS, GIVEN AS At. A0TONO~OUS 
METRIC AND POSITIVE DEFINITf, 
SOLBND SOLVES P. 
AN ELl~INATtON AtJL SOLVES T~f 
C~iLSOL~ND SO~VES A 
TE BAND ~ATRIX ANr SCLVES T~E 
HE ERROR IN THE SCLUTlf)N CF A 
SOL SOLVES A 
DECFnL SOLVES A 
sou,u· S'lLVES A 
GSSSOL. S0LVES A 
GSSS~LERe SO~VES A 
ATIVELV REFIUED SCLUTION OF A 
ATIVEl..V REFINED SCLUTIQN OF A 
PER BOUNJ FOR ITS ER~OR 1 CF A 
ATIVELV REFINED SnLUT10N CF A 
A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFl~iTE 
A SV·1METRIC POS,TtVE DcFl~ITE 
A SY~METRIC POSITIVE DEFl~IT[ 
A SY~METR!C POSiTiVE uEr!N!TE 
SOLUTION OF A OVCRLETERMINEo 
SOLUTION OF A CVfRDETER~!NE~ 
SOLUTION OF A U'1DERD£TEA" I NED 
SOLUTION DF A U~DEADETERMINED 
OMSOLSVO SOLVES A Yfl"O<.ENEOUS 
HO~SOL SOLVES A HOMOGENEOL'S 
SOLTRI S'lLVES A 
DECSCLTRI $'11..VES A 
SOLTR1PIV SDl..VES A 
OLVES WITH PARTIAL PIV~TING A 
SOLSVMTRI SOLVES A 
JECSOLSYMT~I SOLVES A 
qK2'' SOLVES A 
RY3« SOLVES A 
SYl•~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFl~ITE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THC MATRIX BEING DECO~PCSED BY CHLDECl, 
SVllMETRIC POSITIVE DlFINITE SYST[M OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S BY THE CHOLESKY METHOD, THE MATRIX BEING STOR 
SYMJl'ETRIC POSITIVE DtFINfTE SYST~M 0, LINEAR EOUATIONS BY THE CHOLESKv METHOD, THE MATRIX eEING STOR 
SVl1~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX IHICH HAS BEEN DECO~POSED BY CHLDEC?, 
SYllf'"ETR IC POSIT I VE l>EF I'< I TE MATRIX WHICH HAS BEEN DEC0 11POSED BY CH\..DEC1, 
SYf'METP.IC POSITIVE DtFl''ITE MATRIX, STORED IN A Tlf/O.Dll·!ENSIONAL ARRAY, 
SYl"f'ETRIC POSITIVE DEFl!JITE '1ATRIX 1 STORED IN A ONE-D111EMS10tJAL ARRAV, 
SYl'~CTRIC TRIDIAGOIJAL MATRIX BY t,,INEAR ti<TERPOLAT!ON USING A STURM SEQllENCE, 
SYll~·ET R IC TRI (l I A1>otiAL 1~1A '!'RIX BY I '4VERSf. I Tf.RAT I D"I, 
SVl1~ETRIC TRIDIA<;Qf:AL 11ATR\X BY QR.ITERATION, 
SYl'l'ETRIC TRIDIAGOIJAL MATRIX BV QR.ITERATION, 
SV\ll•'ETP. 1 C TRI 0 I AGONAL MA .,.RIX. 
SVf 1 f'ETR 1 C TRI DIAGONAL MA "'RIX. 
SVl!Mf.TRIC TRIO\A(,QNAL U\EfflCIENT MATR1X, PROVlflED THAT THE UIDU DECDMPOS1T10N 15 GIVEN, 
SVI!~ f.TR IC TRI f) I AGONAL CflEFF IC I EiJT MATA IX, 
svrw.ETR I c MA'l'R Ix. 
SVSTE~S ARISING FROM PARTIAL DIFPERENT1AL EQUATIONS, PROVIDED HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES CAN eE EASIL¥ 
SYSTEM CF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS BV SOMETIMES USl~G THE DEPEUDENT VARIABLE AS INTEGRATION VARIABLE, 
SYSTf.M CF FIRST ORflER Dl•FERENTIAL EQUATIONS USl~G A 5.TH ORDER RU~G[ KUTTA NETHOD, 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING THE ARC Lf.NGTH AS l~TEGRATION VARIABLE, 
SYSTEM CF FlMST ORf:Ell DIFFEREN~lA~ EQUAT!ONS, nv A ONE~STEP TAYLOR MET~OD; Tli!S METHOD IS PARTICULAR 
SYSTEM CF FIRST DRPEW ( NON.LINEAR ) DIFFEAENT1AL EQUATIONS, BV A STABILIZED RUNGE KUTTA l"ETHOD WITH 
SYSTEM CF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 8Y ONE OF THE FOLLOW1NG ~ULT1STEP f1ETHODS: GEARS, ADAM 
svSTEM CF FIRST ORDER OIFFeRENTIAI.. EQUATIONS, Av AN EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, EXPLICIT RUNGE K~TTA METHO 
svSTEM CF FIRST OROE.~ D1F"FERENT!AL EOUATIO~JS, RV A~J EXPONENTJALLV FlTTFD, SE!1J .. IMPLICIT RUNGE KUTT 
sv~TEM CF FIRST ORDEW n1FFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, qV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONEhT\ALLY FITTED, FIRST ORDER ONE. 
SYSTEM CF FIRST URDEN DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS, AY AN l~PLICIT, EXPONENTIALLY FITTED, SECOND CROER ONE 
svSTEf"1 CF' L.11>.if:AP EOUJ..T I t')t..:s BY Ti-1e: METHOf't Of CONJUGATE '.,RAD IEtJTS, 
'.;vSTEN· CF Ll!JF.AR Etl'J~Tl~Ns W,TH BAND !1ATRIX, WHICH IS "lECOMPOSED BV DECB"D. 
svSif.M er 1..1!~EAR EQU;...Tlf'JtJS. 
SYSTEM CF LltJEAR EOlittT1~NS WITH SVMMET~tC POSITIVE DEFINITE BAND MATRi~, WtitC~ ~AS BEEN DECC~PCSED B 
5VSiEM CF L.i!.JEAR EOl1~TJ('l~·4S BV THE ChOLESKY fl.'£iHOD, 
svSTEf'>', CF' L l lJEAR ElllJAT I ~~JS' 
svSTEM CF L 1 IJEAR EOl!HT I CHJS, OF WHICH "'"E TRI ANGULARLY DECOl\POSf.D FOR~· OF THE f<.ATR Ix Is GIVEN, 
SYSTEM CF Llt~EAR E<lUATl~NS BY CROUT FACTORIZAT10 1~ WIT~ PARTIAL P1VOT1NG, 
SVST[~· CF LilJEAR EO'J-.TIOIJS, OF WHICH T,_E TRIANGUL.ARLY DEC011P05f.D FORM ClF TriE MATRIX IS GIVE~. 
SYST[~ CF L'NEAR EnU,.Tl'l~S BV GAUSSIAN ELll'INATIO~ WIT~ CO~BIN[D PARTIAL AND lO•PLETE PIVOTING, 
~ySTEM CF L!t,EAR EQl1~Tl,~lS AND CO~PUTES AN UPP(Q BOUND FOR ITS ERROR. 
SYST[M Cf ~IN[AQ ~Ul1,,Tl1NS 1 THE ~ATR!X OF WHICH IS G~VE~ lti !TS TR!A~GULARLV DECOMPOSED FOR~, 
5V5T[M Cf ~llJ[AR fQ!JaT1,NS 1 
svST[f•• CF t..1•·JEAR EO'.J,,TIMJS, OF V/HICH 'l''"E TPIANGULArtLY DEC011POSED FURi·• f'F THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
syST[i•; CF l.,lflf.AR EOU;...Tlf'Jt~s. 
5V-'"'Tf./Vl CF l.l~JEAR [Oi)ATi·J~JS, TH~ tJ..ATR;x BE1t!G DEC'-)f""POSED ev CHLP.EC.2, 
SVST[~• CF L: "El•R EOl•i.T' QIJS 1 THE "ATR IX BE 1 "G DECD~POSE') 'JY CHLf.'ECl, 
§VSTE0 CF L t'fPR EQlJMTIONS OY THE CHOLESKV ~~(THOJ 1 TH( MATPIX PEiNG STnRED IN A TWO.OIME~SIC~AL ARRA 
SYST[M CF LINEAR EOl!,.Tl::lNS BY THE CHO~[SKV METHOD, THE f>IATRIX P.E1NG STORED ltJ A ONE.DIMENSIONAL ARRA 
SYSTEM CF LINEAR EDU,.TlnNS, PROVIDED THAT THE 51~GULAR VALUE DECOMPOS1T10N OF T~E CDEFFICIEhT WATRIX 
SVSTf~ CF LIFlEAR EOUMTIONS BV ~EANS Of SlNGULAR VALUE DECDMPOS\TiON, 
SYSTEM CF Ll'IEAR EOYMT'DNS, PROVIDED THAT THE Sl~GULAR VALUE DECOMPOS,T ON OF T~E COEFFICIENT •ATRIX 
SVST[•• CF 1.. ! "EAR EOl!1.T I ')I.JS BV "EANS C\f S ! NGULAQ VALUE DECOt-.PCS IT 1 ON, 
SYSTEM CF LINEAR EOUMT'D~S, PROVIDED THAT THE Sl~GULAR VALUE DECUMPOSITiON OF T~E COEFFICIENT •ATRIX 
5VSTEM CF L!~EAR EOUNTIDNS BY MEANS OF Sl~GULAR VAl..UE DECOtlPOSITtO~, 
SYSTEM CF Ll~EAR EOllNTlnNS WITH TRIDIAGDNAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX 1 PROVIDED THAT T~E LU DECC~PCSITION I 
SYSTEM CF Ll~EAR EOIJkTl~hS WITH TRIDIAGOHAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX sv~TEM c• LINEA~ EOUATl~~s WITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATR:x: PROVIDED THAT TME LU DECCMPCSITION A 
SY5T[M CF ~!NEAR EOU11Tl0~i5 W1TH TR1DIAG0NAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
SYSTE~ CF Ll~[AR EOU•Tl~~s W1TH SYMMETq1c TRIDIAGONA~ COEFFICIEhT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U•DU DEC 
SYSTEM c• LINEAR EOUoTl~NS WITH SYMMETq1c TR1D1AGONA~ COEFFICIFNT MATRIX, 
SVSTE~ CF SECOND ORDlR ~IFFERENTIAb ~QUATIONS USING A 5-T~ ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
SYSTEM CF SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIA~ EQUATIONS USING A 5.TH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA •ETHODJ NO DERIVATIVES 
34391 F 4 
34392 f 4 
34393 f 4 
34400 F 6 
34401 F 6 
34402 f 6 
34403 F 6 
3'11~1 D 36 
34152 D 36 
34165 D 36 
3411>1 D 36 
34363 G 4 
34420 H 20 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34018 D 6 
33040 c 26 
33017 c 22 
33011 c 10 
33018 c 24 
33040 c 26 
33000 c 2e 
33060 c 30 
33120 c 32 
331(l0 c 34 
33130 D 38 
33131 D 38 
342'0 c 36 
34071 E 4 
34322 E 4 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
34241 E ?2 
340?1 E 26 
34301 E 26 
34061 E 26 
34232 E 26 
34243 E 26 
342~0 E 30 
342~1 E 30 
342:'>3 E 30 
34254 E 30 
34390 F 4 
34391 F 4 
343'.12 F 4 
34393 F 4 
34280 H 0 
342M H 0 
342b2 H 2 
342~3 H 2 
342~4 H 4 
342e5 H 4 
344i:4 H 18 
34425 H 18 
34427 H 18 
34428 H 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
33013 c 14 
33015 c 18 
TIAL EQUATIONS, BV A ONE.STEP 
MODIFIED 
RANSfORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
RANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED ev 
RANSFORMATION AS PEPFORMED ev 
IN COMBINATIO~ WITH PROCEDUPE 
ELMCOL ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~VECCOL ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~ROWCOL A~DS A SCALAR 
MVECCOL ADDS A COf PLEX NU,RER 
MCOMCOL ADDS A CO~PLEX NU~BER 
MROWVEC ADDS A CO~PLEX NuMaER 
ELMRDW ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~VECROW ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~COLROW ADDS A SCALAR 
~AXELMRDW ADDS A SCALAR 
ELMV[C ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~COLVEC ADDS A SCALAR 
EL~ROWVEC ADDS A SCALAR 
!DIAGONAL ONE gv HOUSEHOLDERS 
IDIA~ONAL ONE RY l·OUSEHOLCEPS 
NBERG ~ATRIX SV T~E WILK1NSCN 
FOR~ BY MEA~S OF HOUSEHoLnrR 
BAKSVMTRl2 PERFO~MS TH[ BAr~ 
ESPONDING TO THE ~OU5EH0LDEPS 
BAK5YM~R!! P(Qf0~f1S T~1~ BAC( 
ESPONDIN~ TO THl ~OUSfHDL~~~S 
BAKLBR PERFORMS THE 6ACK 
BAKREAHES1 PERFO~MS THE 8AC~ 
8AKREAHE52 PERFDPMS THE eACK 
BAKHRMTRI PERFDR~S THE BACK 
BAKCOMHES PERFORMS THE BACK 
BAKLBRCOM PERFORMS THt BACK 
TFMPREVEC CO~PUTES TrC 
CARPCL 
MSHCol•HE 5 









G MATRIX USED llY HSH~EABID TO 
G MATRIX USED qv rSHREABID TO 
TDEC PERFORMS THE HCUSEHOLOf Q 
DECBND P[RFOR~1~ ~~E 
CHLD~CBND PERFCR~S T~E 
CEC PERFORMS TrE 
GSSEL~ PERFORMS Tr' 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS •1TH 
TAMl'AT COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLUMN VECTORS, 
TArVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
TAYLOR ~ETHOD; THIS l1ETHOD IS PARTICULARLY SUITA6LE FO~ THE INTEGRATIO~ Of LARGE SYSTEMS ARISING FRO 
TAYLOR SOLVES A~ PllTIAL ( BOUNDARY ) VALUE PROB~EM, GIVEN AS A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL E 
TFMPnEVEC COMPUTES THE TRANSFORMING MATRIX IN COMBINATION WITH PROCEDURE TFMSYMTR!z, 
TFllREAHES, ON A VECTOR, 
TFl'REAHES 1 ON T!-E COLUl"'lS Of A 11ATRIX, 
TFnREA~ES TRAHSFORnS A qEAL "ATRiX 'N'O A SIMILAR UPPE~ HESSENfERG ~ATRIX ~y lHE WILKINSON TRANSFORM 
TFl'SVMTR 11, 
TFl'SVMTR!l TRANSFORR5 A DEAL SVMMETRIC MATRIX 1NTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGONAL ONE ev HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFO 
TF;lSVMTR I 2, 
TFflSV~1TR 12, 
TFflSVMTR/2 TRANSFORM~ A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX 1NTO A SIMILAR TRllJIAGONAL ONE ev HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFO 
Ti lll:S A CO~UMN VECTOR T'l ANOTHER c:lL.UMN VECTOR, 
TI ;•ES A COLUMN VECTOR T'.l A VECTOR, 
"'I llES A COLUllN VECTOR T() A ROW VECTOq, 
T!llES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A COMPLEX VECTOR, 
TIMES A COMPLEX COLUMN VECTOR TO A~OT~ER COMPLEX COLOM~ VECTOR, 
Tl~ES A COMPLEX VECTOR TO A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR, 
TIMES A RO~ VECTOR TU A~OTHER ROW VECTOR, 
Ti"ES A ROW VECTOR TU A VECTOR, 
T 1 llES A RO\' 'I ECTOR TO A COLU"IN VECTOR, 
Ti~ES A RO~ VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, AND RETURNS THE SUlSCRIPT VALUE OF THE NEW ROW ELEMENT CF ~AXIMU 
TIPES A VECTOR TO A~OTHE'l VECTOR, 
Ti llES A VECTOR TO A COL;mN VECTOR, 
TIMES A VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
TRA~5FORMATION, 
TRAf'.ISFORMATION, 
TR,H~SFORMAT I ON. 
TRAt.iSF''.)RMAT I ON, 
TR~NSFORMATION CO'lRE8PO~DING TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TQA~SFORMATIOH AS PERFORMED ~V TFMSYMTRl2, 
TRANSFOR~ATION AS PERFOR~EO ~V TPMSVMT~l2, 
TRANSFOR~ATION CORRESPONOl~G TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED 8¥ TFMSVMTRl1, 
-RANS FORMAT I m1 AS PERFO~l,ED 'IV TFMSYM'"Q 11, 
TRANSFORMATION C~RRESPO~D/NG TO THE EQUILIARATIO~ as P:RFORMED BY EQILBR, 
TRANSFORMATIO~ CORAESPO~Dl~G TO THE WILKINSON TRa~sFOR~ATION AS PERFORMED 9V TFMREAHCS, CN A VECTOR, 
TRANSFORMATION CURRESPO~OING TO THt WILKINSO~ TR~NSFOR"!ATIDN AS PERFORMEn ~y TF•REAHES, ON TME COLUM 
TRA~SFORMATION CORRE&PONDl~G TO HSMHRqTRi, 
TRit SfORMATl~N CORPE&PO~OING TO HSMC04HES, 
-RANSfOR"A.ION CoRAESPO~OING TO TH~ !QUILl~RATIO~ AS PCRFOn~ED BV EQILeRco~. 
TRANSFORM/~G ~ATAIX 1N COMBl~ATION WITH PROCEDURt TF~SVMTR12, 
TRAhSFOR~S A CO,PLEX NU i~EA GIVEN I~ CARTESIA~ C60QOINATES INTO POLAR COORDINATES, 
TRANSFORMS A CO~PLEX MA~RIX INTO A Sl~ILAR UNITAMY UPPER HESSENB!RG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON•NEGATIVE 
TRA~SFQRtt.s A CD~PLf.X MA'l'P.IX INTO A s1·11LAR EQU1LIBl"l1\TEI) COMPLEX /.\ATRIX, 
TRANSFORMS A CO~PLCX VECTOR INTO A VECTOq PROPORTl~NAL TO A UNIT VECTOR, 
TRANSFORMS A t-!ER;\ITlo\~J "lAT'llX ltlTO A SIMILAR llEAI. SYMMETRIC TRIDiAGONAL MATRIX, 
TRANSFORtlS A t•ATPIX INT'l A SIMILAR EQUILIBRATED 11ATRIX, 
TRANSFORMS A POLYNOMIAL REPRES!NTATIQ~ FROH NEWTQN FOR1 INTO GRU~ERT fnRM, 
TRANSFOR"S A REAL sy11~1E"l'RIC 'lATRIX INTO A Sli11LA1 TRIDIAGONAL ONE ~v HOUSEfiOLDERS TRANSFOR<'ATION, 
TRANSFORMS A REAL SVllMETRIC ~ATRIX /~TO A SIMILA~ TRIOIAGONAL ONE BY HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSFOR~ATICN, 
TRAhSFORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR UPPER ~ESSENBE1G MATRIX 9Y THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
TRAhSFORMS A REAL llATRIX l~TO BIDIAGO~AL roRM BV MEANS OF HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION, 
TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FOR~, 
TRANSFORM A MATRIX INTO ~!DIAGONAL FORM, 
TRIANGULARIZATICIJ Of THE COEFFICIENT ~ATRIX Of A LINEA1 LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM, 
TRIA~GULaR PECO~POSIT!O~ OF A BANO MATRIX AV GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION, 
TRIAtJGULAR DEcO~POSITIO~ OF A SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX av THE CHOLESKV METHOD, 
TRIA'IGULAR OECO~POS/T/O~ OP A MATRIX av CROUT FACTORIZATIOH WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
TRIANGULAR DECO~POSITION OP A MATRIX ~V GAUSSIAN ELIMl~ATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVO 
TRiPIAGC~AL COEFFICIENT ~A,R!X, PROV!OED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION IS ~!VEN, 
34014 D 6 
34012 D 6 
33040 c 26 
33040 c 26 
34142 D 34 
34171 F 14 
34172 F 14 
34170 F 14 
34S,44 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34142 0 34 
34140 0 34 
34023 D 8 
34021 D 8 
34028 0 B 
34376 G 0 
34377 G 0 
34378 G 0 
3'1024 D 8 
34026 D 8 
34029 D B 
34025 D e 
34020 D B 
34022 0 8 
34027 D 8 
34140 D 34 
34143 0 34 
341/0 F 14 
34260 H 8 
34141 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34144 0 34 
34144 D 34 
34174 f" 12 
34171 F 14 
34172 F 14 
34365 G 4 
34367 G 14 
:34362 G 16 
34142 D 34 
34344 D 18 
34366 G 14 
34361 G 16 
34355 G 24 
3431>3 G 4 
34P3 F 12 
31050 c 4 
34140 0 34 
34143 0 34 
34!,70 I' 14 
34260 H E 
3426! H 6 
34262 H 8 
34134 E 32 
34320 E 0 
34330 E 6 
34300 £ 22 
34231 E 22 
34424 H 16 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
STEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH 
NEAR EQUATIONS WITH SVMMETRIC 
NEAR EOUATIONS WITH SVMMETRIC 
E, EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC 
S EIGENVECTORS OF A SVMMETRIC 
LL EIGENVALUES OF A SVMM[TP.IC 
NO EIGENVALUES OF A SVMMETRIC 
INTO A SIMILAR REAL SVMMETRIC 
GONAL ELEMENTS OF A HERMITIAN 
NG, THE LU DECOMPOSITION or A 
NG, THE LU DECOMPOSITION CF A 
DECOMPOSITION OF A SVMMETRlc 
MMETRIC ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
MMETRIC ··,ATRIX INTO A SllllLAR 
T LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
T LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A 
N TRIOIAGONAL MATRIX WhlCH IS 
COMPLEX ~ATRIX INTO A Sl~ILAR 
ERSELM COMPUTES AN 
EAR EQUATIONS AND COMPUTES AN 
HE INVERSE OF A MATRIX ANO AN 
IVELV REFINE~ SOLUTION AND AN 
A REAL ~ATRIX INTO A SIMILAR 
TES THE EIGENVALUES OF A REAL 
VEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL 
ES ANO EIGENVECTO~S OF A REAL 
COMPLEX EIGENVALUES OF A REAL 
COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OP A REAL 
ALL EIGENVALUES OF A COMPLEX 
ANO EIGENVALUES OF A conPLEX 
MATRIX l~TO A SIMILAR UN1TARV 
DECSVMTRI CALCULATES TrE 
ENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT TrE 
W ELEMENT Of MAXIMUM A~SOLUTE 
X ELEMENT Of MAXIMUM AASOLUTE 
EFSIRK SOLVES 1N1TIAL 
ITH POSITIVE TERMS, USING T~E 
RENTIABLE FUNCTIO~ OF SEVERAL 
RENTIABLE FUNCTION OF SEVERAL 
ION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BV A 
ION OF SEVERAL VARIABLfS BV A 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO COLU'N 
THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO ROW 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
TES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF Two 
INTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO 
(NTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS Of TWO 
INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS OF TWO 
HANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO COLU~N 
ERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF TWO ROW 
ATION OPERATION Oh TWO COLU~N 
ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO ROW 
ION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO 
TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICICNT HATRIX, 
TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT HATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION AS CALCULATED BV DECTRIPIV IS GIV 
TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGCNAL COEFFICILNT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE U•DU DECOMPOSITION IS GIVEN, 
TRIDIAGCNAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX BV LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STURM SEQUENCE, 
TRICIAGONAL MATRIX 8V l~VERSE ITERATION, 
TRIOIAGCNAL MATRIX BV OR-ITERATION, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX BV QR-ITERATION, 
TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX. 




TRIDIAGONAL ONE JY HOUSEHOLDERS TRANSrORMATION, 
TRIDIAGCNAL ONE BV HOUSEhOLOERS TRANSFORMATION, 
UNDERDETERMINEO SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT T~E SIMGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF THE CO 
UNDERDETER~INED SVSTLM of LINEAR EQUATIONS BV MEANS OF SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
UNITARV SIMILAR TO A GIVEN HERMITIAN MATRIX, 
UNl~ARV UPPER HESSE~UERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON-11EGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL, 
UPPER BCUNO FOR THE ERRDR IN THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM DF LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
UPPER BCUND FOR ITS ERR~R. 
UPPER BCUNO FOR ITS ERROR, 
UPPER BCUND FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF W111CH THE TRIANGULARLY DECO~POSED FOR 
UPPER HE&SENDERG MATRIX BV THE WILKINSON TRANSFDRMATIO~, 
UPPER HESSEN6ERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BV ~EANS Of SINGLE QR-ITERATICN, 
UPPER rlESSENBERG MATRIX, BV MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BV MEANS Of Sl~GLE OR·ITE~ATICN, 
UPPER HESSENRERG MATRIX BV MEANS OF DOUBLE QR.1TEAATIOM, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX RV MEANS OF INVERSE ITERATION, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL SUBDIAGONAL, 
UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL suaOIAGONAL, 
•JPPlR HESSENBERG MATRIX WITH A REAL NON.NEGATIVE SUBDIAGONAL, 
U•PU DECOMPOSITION Of A SV~METRIC TRIOIAGONAL •ATqlX, 
u·r~ DECOMPOS1TION 1& GIVE"· 
VALCRICCM COMPUTES ALL 'IGENVALU~S O~ A COMPLEX UPPE~ HESSENBERG MATRIX WIT" A REAL SUBDIAGCNAL, 
VALGRISY~T~I co,PuTES ALL EIGE~VALUES OF A SYM~ETR1c TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX BY QR-ITERATION, 
VALSV~TRI COMPUTES ALL, OR SOME CO~SECUTIVE, E1GE~VALUES OF A SYMMETRIC T~IDIAGONAL MATRIX ev LINEAR 
VALvE, 
VALUE, 
VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN A~ A~ AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 5V AN EXPCN[NTI 
VAN WlJNGAARDEN TRANSFORMATION, I 
VAPIABLES 6V A VARIA~LE METRIC METHOO, 
VARIABLES ~V A VARIAULE METRIC METHOD, 
VARIABLE METRIC METHOD, 
VAAIABLE "ETRIC HETHUO, 














34425 H 18 
34427 H 18 
34428 H 18 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34151 D 36 
34152 0 36 
34165 D 36 
34161 D 36 
343'63 G 4 
34364 G 4 
34423 H 16 
34426 H 16 
311420 H 20 
34140 0 34 
34143 0 34 
342t12 H 2 
34263 H 2 
3'\364 G 4 
34366 G 14 
34241 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 28 
34253 E 30 
34170 F 14 
341t>O F 16 
34161 f 16 
3'\166 F 16 
34190 F 16 
341 'Ji F 16 
34372 G 12 
34373 G 12 
34366 G 14 
34420 H 20 
34421 11 22 
34372 G 12 
34165 0 36 
34151 D 36 
34025 D 8 
34230 D 26 
33160 c 34 
32020 E 16 
34214 D 30 
34215 D 30 
34214 D 30 
34215 D 30 
341;2 D 36 
34010 0 6 
34014 D 6 
34015 D 6 
34016 D 6 
34017 D 6 
34030 D 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 D 10 
34031 0 10 
34032 D 10 
34040 D 12 
34041 D 12 
34410 H 14 
R PRODUCT Of A ROW VECTOR A~D 
ROOUCT or A COLUMN VECTOR AND 
CT Of A ROW VECTOR ANO COLU~~ 
TS or A ROW VECTOR AND COLU~N 
PUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT Of A 
S THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A RCW 
NTERCHANGES ELEMENTS OF A RCW 
MPUTES T~E INFINITY NOR" OF A 
S THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A RCW 
HE SCALAR PRODUCT Of A COLUrN 
T MULTIPLIES A COi PLEX COLUPN 
WCST MULTIPLIES A co1,PLEX ROI 
MULVEC VULTIPLIES A 
~ULROW MULTIPLIES A RCU 
ROWCST MULTIPLIE• A RCV 
MULCOL MULTIPLIES A COLUPN 
COLCST MULTIPLIES A COLlll'N 
ELMVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A RCW 
DUPCOLVEC COPIES (PART Of) A 
MCOLVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A RCW 
OUPROWVEC COPltS (PART Of) A 
MROWVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A 
ADDS A SCALAR Tl~fS A COLUVN 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW 
DUPVEC COPIES (PART Of) A 
VECROW COPIES (PART Ofl A R~W 
COL COP I ES (PART OF) A COL.Ut"' 
ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A COLu~N 
ROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A RCW 
NIVEC INITIALIZES (PART Of) A 
POSITIVE TERMS, USING THE VA'J 
PPER HESSENBERG ~ATRIX 8V T~E 
ORMATION CORRESPO~DING TO T~E 
ORMATION CORRESPO~DING TO T~E 





VECTOR AND A RO~ Of A SyMMETRIC MATRIX, 
VECTOR ANO COL.U~N VECTOR, 
VECTOR AND COLUVN VECTOR, 
VECTOR AND DELIVERS THE INDEX FOR AN ELEMENT MAXIMAL IN MODULUS, 
VECTOR ANO VECTCR, 
VECTOR ANO VECTOR, 
VECTOR ev A CQMP~EX NUM~ER, 
VECTOR ev A COMPLEX NUM1ER, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOTHER VECTOR, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR STORING THE RESULT IN ANOTH~R ~OWVECTOR, 
VECTOR ev A SCA~AR, 
VECTOR ev A SCALAR, 
VECTOR TO ANOTHER VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO AN07HER RUU VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A COLUllll( v~cT.JR. 
VECTl'lR TO A COLUllN \llCT'JR, 
VECTO~ TO A COLUMN \ILCT1R, 
VECTOR TO A Row VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
VECTl'lR TO A ROW VECTOP, AND RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUE Of THE NEW ROW ELE~E~T OF MAXIMUM A~SOLUTE V 
VECTOR Tl'l A VECTOR, 
VECTnR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
VEC"fOR V.ITH A CC!ISTAl'T, 
VECV~C COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
UIJhGAAR~E~ TRANSFOR~ATION, 
\JILK I NSC>< TRANSf'ORllAT I O•<, 
'.!ILKINSC"< TRAljSf'ORl1J1T10~ AS PERFORMED !:IV TFMREAHES, ON A VECTOR, 
'.llLKINSC~ TRA~SfORrAT1'l~ AS PERFOR~ED BV TFMREAHES, ON THE COLUMNS OF A MATRIX, 
ZERCIN SEARCHES fDR A Z!RO Of A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE IN A GIVEN INTERVAL, 
ZERO OF A ruNCTION OF O~E VARIAdLE IN A GIVEN 1NTERVAL, 
34011 D 6 
34012 D 6 
34013 D 6 
34033 0 10 
34018 0 6 
34013 0 6 
34033 0 10 
31060 0 32 





























































31010 D 0 
31011 D 0 
31012 0 0 
31013 D 0 
31014 D 0 
3102u D 4 
31021 D 4 
31022 D 4 
31030 D 2 
31031 D 2 
31032 D 2 
31033 D 2 
31034 D 2 
31035 D 2 
31040 c 0 
31041 c 2 
31050 c 4 
31060 D 32 
31131 D 4 
31132 D 4 
32010 D 28 
32020 E 16 
32051 c 48 
32070 c 6 
3301U C tl 
33011 c 10 
33012 c 12 
33013 c 14 
33014 c 16 
33015 c 18 
3J016 c 20 
33017 c 22 
3301d c 24 
33040 c 26 
33060 c 28 
33080 c 30 
33120 c 32 
33130 D 3tl 
INIVEC INITIALIZES (PART OF) A VECTOR WITH A CONSTANT, 
INIMAT INITIA~IZES (PART OF) A MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INIMATD INITIALIZES (PART OF) A DIAGONAL OR CODIAGONAL WITH A CONSTANT, 
IN1SV~D INITIALIZES A CCDIAGONAL OF A SYNMETq1c MATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
INISY~RQW 1N1T1~LIZES A ROW Of A SY~METR1C ~ATRIX WITH A CONSTANT, 
HULVEC MULTIPLIES A VECTOR ev A SCALAR. 
NULROW MULTIPLIES A ROW VECTOR BY A SCALAR ~TORING THE RESULT 1N ANOTHER VECTOR 
MULCDL MULTIPLIES A COLUMh V!CTOR BY A SCAL4R, ' 
DUPVEC COPIES (PART OF) A VECTOR TC A VECTD~, 
DUPVECROW COPIES (PART Of) A ROW VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
DUPRO~VEC COPIES (PAnT CF) A VECTOR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
DUPVECCOL COPIES (PART OF) A COLUMN VECTOR Ta A VECTOR, 
DUPCDLVEC COPIES (PART CF) A VECTOR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
DUPMAT COPIES (PART OF) A MATRIX TD (AN OTHER) MATRIX, 
POL EVALUATES A POLV~C~IAL GIVEN I~ THC GRU~ERT FORM BV THE HORNER SC~EME, 
NEWPOL EVALUATES A PQLV~OMIAL GIVEN IN THE ~EWTO~ FORM BV THE HORNER SCHEME, 
NEWGRh TRANSf0AWS A POLV~0'1!AL REPRESENTAT!~N FROM NEWTO~ <ORM J~TO GRJNERT FOR' 
ABSW•AXVEC COMPUTES THE I l•F I~ I TV NORI' OF A VECTOR A~D DEL IVERS THE I NlJEX FO< AN ELEME><T MAX I MAL 1 rl MODULUS, 
COLCST f·'ULT IPL I ES A COL\,:H~ VECTOR ev A SCALAR. 
AOWCST MULTIPLIES A RO~ VECTOR BV A SCALAR 
EULER cOMPUT[S THE suv or AN ·~TERNATING SEQIES, 
SUl\POSSfRIES COVPUTES T~E SUM OF A CONVEHGE~T SERIES WITH POSITIVE TER~S, USING THE VA~ W1JNGAAROEN TRANSFORWATION, 
INTEGRAL ( QUADRATURE ) CO~PUTES T~E DEFINITE INTEGRAL OF A FUNCTION OF ONE VARIABLE OVER A FINITE OR INFINITE INTERVAL OR OVER A NU 
flBER CF CONSECUT l VE ! NTERVALS, 
QADRAT ( QUADRATURE ) conPUTES THE DEF I '·JI TE I N"l'EGRAL OF A •U'JCT I ON OF ONE 'JAR I ABLE OVER A FIN I TE INTERVAL. 
HKl SCLVES A Sl~GLE r1RST ORDER D1FFERE~TIAL EQUATION us1~G A 5-TH ORDER RJNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RKl~ SOLVES A SVSTEr OF FIRST CROER DIFFERE~TIAL EOUATIO~S USING A 5•TH OR~ER RUNGE KUTTA VETHOD. 
RK2 SCLVES A SECONn ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EWUA~ION USING A s.TH ORDER R0NSE K~TTA ~ETHOO, 
RK2N SOLVES A SVSTE~ CF SECCND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ~QUATIONS USING A ~·TH O~DER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD, 
RK3 SCLVES A SECO~n rJRGER ~IFFERENTIAL EWUA?lON us!rJG A 5.TH ORDER RtJNGE KJTTA ~ETHOLl; NO nERIVATIVfS ALLOWED o~ R!G~T ~AND SIDE, 
RK1• SOLVES A ~vSTF~ CF SECCND ORDER DIFFfRENTIAL EQUATION~ USl~G A ,.TH O~DER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD; ~O ~ERIVATIVES ALLOWEp ON RIGHT H 
A"'D SI f'E, 
RK4A SOLVES A SINGLE plFFEAE~TIAL E~UATION 1V SO~ET!~[S USING A ~EPE~DENT VARIAELE AS INTEGRATICN VARIABLE, 
RK4~A SOLVES A SVSTE!, OF 01FFEPENT1AL EQUATIONS gv SO~ET\~1~S US!~G T'~E DEPE~DE~IT VARIABLE AS 1NTEGRATION VARIAeLE, 
RK5NA SOLVES A svsTE'I OF FIRST ORDER DIFfERENTIAL EQUATIO~S us:NG ~HE ARC ~ENGT~ AS i~TEGRATION VARIABLE, 
HODIFiE~ T~VLCP SOLVES AN l~ITIAL ( BOU:IUARV ) VALUE PROBLEM, GIVE~ AS A SySTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFlRENTIAL EQUATICNS, BV A ONEoSTEP 
TAYLOR ~EThOC; T~iS ~ETHOD IS PAqTICllLARLV SUITABLE POR T~E l~TEGRATIDN OF LARGE svsTEMS ARISl~G FROM PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
s, PRCVID~[) ti!G~EP C~DER DCRlVATIVES CA~ 5E ~AS!LY oeTA!NE~, 
ilODiFIEC' RiJNGE YUTTA SOLVES At< INITIAL ( RO•INDARY) VALUE PROBLE'I, GIVEN AS A SvSTEIV. OF F1"ST ORDER I NOM-LINE•R) DIFFERENTIAL EGlUA 
TIONS 1 Bv A STAelLIZED RUNGE KLTTA 'E"l'HOU W!TH LIMITED STO~AGE REQUl~E~ENTS, 
f,ULT!STED SOLVfS Ah INITIAL VALUE PRO~LE~lJ GIV~N AS A SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDEq Dl~F[RfNT!AL fCUATIONS, av ONE OF Th( fO~~o•1NG MULT1STE 
p METrODS1 GcAPS, t.CAVS - :ICLILTOJ;, OR i1l1~"s ~ gASHFOR~H ~ETi-IOD; 'lliTrl AUTOM:.TIC STEP ANC ORDER cc>JTROJ. AND SUITAeLE FCR TJ-iE INTEGRATI 
ON OF STIFF DIFFEAE~TIAL EQUATIONS, 
EFERK SOLV~S INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIV~N AS AN AUTONOMOUS SySTEM OF FIRST ORQER DIFFERENTIAL EDUAllONS, By A~ ExPONENTIALLv FITTED 
, EXPLICIT RUNGE KUTTA ~ETHCD ~HICH USES THE JAC061A~ MATRIX AND AUTOMATIC STEP CCNTRDL; SUITARLE FOR INTEGRATION CF STIFF DIFFERENT 
IAL ECUATiONS, 
LINIGERl SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLE!IS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BV AN IMPLICIT, EXPONEN 
TIALLV F1TTED 1 FIRST O~DER CNE.STEP MET~OD ~ITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP cDNTRO~J SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATION OF ST1FF DIFFERENTIAL EDUATIONS, 
33131 D 36 ~iNIGER2 SOLVES INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS, GIVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SVSTE~ OF FIRST DRCER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, BY AN l~PLICIT 1 EXPONEN 
TIALLV F1TTto, SECO~D ORDER ONE-STEP METHOD WITH NO AUTOMATIC STEP CONTROL) SUITABLE FOR l~TEGRATiO~ OF STIFF OIFFfRENTlaL EOUATIONS 
33160 c 34 EFSIR•. SOLVES INITIAL VAL\JE PR<'lBLE 1"·S, GJVEN AS AN AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM Of FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL ECUATIONS, BV A~ tXPCNE~TIALbV FITT[ 
D, SEI' i 
-
11'-PL IC IT RUN<';E KUTTA METHCu; SUITABLE FOR INTEGRATIOti DF STIFF DIFFEREtiTIA~ EOUATION~, 
34010 D 6 VECVEC curPUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT OF TVo VECTORS, 
34011 0 6 11ATVEC COMPUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT CF A NOW VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
34012 D 6 TAMVEC COMPUTES TJ-iE SCALAR PRODUCT CF A COLUMN VECTOR AND VECTOR, 
34013 D 6 MATMAT COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VECTOR AND CO~UMN VECTOR, 
34014 0 6 TAMMAT co~•UTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO CO~UMN VECTORS, 
34015 D 6 
34016 D 6 
34017 D 6 
34018 D 6 
34020 D e 
34021 D e 
34022 D 8 
34023 D 8 
34024 D 6 
34025 D 6 
34026 D 8 
34027 D 8 
34028 D 8 
34029 D 8 
34030 D 10 
34031 D 10 
34032 D 10 
34033 0 10 
34034 D 10 
34035 D 10 
34040 D 12 
34041 D 12 
34051 E 26 
34053 E 28 
34061 E 26 
34071 E 4 
34131 E 34 
34132 E 32 
34134 E 32 
34135 E 34 
34140 D 34 
34141 D 34 
34142 D 34 
34143 D 34 
34144 D 34 
34150 F 18 
34151 D 36 
34152 D 36 
34153 E 12 
H154 E 12 
34155 E 12 
34156 E 12 
34161 D 36 
34H•2 E 12 
34163 E 12 
34164 E 12 
34165 D 36 
34170 F 14 
34171 F l" 
34172 F 14 
34173 f 12 
34174 F 12 
34180 ,,. 16 
MATTA~ COMPUTES T~E SCALAR PRODUCT Of TWO Row VECTORS, 
SEQVEC COMPUTES T~E SCALAR PPOOUCT CF TWO VECTORS, 
SCAPRD1 COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUcT OF TWO VECTORS, 
SYMMATVEC COMPUTES THE SCALAR PRODUCT OP A VECTOR AND A ROW OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, 
EL~YEC ADDS A SCALAR Tl~ES A VECTOR TO ANOT~ER VECTOR, 
ELMVECCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO A VECTOR, 
ELMCOLVEC ADDS A SCALAP TIMES A VECTOR TU A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMCOL ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A COLUMN VECTOR TO ANOTHER COLUMN VECTOR, 
ELMROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO ANOTHER ROW VECTOR, 
MAXELMROW ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A ROW VECTOR 'O A ROW VECTOR, ANO RETURNS THE SUBSCRIPT VALUf OF THE NEW ROW ELE~ENT OF MAXl~U~ ABSOLU 
TE VALUE, 
ELMVECRCW ADDS A SCALAF TIMES A ROW VECTOR TO ~ VECTOR, 
ELMROWVEC ADDS A SCALAR TIMES A VECTOR TU A ROW VECTOR, 
ELMROWCDL ADDS A SCALAR TINES A COLUllN VECTQR TO A ROW VECTOR, 
ELMCOLROW ADDS A SCALA~ TIMES A ROW VECTUR TO A COLUMN VECTOR, 
ICHVEC INTERCHA~GE~ ELE,ENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
ICHCDL INTERC~ANGES ELE~ENTS OF Two COLUMN VECTORS, 
ICHROW INTERCHANGES ELE~ENTS Of TWO ROW VECTORS, 
ICHROWCOL INTERC~ANGES ELE~EHTS DF A ROV VECTOR AND COLUMN VECTOR, 
ICHSEQVEC l~TEqCHANGES ELE"ENTS Of T~O VECTORS, 
ICHSEO INTERCHANGES ELE,ENTS OF TWO VECTORS, 
ROTCOL PERVORNS AN ELEMENTARY ROTATION OPERATION ON TWO COLUMN VECTOqs, 
ROTROW PERFORMS AN ELEPENTARY RO'ATION OPERATION O~ TIO ROW VECTORS, 
SOL SOLVES A SYSTEM OF Ll~EAR E0UATION5 1 OF WHICH THE TRJANG~LARLY DECOMPOSED FCPM OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
INV CCMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A ~ATRIX OF MHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FORM IS GIVEN, 
SOLEL~ SJLVES a SYSTEM or LINEAR EQUATIO~s. OF WHICH THE T~IANGULARLV DECOMPOSED FOR•i OF THE MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SOLBN~ SOLVES A SY~TE~ CF LIMEAR EOUAT10NS ~ITH HAND ~ATRIX 1 WHICH I~ DECO~POSED BV DECBND, 
LSDSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PR0BLE'l 1 PROVIDED THAT THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX HAS BEEN DECOMPOSED BV LSQORTDEC, 
LSQDGLINV COMPUTES TliE DIAGCNAL ELE~ENTS Of THE INVERSE OP M•M (M COEFFICIENT 11ATRIX) OF A LINEAR LEAST SQUARES PRCBLEM, 
LSQORTOEC PERFORMS TliE ~OUSEHOLDER TRIA~GULARIZATION OF T1tE COEFFICIENT MATRIX Of A LINEAR LEAST SRVARES PR08LE~, 
LSOORTOECSOL SOLVES A LINEAR LEAST SYUARES PROBLEM ANO CO~PUTES THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS Of THE INVERSE OF M•M (M COEFFICIENT MATRIX), 
TFMSY~TRl2 TRA~SFoq~s A REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIOIAGONAL ONE Bv HOUSEHOLDERS TRA~SFOQMATION, 
~AKSVVTRl2 PERFCRPS T"E JACK TRANSFORMATION CORRESPONDING TO THE rl~U9EHO~OERS TRANSFORMATION AS PERFORMED RV TF•SY•T~l2 1 
TFMPREVEC COMPUTES T11E TRANSFORMING !IATRIX IN COMBINATIO~ WITH PROCEDURE TFMSY~TR!2, 
TFMSYVTR!1 TQA~SFOQ~S A REAL SY~METRIC !1~TRIX INTO A SIMILAR TRIDIAGDNAL ONE av HOUSEHOLDERS TRA~SFORMATIDN, 
6AKSYITRI! PERFDRPS T"E BACK TRA~SFCR~ATION CO~RESPONDING TO THE HnUSEHOLOERS TRANSFORMAT•nN A~ PERFORMED BY TF•SY~TRl1, 
ZEROI~ SEAQCHES FCQ A ZERO CF A FU~CT•D'I OF ONE VARIAA~E I~ A GIVE~ INTERVAL, 
VALSY~TRI cO~P~TES ALL, OR SOME CONSECUT1VE, EIGENVALUES QF A SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGCNAL MATRIX BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION USING A STUQM SeQ 
UENCE, 
VECSY~TRI COMP~TES E1GEhVECTORS OF A 5¥!1MfTQ/C T~IDIAGONAL MATRIX BY !~VERSE ITERATION, 
EIGVALSYM2 co•PUTES ALL, OR SOME CO~SECUTIV~ EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A Two-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY, BY LINEAR INTERPO 
LATIO~ us1~G A STUR• SEQUE~CE, I 
EIGSY•2 co~PUTES ALL, OR SJ•E CONSECUTIVE E1GENV,LUES AND EIGENVECTO~S OF A SVM•ETRIC MATRIX, W~ltH IS STORED I~ A TWO-DIMENSIONAL A 
RRAV, 
EIGVALSY~l co•PuTE~ ALL, OR SOME CONSECUTIVE EIGENVALUES OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE-DIMEllSIONAL ARRAv, ev Ll~EAR INTERPo 
~ATIOh USINb A ST~R~ SEQUEt~CE, 
EIGSY•1 co~PuTES ALL, OR SO•E CO~SECUTIVt EIGE~V4LUES AND EIGENVECTO~S OF A SVM•ETRIC MATRIX, WHICH IS STORED I~ A ONE-DIMENSIONAL A 
RRAV, 
QRISYrTRI COMPUTES •LL ~IGENVECTDRS AND tlGENVALUES OP A SYMMETRIC T~IDIAGONAL MATRIX BY QR-ITERATION, 
QR1VALSY~? co~P~TfS ALL EIGE~VALUES OF A !¥1METRIC MAT~IX, STORED IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, ~y QP-ITERATION, 
QR1SVI COIPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES AND EIGE~\ECTORS OF A SYM~ETR!C MATRIX BY ~R-ITERATION, 
DRIVALSY'·l COMPUTfS ALL EIGENVALUES OF A !¥~METRIC MATRIX, STORED IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAV, BY QR.ITERATION, 
VALDRISV~TRI COPPUTES ALL EIGENVALUES OF I 5YMMETRIC yQIDl4GO~AL MAT~IX BY QR.ITERAT•ON, 
TF~REAHES TkA~SfORMS A REAL MATRIX INTO A S1~l~AR UPPER HESSENAEAG M~TRIX JV THE WILKINSON TRANSFORMATION, 
UAKAEAHES1 PE~FCRrs THE BACK TQANSFORMATIVN cO~RESPONDING TO THE W1LKINSON TRAHSFORMaTJON AS PERFORMED BV TFMREAHES, ON A VEcTQR, 
HAKREAHE52 PERFrRf'S T"E BACK TNANSFORMAT!rN CORRESPONDING TO THE WIL~INSON TRANSfORMAT!ON as PERFORMED BY TFMREA"ES, ON THE COLUMNS 
DF A •ATRIX, 
EQILBN TRAN5FD~rs A flATRIX !"TO A SIMILAR E~UILl~RATED MATRIX, 
~AKLHN PERFOP~S T~E BACK TRANSFORMATIOll CORRESPONDING TO THE EQUILIBRATION AS PERFORMED BY EOILBR, 
RfAVALQRI CALCULATFS T~E EIGENVALUES OF• REAL UPPER MESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE REAL, BY MEANS OF SINGLE O 
34181 F 16 
34183 F 0 
34186 F lb 
34190 F lb 
34191 F 16 
34193 F 10 
34210 D 30 
34211 D 30 
34212 0 30 
34213 D 3Q 
34214 D 30 
34215 0 3~ 
34220 c 36 
34230 D 26 
34231 E 22 
34232 E '.)6 
34235 E 28 
34236 E 28 
34240 E 22 
34241 E 22 
3424!2 E 22 
34243 E 26 
34244 E 21\ 
34250 E 30 
34251 E 30 
34252 E 22 
34253 E 30 
34254 E 30 
34260 H 8 
34261 H 8 
34262 H 8 
3427,J H 11 
34271 H 10 
34272 H 12 
34273 H 12 
34280 H Q 
34281 H 
34282 H 2 
34283 H 2 
34284 H 
34285 H 4 
34286 H 6 
34287 H 6 
34300 E 22 
34301 E 26 
34302 E 26 
34303 E 24 
34310 F 0 
R-ITERATION, 
REAVECHfS CALCULATES T~E EIGENVECTOR coq~ESPONDING To A GIVEN REAL EIGENVALUE OF A REAL UPPER HESSENHERG MATRIX, Bv ~EA~S OF INVERSE 
ITERATIOI~. 
REASCL NORMALIZES T~E COLUMNS OF A TWO•Dl~EYSIONAL ARRAV, 
REAQAI CALCULATES T~E EIGE~VALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A RE•L UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT ALL EIGENVALUES ARE ~EA~, BY MEA 
NS OF SINGLt QR-ITERATIOH, 
COMVAL"~RI CALCULATES THE REAL AND CCl1PLEX flGENVALIH.S OF A REAL UPPER '"IESSENBERG MATRIX BV MEANS OF DOUBLE QR.ITERATION, 
COMVEC~ES CALCULATES Tl'E EIGENVECTOR CORRESPONDING To A GIVEN COMPLEX EIGENVALUE OF A QEAL UPPER ~ESSENBERG •ATRIX BV MEANS OF INVER 
SE ITERATlot<, 
COMSCL IS Ah AUX I LI ARy PRDCEDU"E FOR T/I~ C:0'\PUTAT I ON Of COMPLEX EI GE~VECTQ'lS OF A REAL MATQ IX, 
L1Nt'11>l IS-·'\N(AUXILIARV PROCEDURE FO" OPTIMIZATION, 
RNKlUP[l 15: A'N AUX1Ll11RV PRQCEDlJRf. FOR OPTll'IZATION, 
DAVUPD IS AN AUXILIARY PROCEDU~E FCR OPTIMIZATION, 
FLEUPD IS AN AUXILIA~V PROCEDURE FOR OPTIMIZATION, 
~NK1MI~ ( OPTIMIZATION ) MINIMIZES A GIVEN DIFFERENTIABLE FU~CTION OF SEVERAL VARIAB~ES BV A VARIA~LE MET'llC METHOD, 
PL[MIN ( OPT!H/ZAT1G•i ) l\l~IMIZES A GIVE~ DIFFERENTIAB~E ,UNCTION OF SEVERAL VARIABLES BV A VARIABLE METRIC •ET~OD, 
CONJ GRAD SOLVES A SYMl\ETRIC AND POSITIVE D~FINITE, SY5TE•1 OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ev THE METHOD OF CONJUGATE GRADIENTS, 
'\AXMAT f I '105 THE I ND ICES A~D /10DULU5 OF THAT MATRIX ELEMENT OF l~AX 1 MUN· ABSOLUTE VALUE, 
GSSELI' P~AFORMS THE 7RiA=IGULAR OECONPOSITIO~ or A MATRIX BV GAUSS,AN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
GSSSOL snLVtS A SySTE• OF Ll~EAR EOUMTIONS qv GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH COMBINED PARTIAL AND COMPLETE PIVOTING, 
INV1 COMPUTtS THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX OF WHICH THE TRIANGULARLY DECOMPOSED FDRM IS GIVEN, 
GSSINV COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX, 
DNENRI', I NV COMPUTES TilE 1-NORM OF ThE I MVERSE or A MATR Ix I WHICH Is TRI ANGULARL.Y OEC011POSED' 
ERBELr CDMPUTE9 AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE ERRO' I~ THE SOL,UTiON OF A gy5TEM DP LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSERB IS AN AUXILIARY PROC:EDUqE FOR TllE SOL,UTION OF L.INeAR EOUAT1nN ~!Th AN UPPER BOUND FOR T/IE ERROR, 
GSSSOLER~ SOLVES A SYSTEr1 OF LINEAR EQUATIO~S AND COMPUTES AN UPPER BOUND FDA ITS ~R~OR, 
GSS I NVER'> CD•,PUTES Ti1E I ~!VERSE OF A 11ATR Ix AND A'I UPPER BOUND FOR J0 TS ER~OR' 
ITISOL COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY REFINED SOL,UTION OF A SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, THE MATRIX OF WHICh IS G1VtN IN ITS TRIANGULARLY DE 
COMPOSED FORM, 
GSSITISOL COMPUT~S Ail ITERATIVELY ~EFINEU S~LUTIDN OF A SySTE~ OF Ll~EAR EQUATIONS, 
GSSNR I Is AtJ AUX I LI Aqv PROCEDURE FOR TliE I TE RAT I VEJ.,V REF I qED SOLUT I 0'< Of A SVS ... EM QF LI NEAR EQIJAT I ONS' 
ITISOLERB COMPUTES All iTERATiVELV REFINED SryJ.,UTION AND AN UPPER 10UND FOR ITS ERROR, OF A SVST~M OF LINEAR EQUATIONS, OF W~ICH THE T 
RIANGULARLV DECOIWOSED FDRO\ OF THE l'ATRIX IS GIVEN, 
GSSITISOLERB COMPUTES AN ITERATIVELY REflNEJ SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIOhS, 
HSHREA~ID TRANSFORMS A REAL MATRIX l~TO H101AGONAL FORM BY MEANS OF rlOUSEHOLDER TRANSFOR~ATION, 
PSTTfhMAT CALCULATES TllE PDSTMULTIPLYING MA~AIX USED BV HSHREA~ID TO TRANS,ORM A MATRIX INTO BIDIAGONAL FORM, 
PRETFl-'l~AT CALCULATES THE PREMVJ.,TlpLVINC, llATq!x USED BV t1S'•~EA81D To TRANSFORM A l'ATR1X INTO ~lf"llAI.fl"'AL FORM, 
QRIS~GVALSID CALCULA.,.ES THE SINGULAR VALUES ()FA REAL 61DIAGQNAL MATRIX ~V MEA~S OF IMPLICIT QR.ITENATION, 
~AIS~GVALDEC31D CALCULATES THE SINGULAR VAL,JE DEC:O~POSITIO~ Df A REAh MATRIX OF WHICH A BIDIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION 15 GIVEN, BV MEANS 
1 JF AN lf~PLIC!T GA~1TERATION 1 
U'llSNGVAL CALCULATES THE S!NGU~AR VALUES OF A REAL MATRIX BV MEANS Of AN !~PLICIT AR.ITERATION, 
QRISNGVALDEC CALCULATES THE Sl~GULAR VALUE ?ECOMPOSIT!ON OF A REAL MATRIX 3Y MEANS OF AN IMPLICIT QR.ITERATION, 
SOLSVDOVA CALCULATES T~E LEAST SOUARES SOLUTION OF A OVERDETERM!NED SVSTEM OF LINEAR EAUATIONS, PROVIDED THAT T~E S!NGU~AR VALUE DEC 
OMPOSITION OF T~E CCEFF!CIENT MATRIX IS GIVEN, 
SOLOVR CALCULATES T~E LEAST SQUARES SOLUTiO~ D' A OVERDETERMINED SvSTEM Of LINEAR EQUATION$ 5Y MEA~S Of SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION 
;OLSVDUNO CALCULATES T'<E BEST LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION OF A UNDERDET£RMINED SYSTE~ OF ~l~EAR EDUATIDN5 1 PROVIDED THAT THE SINGU~AR VAL 
JE DECO~POSITiON OF THE COEFF!CIENT ~ATRIX 15 GIVEN, 
SOLuNr CALCULATES T~[ REST LEAST SDUARES SOLUTION Of A UNDEROET£AM1NED SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS ~v MEANS OF SINGULAR Va~UE DECOMPO 
SITION, 
HOMSOLSVD SOLVES A ~nMCGENECUS SVSTEM OF Ll~EAR EQUATl045 1 PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VAL.LIE DECOMPOSITIO~ OF T~E CCEFFICIENT MATRIX 
15 GIVEN, 
HOMSOL SOLVES A llOMCGENEOUS SYSTEM CF LIH[AQ EQUATIONS av ~EANS Of Sl~GU~AA VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
PSDINVSVD CALCULATES Tl'E PSEUDO INVERSE OF A MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOS,TION !S GIVEN, 
PSDINV CALCULATES T~[ PS[UDC 'NVERSE OF A MATRIX BY MEANS OF TH[ 5'NGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION, 
DEC PERFORMS THE TRIA~GULAA DECOMPOSiTiQN OF A ~ATAIX BV CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIA~ PIVOTING, 
DECSOL SOLVES A SVSTE~ OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 9V CROUT FACTORIZATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, 
DECINV COMPUTES THE INVEqSE OF A MATRIX, 
DETERV CD~PUTES THE DETEQMINANT OF A MATRIX PROVIDED THAT THE MATR!X HAS BEEN DECO~POSED BV DEC DR GSSELM, 
CHLDEC2 ( LINEAR EQU1TIO~S ) COMPUTES .,.~E C~OL~SKV D~CDMPQSITION DP~ SVMMETRiC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED IN A TWQ.DIMENS10NA 
L. ARRAY, 
34311 F CHLDEC1 ( LINEAR EQ~ATICNS ) COMPUTES T~E C•tOL.ESKV DECOMPOSIT!ON OF~ SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, STORED CCL.UMNW1SE IN A ONE 
34312 f 2 
34313 F 2 
34320 g 0 
34321 E 2 
34322 E 4 
34330 E 6 
34331 E 8 
·DIME~SIONA~ ARRAY, 
CHLDETEP~2 CO~PUTES THE DETE~MINANT OF A SY'\~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE ~ATRIX, WHICH HAS BEEN DECO~POSED BY CHLDECz, 
CHLDETER~1 COMPUTES THE DETERMINANT OF A SV~~ETRIC POSIT!VE DEFINITE ~ATRIX, WHICH HaS BEEN ~ECOMPOSED BY CHLOEC1, 
DECBND PERF0R1'>5 THE TRIA'lGULAR DECO!'POSIT10•J or A !lA'ID f•1ATRIX f\Y bAUSS1A!< ELrfl·IN~T1D1J, 
UETER~i3Nil CDl\PUTES Ti<E DET[RM 1 NANT OF A •lAN~ MATRIX, l/H I c•; liAS BEEN 'JECO'·lPQSED ev DECBfJD, 
DECSOLBM) PEQFOR~S lriE DECOMPOSITION OF ~ AA~D MATRIX BY GAUSSIAN ~L'MINATION AND SO~VES THE SYSTEM OF L.INEAR ECUATIONS, 
CHLDECRND PEQFOR•1s Ti<E TAIA~GULAR DECO"POSl~ION OF A SVM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE ~ATRiX Bv THE CHOLESKY METHOD, 
CHLDETEA~BND CC~PUTES Th[ DETERMi~ANT OF A SYM~ETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX, WHICH HAS BfE~ OECCMPCSED av CH~DECeND, 
34332 E 10 
34333 E 10 
CHLSOL9~cl SOLVES A 5v5TE'.1 n• I..! NEAR EQUATI 0•1s '111 TH SV'\METR I c POS ! ~I VE DEF I 'l i TE BAND '1ATR 'x. \IN l(H HAS BEEN DECO~POSED EY Cl-<LOECBND, 
CHLDECSOLBND PEAFCA~S TH[ 0ECD~P05tT10~ UF A SVMMETR1C POSITIVE DEFl~ITE BAND MATRIX AND SOLVES THE SVSTEM OF LINEAR EQ~1TIONS BV TH 
E CHOL.ES~V ~E,.HOD, 
34340 D 14 
34341 D 20 
34342 D 22 
34343 D 16 
34344 D 18 
34345 D 24 
34352 r; 6 
34353 G 6 
34354 G 18 
34355 G 24 
34356 r; 24 
34357 G 2 
34358 G 2 
34359 c; 20 
34360 c; 22 
34361 G 16 
34362 G 1C> 
34363 G 4 
C0'1A95 CC:H1PVTES THE '10DULLi5 OF A CCl'PLEX NU l'lER, 
co:1•1tJL '•'.ULT I P'-1 ES T\'I') C0'.1PL.EX NUMBERS. 
co~io 1 v c;Y-'!PVT;.s :ME QuOT 1 Ei~T OF' Two cor~PL.EX ~iu'.1:3ERS 1 
COM SQRT C0•1\PuTES THE snu,,RE ROOT OF A CO!lPLf.X 'IU'IBER. 
CARPOL TRANSFORl'S 1\ CQl1PL.EX NU•·•BER G!VE'I 1N CARTESIA'll COORDl•>ATES 1NT() POL.AR COORDINATES, 
CO~KWD CD~PUTES Tt-E ROOTS OF A QUADRATIC ED~AT10~ ~ T~ CQ'IPLEX CDEFF'C·E~TS, 
COMCOLCST ~ULTiPL!ES A COMPLEX CDLU~N VECTOR BV A COMPLEX ~U'1BER, 
COMROWCST MULTIPLrES A COMPLEX ROW VECTOR AY A COMPLEX N~·13ER, 
COMMA TV EC c0:·1PUTES T•IE SCALAR PRODUCT ()F A C'l~PLEX ROw VECTO:l A'<D A CD'IPLE~ VECTOR. 
r-ISHCOr·~C('L. TRA"'JSFORMS A (()i"l·PLEX VfcTCR I '.!TO A VEC!QR PR'JPQq"r" i ')t-.IAL ,..D "" JN 1 T VECTCR 
l'"ISHCOl·PRC' D~E_MIJLT!PLiES /\. CC',P1-EX fV-A1'RIX ~,1 ... ~1 A co~~P1...EX rl:')iJSEHOL.[)EQ ':lATR.X, • 
KO'fCOr-(CL. PE~~OR'1S A R0Tt-.T c~! [_H,Z TWC C0f'i.1LfX COLUM~~ VECTaRs. 
~OTCOl·Q('1 P~RFOR•l$ A RC'TAT IC>' C'N TvlC C0•1PLEX ROW VECTORS, 
COC•1EUC>!Rh CO'lPUTES T'lE f. lCL 'DEAN 'JOR:i Of A CJMPLEX l·',ATR IX, 
SCLCO~ N'1R"1AL I ZES Tt-[ COLU:ll'<S (lf A CUl·iPLLX 1ATR IX, 
EQIL!3RC0"· 1 TRA'iSF0RM5 A cnr-1PLEX /"1ATRIX l'ITO 4. SIMILAR EOUJL,!BRAiED c:O~H>t...EX ·~ATRiX, 
"lAKL~RC0~1 PERFOR.·15 TfiE eAC~ TRAN5f0R~1AT!ll~ C~RRESPON)!~G •n ThE EQUIL!9RAT:ON AS PERPOQMED BY E~·L9RCOM, 
dSHt-'QI• TR j TRANSFJRf.'iS A t-<[R'1 IT i f1N ~~/\'TR 'x ! t-.·T1 A s IM 1 L.AR R£Ai.,. sv~H~.E'rP ! c TRI D' AGONAL 1-~ATR ix' 
34364 G 4 ·ISHl'Rl·Tfl,VA~ DEc'V'"S ~!'<;: 'lA'N DIAGC•;AL lLE'~NTS A'•i.l Sr.lUARES OF Tri£ CC~io\GJ~Al. ELEl'E·iTS 'lF A '1ER'11T:AN TCIDIAGCNAL MATRIX W"ICH IS U 























dAKHQr·~TR i Pl:'<FOQ' 1 S r-~E ?.ACi< ... RANSroR:~A.,.' u~, coRRESPn~~~: ,,G ,.~ --1S~riq'i""R 1, 
l.4 •1SHCUl·HE.S Ti(ANSfOQ~-~s A ((1fJIPLf.X f•',ATR 1 x !"~Tr A S!M!~AR IJ .... 'li(\~V UP"f.R t-1ESSE 1~6ERG '~ATRIX Wl.,..t-'1 A ~EAL NO~-NEGATIVE SUBDJAGONAt.., 
14 'iAKCOi.r-H:s PERi:-oR~-15 T:~E f:,:\CK "rRANSFOR,iATlDt-1 f..'.1RRESP0N'.)!"-;G TO ·iS•~C8~~·;E5, 
o EI GVALHR''> C0'1?0TES ALL E 1 GEl'<VALUES CF I> ti[R 1 •TI A'I t\ATR ! X, 
8 EI GrRI' C:l'-\PuTES r.u. [ ! GE'IVECTORS M•D EI Gf:••V~LUES OF A ~ER ·11 Ti A,, '1ATR Ix. 
S )RIVALHRl 11 C0• 1 PUTES ALL l1GE~VA'-UES CF A «ERllTIAN ''ATR•X, 
8 (JR I riqf. CQf·1PlJTES ALL [ 1 GE.ilVECTORS A"-;D E ! G[MVA.L.Uf:S OF A HER'.1 ! T: A~; :·1A"l"R ! X, 
12 VALLlR!COH CO~PUTES ALL E1GE~VALUES CF A CQ~P~EX JPPE~ ~ESSEN~ERG !ATilX ~!T~ A REAL SUBD1AGONA~, 
12 ~RICOM CO~PUTES ALL EIGE~VECTORS AND EIGENVALUES OF I COwp"EX UPP[q ~ESSENlERG ~ATqlX WiTM A REAL SuBDIAGO~AL, 
10 ElGVALCO"l COMPtJTES ALL EIGENVA~UES OF A COMPLEX ~ATR1X, 
10 EI Gcor Clf.1PUTES ALL [' GE•1VECTORS AND EI 'i[~'VA"UES OF A Ctl 1"PLEX "ATR Ix I 
0 F.LMCOI VECCDL iWDS A CO'•PLEX '1Ur'3ER Ti MES A ('.)i~PLEX COLUl'N VECTrlR T'.) ,\ CO'"?LEX VECT:'lR, 
EL~1C0f·COL. AD[)S A co~-·PLEX f\/ 1JW;\EP T:f<•Es J.l C(lPP1..EX COi...U .. ~N VE'.CiO:? T() A:..iOTHER CJMPLEX COLutti\J VE("l"OR. 
~L'KOI RO,.•VEC ADDS A CCllPLEX ";U't3[R TI MES A ('.JMPLEX VECTOq TO A C~i4Pl.EX ROW VECTOR, 
4 CHLSO~? SOLVES A sv~ 1E¥RIC P0S!TIVE OEFJNiTE SYSTE~~ OF L.l~EA~ EQtJATIONS, TtfE MATRIX BEING DECOMPOSED BY CHLD~C2, 
4 CHLS0\..1 -~OLVES A svf·1 1E'R1C Pn51T•VE DEF:J.jJ"rF: SVS""Efl CF' L\NEA~ EQUAT!ONS, T~iE MATRIX aEJNG DECO'~Pl')SED av CHLDEC1, 
4 CHLDEcsn~2 s~~VES A sv:'~~TR1C ~O&iTiVE ~EF!·11TE SVSTE~ 0, LINEAR EnUATjQ 1,S BV T~E ChOLESKV METHOD, T~E ~ATRIX 8EJNG STCRED !NA Two. 
Dl~~ENSjQ:4AL AQQAV 1 
CHLDECSOL!, S;JL .. VfS I\ sv:•r·C:T;'?f( PQSIT•VE PEFl·~ITE SVST£1~1 OF L.1-'JEAR EOU..\i!O"l'S BY Tf-'!E CHOi..ESW::y METHOD, 1Hf MATRIX EE!NG STORED !N ONE. 
~l~lE~S10~1AL ARQAv 
6 CHL 1 r~v2 cor..~P:JTt.s Tr1E. 1 ·iv RSE OF A svr\·J,f"!'R i c POS 1: 1 VE DEF 1"J1 TE ~,iATR t x 'NH 1 CM HAS BE Et~ DECOMPOSED E!Y CML.DEC2. 
6 CHL t ~~v: co-..1~uTE:S "!'Hf : r!V RSE OF A SV/1,\1[l'R ! c POSIT i VE D!F l '...J ! TE ~·,A.,.R ix WHICH HAS BEE~l DECON:pr>SED SY Cl"'!l..,DEC_l, 
6 CHLDEC1Nvz CO~PUT!S, ev HE CHCLESKV ~ETHOD, THE ·~VERSE OF A SV~~ETAIC PQ31TIVE DEFINITE WATRIX, STORED IN A TWO.D1MENSIONA~ ARRAY, 
6 CHLC>ECl"~VJ. COMPUTES, ev THE Cl-'IOL.(SKY '"!E1'1 1 0D, THE !~JV(qSE OF A SV'~Mf.TqlC POSITIVE DEFJNlTE l'IATR1X, STORED 1N ONE-Dl~ENS10NA~ ARRAY, 
3441U H 14 L.NGVECVEC co·•PU~ES I 'I [lQ.JBLE P~EC Is! O"i THE ~CALAq PRODUCT OF 1'10 VEC'DRS. 
34411 H 14 
34412 H 14 
34413 H 14 
34414 H 14 
34415 H 14 
34416 H 14 
34417 H 14 
34418 H 14 
3442Q H 20 
34421 H 22 
34422 H 22 
34423 rl 16 
34424 H 18 
34425 rl 1H 
3442~ H 16 
34427 " 18 
34428 H ltl 
35020 c 38 
35030 c 40 
35050 E 14 
35051 E 14 
35052 E 14 
35053 E 14 
35054 E 14 
35055 E 14 
35056 E 14 
35060 c 42 
35061 c 42 
35062 c 42 
36010 c 44 
36020 E 18 
36021 E 20 
36022 c 46 
\.NGMATVEC COr!PUTES 1c1 DOUBLE PREC1SION '1'>,E SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW VE;CTOR .~ND A VECTOR, 
LNGTA~VEC CO~PUTES I~ DOUBLE PRECISION THE •CALAR PRODUCT OF A CDLUM~ VECTOR AND A VECTOR, 
LNGMATMAT COMPUTES IN DOUBLE PREC1SION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF A ROW V~CTOR AND A COLU~N VEc~oq, 
1,,NGTA'""AT COMPUTES "I <>OIJBLE PREC 1 S ION 1"1E SCA~AR PROOl.JCT OF TVJO COLJM'< VECTORS, 
LNG,.,ATTAI\ COMPUTES 1 •1 OOU8LE PREC 1S1 ON THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO RrJW VECTORS, 
LNGSEQVEC COMPUTES I :J DO'.JBLE PRECISION 'l'HE SCA I.AR PRODWC,- 'lf TWO VECTORS, 
LNGSCAPRD1 CoMPUTES IN DOUBLE PRECISION THE SCALAR PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS, 
~NGSY~MATVEC CO~PUTES !h DOUBLE PREc1s1n~ T<E SCALAR PRODUCT OF A VECTOR A~D A ROW IN A SV~METRIC MATRIX, 
DECSYMTRI CALCULATES THE U•cu rECOMPOSITiON OF A SVl!METRIC T~!DIAGON•~ MAT~IX, . 
SOLSV~TRI SOLVES A svs•E:I OF Ll~EAR EAUATIOJ~ ~ITH SVM~ETRIC TRIOIAGDNAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE UoDU DECOMPOSITION 15 
GIVEN, 
UECSOLSY•ITRI SOLVES A SYSTE~ OF L1NEAA ECUATIOMS WITH SYMMETqlC TR1DIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
DECTRI CALCULATES, WfTt'OCJT P1VOTING, TllE Lli DECO'IPOSl'!'iDfJ OF A TRl:JIAGONAL M·ATRIX, 
SOLTR1 SOLVES A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EOUATIO•IS ~ITH TRID!AGD•AL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOMPOSITION 15 GIVEN, 
DECSOLTRI SOLVES A SYSTE'• OF LINEAR EQlJATIO~S 'ITH TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIE~T MATRIX, 
OECTR1p1v CALCULATES, UITH PARTIAL PIVOTING, THE LU DECOMPOSITION OF A T~l~IAGONAL MATRIX, 
SOLTRIPIV SOLVES A svs•u1 OF LINEAR CQllAT10·1s ~ITH TRIDIAGONAL COEF'ICIENT MATRIX, PROVIDED THAT THE LU DECOl"POS1T10N AS CAl..CULATED 
<>Y DECTRIPIV IS G1VEtl, 
DECSOLTRiPIV SOLVES ·11T~ PARTIAL. PIVOTl~G A SYSTEM OF L.IN[AR EQUA'IO~S WITH TRIDIAGD~AL COEFFICIENT MATRIX, 
ERF COMPUTES THE ERROR FUNCTIO' AND COl'PLEMENTARY ERAOA fUWCTION FnA A REAL ARGUME~T1 THESE FU~CTIONS ARE RELATED TC T~E NORMAL OR G 
AUSSIAN PROBABILITY FUtJCTIOk. 
INCOMGAM cn•avTES TrE INCOMPLETE GAWMA FUNCTION gy PAOE APPR~XIMATjO•S, 
INCBETA CDr"IPiJTES THE 1t-JC.OMPL.ET£ BETA FlltJCTl-'11..J !(X,P,Q),0<:X<=1,P>O.Q>0, 
IBPPLUSN COMPUTES TrE INCO~PLETE BETA fU~CTION I (X,P.N,Q\,Oc=X<•l,P>D,o,o, FOR N:0(1)NMAX, 
1gQPLUSN COi-1pUTf,S TrE INC0 1 1P~ETE BET;. FUIJCTION I (X,P,Q•N),0<•X<•1,P>01Q>'l, FOR N:0(1)Nl'.AX, 
IXQf tX IS AN AUXIL!A~v PROCEDUQf FOR T~I~ INCOMPLETE BETA PUNCT!ON, 
I XPF Ix Is AN AUX I LI ARV pqocE(lUAE FOR THE INCOMPLETE 8ETA fUNCT I 0'1. 
FORWARD ! S AN AUXILIARY PROCf.DURE FOP. T''l I "-lCOMPLETE BETA FUNCTION, 
nACKWARD !S A~ AllXILIAqy PRCCEDURE FUR THE INCOMPLETE SETA FU~CTIO~, 
RECIP GAMMA COHPUTES TrE RECIPQOCAL OF Tl<E GAMMA FUNCTIOW FOR ARGJ~ElTS IN THE RANGE [1/2,3/2); ODD AND EVEN PARTS ARE A~SO DELIVER[ 
D, 
t;AMi-';A cor1PUTES Tf"!E GAM!"'A FUl'\CT l OtJ F"OR A REAL ARGUMENT'. 
L,.OG GAMMA CLlnPUTf.S T!IE NATURAL 1,.0GARtTli"1 Of THE'. GA,,,,MA FU\IC'Ti0N f!')R P•)S!TIVF:. ARGUMENTS, 
~EWTON OETERr1tNES T~[ COEFFlClENTS CF THE tl~WTQN INT€RP0LATl~~ PnLVNOMIA~ roR GIVE!J ARGUMENTS A~D fW~CTION v~~UES, 
INI tS At-J AU~ll.lAj:(V PRr.CED 1.JR!: FOR MjH1f;A.X AoPROX1MAT!O'I, 
SNORE! EZ (SECO'IC RU'EZ l<LGOR I P•M) EXC'1A'JlifS ''U'"BER5 'II I TH '!UM3ERS JUT OF A qEFERE'1CE SET, 
illNl"1AXP(lL l"lETF.Rl'iNfS THE C'lEFflCIE••T5 np Tr2 POL.VNOMi~~ (IN GRUNERT fORMl ~HAT APPROXIMATES A FU'KTION GIVEN FOR DISCRETE ARGVMENTSJ 
TME SEC<'ND RE~fZ EXCMA~GE ALGORiT~~ 15 JSE~ FOR T~IS ~l'!~AX P0LY~01!AL APPROXl~ATION, 
